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Preface

Abstract

Driven by the advances of machine learning, the field of computational argumen-
tation witnessed significant progress that has led to various applications, like ar-
gument search engines, argumentative writing assistants, and debate technologies.
The latter aims to bring new and diverse aspects to discussions by providing ar-
guments taking the opposite stance of a human opponent and countering their ar-
guments. This task can encourage critical thinking, widen the audience’s perspec-
tive on controversial topics, and maximize agreement among them. However, to
achieve this goal, debate technologies have to overcome several challenges, such
as synthesizing natural language arguments that are (1) relevant to the discussed
topic, (2) addressing their user’s beliefs, and (3) accounting for opposing argu-
ments. Our work aims to contribute methods and insights to advance research
towards overcoming these challenges. Accordingly, our main research question is
how to achieve more effective engagement of debate technologies? To answer this
question, we study each of the three mentioned challenges and propose approaches
to address them.

In particular, we first devise a conceptual architecture of a debate technology
framework and explain how one can use our contributions to form a single ap-
proach to debate technology. We then focus on each of the three main tasks in
detail. First, to identify the discussion space, we propose an approach that takes a
collection of arguments and distills a set of key points by first ranking sentences in
terms of their key point candidacy, then aggregating them into a final set that rep-
resents the discussion space. To model key point candidacy, our approach infers
the importance of a sentence from its centrality in the collection and argumenta-
tiveness. Our experiments show that our approach achieves strong results in gen-
erating representative key points. Second, to model the audience, we propose two
alternative approaches. One approach uses the audience’s stances on big issues to
build a model of their belief, while the other uses their moral foundations. We then
propose methods to use these belief models to guide argument generation to gener-
ate natural language arguments that address the corresponding audience model of
beliefs. We empirically show that our approach can encode the audience’s beliefs
into natural language arguments and demonstrate that morally framed arguments
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are more effective than generic ones. Finally, to counter opposing arguments, we
study the task of inferring the main point (conclusion) and the weak premises of an
argument. We then use this inferred knowledge to generate more effective and rele-
vant counters. Our empirical results show a boost in the effectiveness of generating
counters when considering this inferred knowledge.

Our research findings indicate the relevancy of the studied tasks to the overall
debate task. The identified discussion space can assess the debate technology in
synthesizing relevant arguments. By constructing a model of its audience’s beliefs,
debate technology can generate more empathetic arguments that increase agree-
ment among its audience. Finally, by identifying weak points in its opponent’s ar-
gument, the debate technology can synthesize more relevant counters that increase
its audience’s trust.
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Zusammenfassung

Angetrieben von den Fortschritten des maschinellen Lernens hat das Gebiet der
rechnergestützten Argumentation erhebliche Fortschritte gemacht, die zu verschiede-
nen Anwendungen wie Argument-Suchmaschinen, Schreibassistenten und Debat-
tentechnologien geführt haben. Letztere haben zum Ziel, neue und vielfältige As-
pekte in Diskussionen einzubringen, indem sie Argumente vorbringen, die die ent-
gegengesetzte Position eines menschlichen Kontrahenten vertreten und dessen Ar-
gumente entkräften. Diese Anwendung kann das kritische Denken fördern, die
Perspektive des Publikums zu kontroversen Themen erweitern und die Zustim-
mung unter ihnen maximieren. Um dieses Ziel jedoch zu erreichen, müssen De-
battentechnologien mehrere Herausforderungen bewältigen, wie zum Beispiel die
Synthese von natürlichsprachigen Argumenten, die (1) relevant für das diskutierte
Thema sind, (2) die Überzeugungen ihrer Benutzer ansprechen und (3) gegnerische
Argumente berücksichtigen. Unsere Arbeit zielt darauf ab, Methoden und Erkent-
nisse zur Forschung an diesen Herausforderungen beizutragen. Entsprechend lautet
unsere Hauptforschungsfrage: "Wie kann eine effektivere Einbindung von Debat-
tentechnologien in Debatten erreicht werden?" Um diese Frage zu beantworten,
untersuchen wir jede der drei genannten Herausforderungen und schlagen Ansätze
zu ihrer Bewältigung vor.

Wir entwickeln zunächst eine konzeptionelle Architektur eines Debattentech-
nologie Frameworks und erläutern, wie unsere Beiträge verwendet werden können,
um einen Ansatz zur Debattentechnologie zu entwickeln. Anschließend konzentri-
eren wir uns detailliert auf jede der drei Hauptaufgaben. Erstens, um den Diskus-
sionsraum zu identifizieren, schlagen wir einen Ansatz vor, der eine Sammlung von
Argumenten betrachtet und eine Reihe von Schlüsselpunkten heraushristaslisiert,
indem Sätze zunächst hinsichtlicher ihrer Eignung als Schlüsselpunkt bewertet
werden und sie dann zu einem endgültigen Satz aggregiert, der den Diskussion-
sraum repräsentiert. Um die Eignung als Schlüsselpunkt zu modellieren, schließt
unser Ansatz die Bedeutung eines Satzes aus seiner Zentralität in der Sammlung
von Argumenten und wie argumentativ es ist. Unsere Experimente zeigen, dass
unser Ansatz starke Ergebnisse bei der Erzeugung repräsentativer Schlüsselpunkte
erzielt. Zweitens schlagen wir zwei alternative Ansätze vor, um das Publikum
zu modellieren. Ein Ansatz verwendet die vom Publikum vertetener Positionen
zu großen Themen, um ein Modell ihrer Überzeugungen zu erstellen, während
der andere ihre moralischen Grundlagen verwendet. Wir schlagen dann Meth-
oden vor, um die Generierung von natürlichsprachlichen Argumenten zu leiten,
die eine spezifische Überzeugung des Publikums ansprechen. Wir zeigen em-
pirisch, dass unser Ansatz die Überzeugungen des Publikums in natürlichsprach-
liche Argumente kodieren kann, und stellen fest, dass moralisch formulierte Ar-
gumente effektiver sind als generische. Schließlich, um Argumente der Gegen-
seite zu entkräften, untersuchen wir die Aufgabe, die Hauptaussage (Schlussfol-
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gerung) und die schwachen Prämissen eines Arguments abzuleiten. Wir verwen-
den dieses abgeleitete Wissen, um effektivere und relevantere Gegenargumente zu
generieren. Unsere empirischen Ergebnisse zeigen eine Steigerung der Effektiv-
ität bei der Generierung von Gegenargumenten, wenn dieses abgeleitete Wissen
berücksichtigt wird.

Unsere Forschungsergebnisse zeigen die Relevanz der untersuchten Aufgaben
für die Gesamtaufgabe der Debattierung. Der identifizierte Diskussionsraum kann
die Debattentechnologie bei der Synthese relevanter Argumente bewerten. Durch
die Konstruktion eines Modells der Überzeugung des Publikums kann die Debat-
tentechnologie einfühlsamere Argumente generieren, die die Zustimmung im Pub-
likum erhöhen. Schließlich kann die Debattentechnologie durch die Identifizierung
von Schwachstellen im Argument des Kontrahenten relevantere Gegenargumente
synthetisieren, was das Vertrauen des Publikums steigert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Argumentation is at the core of human communication. It is the means by which
humans resolve conflict and reach an agreement. Throughout history, argumenta-
tion has drawn much attention and become the focal point for many scholars. Re-
cent research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has led to several advances in
analyzing and synthesizing natural language arguments, which resulted in several
practical end-user systems. Among them are debate technologies that can engage
in human debates. An essential feature of these debate technologies is the ability to
synthesize new arguments on a specific topic or counter other proposed arguments
in the debate. Nevertheless, research on the effective generation of arguments in
natural language is still under-explored, partly due to the adversity of this task.
Synthesizing effective arguments requires a set of abilities such as commonsense
reasoning, rhetoric, and empathetic understanding, which remain to this day chal-
lenging aspects for the machine to master.

Our work aims to advance research on argument generation by identifying as-
pects of effective arguments in debates and proposing methods to address each.
In particular, an effective argument should be relevant to the discussion, consider
the opponent’s argument, and address the audience’s interests. Hence, throughout
this thesis, we propose methods to extract knowledge about relevant key points to
the discussion, the main point of the opponent’s argument and its weak premises,
and a model of the audience’s belief. We then utilize this knowledge to guide the
generation of more effective and empathetic (counter) arguments. This chapter
will start with a background on argumentation and the recent advances in compu-
tational argumentation (Section 1.1 and 1.2). We will then highlight the limitations
of current related work concerning the aspects above (Section 1.3). Finally, we will
introduce our proposed methods to circumvent these shortcomings and discuss the
key finding of this research (Section 1.4).

1
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1.1 Argumentation

Argumentation is omnipresent in our lives. People have engaged in argumenta-
tion dialogues throughout history, from free-style argumentation on dinner tables
to formal debates on big podiums. In ancient Greece, debates took the name of
sophistical refutations (Hasper, 2013), where two sides, the questioner and the
answerer, engage in a discourse to uncover the truth of a put-forward thesis. In
medieval Europe, Scholastic disputation (Novikoff, 2012) rose as a method to in-
vestigate questions in science and theology. The twentieth century witnessed the
growth of informal logic as a research field attempting to analyze argumentation as
it occurs in daily life to enhance one’s critical thinking.

Through argumentation, we can reach an agreement with others and acquire
new perspectives on controversial issues to make more informed decisions. How-
ever, resolving a disagreement between disputed parties through argumentation is a
hard endeavor, even for humans. Hence, several thinkers throughout history dedi-
cated their research to understanding and analyzing argumentation. They provided
tools and theories on what makes argumentation successful in their goal. From
early history, Aristotle argued that arguments draw their strength from being rea-
sonable (logos), appealing to emotions (pathos), or emphasizing the credibility of
their author (ethos) (Aristotle and Kennedy, 2006). In the New Rhetoric, Perelman
(1971) emphasized that since argumentation aims to influence a specific group,
its content and approach should be subject to the beliefs and characteristics of
such a group. To van Eemeren and Houtlosser (1999), when engaging in a debate,
one might construct their argument based on three aspects: (1) relevant discussion
points to be addressed, (2) characteristics of the targeted audience, and (3) appro-
priate style of presentation. Walton (2009) argues that a counter to an argument can
be an attack on its conclusion (rebuttal), the validity of reasoning of its premises
toward its claim (undercut), or the validity of one of its premises (undermining).

Motivated by the importance of argumentation, our work draws inspiration
from the theories above to propose effective methods for argument generation. For
example, we follow van Eemeren and Houtlosser (1999) in considering the impor-
tance of identifying the topic’s discussion space and the audience’s characteristics
when engaging in a debate. When countering a given argument, we aim to model
the argument undermining and rebuttal phenomena mentioned by Walton (2009).

1.2 Computational Argumentation

The popularizing of online forums and social media opened up spaces for everyone
to engage in daily argumentation, resulting in risks of misinformation, polarization,
and echo chambers (Cinelli et al., 2021). This situation demands computational
tools to assess humans in widening their perspective on controversial topics by
providing a diverse set of arguments on the subject, questioning their views, and
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Premises

Raising the school leaving age promots equal opportunities
Conclusion

Parents who left school at a young age are also more likely 
to have children who leave school early.

Making sure that everyone gets the same amount of time 
at school promotes equality. 

Forcing all children to stay in school longer will help break 
this cycle of disadvantage.

FIGURE 1.1: An example argument taken from the student persuasive essays dataset (Stab
and Gurevych, 2014b) including a set of premises and the corresponding conclusion.

collecting evidence for a particular claim to fight misinformation. The Computa-
tional Argumentation field (CA) is one of the leading research areas that investigate
approaches to build these tools, and it is the field to which this thesis belongs.

The CA field investigates methods to enable machines to mine and synthesize
arguments in natural language texts (Stede and Schneider, 2018). While there ex-
ist some theoretical models of argumentation (Toulmin, 1958), in practice, CA ap-
proaches often simplify a natural language argument into a composition of premises
that reason towards (pro stance) or against (con stance) a main point called the ar-
gument’s conclusion. Figure 1.1 presents an example argument consisting of a set
of premises with a pro stance towards the conclusion Raising the school leaving
age promotes equal opportunities. These premises can be categorized into differ-
ent types, such as statistics, anecdotes, and assumptions (Al-Khatib et al., 2016).
Typically, CA approaches to mine arguments takes a text as an input and output
a representation of either the internal structure of a single argument (premises,
conclusion) (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b) or the external interaction between mul-
tiple arguments in a discussion (Chakrabarty et al., 2019b). Argument synthesis
includes the generation of either a missing argument component, an argumenta-
tive text on a topic, or a counter-argument. Besides these two main branches of
CA, argument quality has also been heavily studied in the community (Wachsmuth
et al., 2017a), with approaches either addressing specific quality dimensions (Stab
and Gurevych, 2017) or following a holistic approach in assessing the quality of an
argument (Gretz et al., 2020b).

The field of CA has benefited from the advances in natural language process-
ing (NLP) and machine learning (ML). Early approaches focused on hand-crafted
features to model various argument-mining tasks, while the absence of big corpora
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and the limitation of computational power restricted the exploration of argument-
generation tasks. But, recently, the rise of transfer learning and the invention of
powerful deep neural networks allowed a new era of text generation (Radford et al.,
2019). The community proposed several end-to-end neural architectures that learn
to generate argumentative texts (Hidey and McKeown, 2019, Hua and Wang, 2018)
and demonstrated a promising future. However, with great power comes more re-
sponsibilities. The new era also opened up a host of challenges and societal con-
cerns, such as the explainability of neural models (Danilevsky et al., 2020), the
faithfulness of generated texts (Li et al., 2022), and bias in all its forms (Sheng
et al., 2021). Addressing each of these challenges is an active research field on its
own. For example, ensuring faithfulness of generated texts can be tackled through
utilizing external factual knowledge about the world and ensuring that generated
text adheres to this knowledge (Dinan et al., 2018, Shuster et al., 2021). Due to its
subjective nature, argumentation language might contain different forms of bias,
which appear in trained models (Spliethöver and Wachsmuth, 2020). A line of CA
research attempts to build argumentation models that are fair and free from bias
(Holtermann et al., 2022). Throughout this thesis, we will highlight, whenever
possible, our research’s societal impact and concerns and how to potentially deal
with them.

Automating the process of argument analysis and generation enable a host of
beneficial end-user applications and tools like argument search engines (Wachsmuth
et al., 2017b, Daxenberger et al., 2020), decision-making assistants (Costa et al.,
2017), and debate technologies (Slonim et al., 2021). Debate technologies are sys-
tems that can either assess humans in a discourse dialogue or fully take the role of
a human debater autonomously. Such task is not straightforward since it requires
a set of abilities, such as the synthesis of natural language arguments. These assis-
tants could play an important role in solving disagreements between engaged users
in a debate by learning and focusing on the common concerns of its users rather
than on disputes. Recently, Slonim et al. (2021) proposed a system, called Project
Debater, that decomposes the overall debating task into a set of subtasks. These
subtasks include argument mining and indexing, principle argument construction
and matching, argument rebuttal, and debate construction, where the final argu-
mentative text is synthesized. The system’s performance was demonstrated in a
live debate against a human expert in front of an audience1 and showed a promis-
ing future. Our work studies the argument generation task in a debate context, that
is, how to improve the effectiveness of generated arguments when synthesized by
a debating technology. The rest of this chapter will discuss in detail the importance
and challenges of this task and highlight our approach to address these challenges.

1https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/02/ai-debate-recap-
think-2019/

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/02/ai-debate-recap-think-2019/
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/02/ai-debate-recap-think-2019/
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Topic: We should subsidize pre-schools

Audience

Opponent
Debate

Technology

The tax payers' money should be spent on other 

important projects such health systems, because 

susbsidizing pre-schools doesn't gurantee that parents 

will send their children there

Pre-schools is a good investment. Several studies 

showed the positive effect of pre-schools, especially 

for those kids who live in poverty. It achieves 

equality and fairness in society.

The state budget is big enough allowing different

project to be subsizized. So the idea that there are 

more important things to spend money on is

irrelevant.

In an ideal world, government money is limited and we 

should make choices. Subsidizing shools might put 

children in a competative environment that could cause 

psychological harm.

FIGURE 1.2: Debate scenario with two parties (humans or machines) participating in
a discussion on the topic "We should subsidize pre-schools". Taking turns, each side puts
forward pro/con arguments on the topic. By the end of the discussion, the goal is to increase
the agreement between the audience and the debate parties.

1.3 Shortcomings of Argument Synthesis

Despite the potential success demonstrated in the computational synthesis of natu-
ral language arguments, there are still under-explored areas to be studied to further
increase their effectiveness. To highlight these areas, we will address the argument
synthesis task in a debate context with the goal of maximizing agreement among
the audience. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 1.2, given a controversial topic
phrased as a claim, two agents (a human and an AI) engage in a debate in front of
an audience. In this debate, each side puts forward an argument and can provide
another argument in which they refute and address points in their opponent’s argu-
ment. To effectively engage in such a debate, we argue that the technology should
handle the following tasks:

• Modeling the discussion space, that is, the relevant key points to the given
controversial topic that frame the discussion.
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• Modeling the audience’s beliefs, that is, to understand the audience’s beliefs
and demands in order to achieve a better reach.

• Modeling the opponent’s argument in terms of the main point (conclusion)
put forward by the argument and how to counter it.

In the following, we will discuss in detail each aspect, including challenges and
shortcomings, to highlight our contributions and key findings in the following sec-
tion.

1.3.1 Modeling Discussion Space

The first task the debate participants will have to solve is collecting relevant talking
points to use in their arguments. For debate technology, analyzing the discussion
space involves retrieving relevant argumentative texts from the web and using them
to distill salient points. While it is potentially practical to collect an enormous
amount of arguments pertinent to the topic, the extraction of concise statements
representing the main points of a discussion is not well studied compared to other
genres like news articles, possibly due to the nature of argumentative texts that
is implicit and relying much on commonsense and assumptions. Early research
on discussion summarization simplified the task to only extracting the mentioned
aspects of a discussion and the stance towards them (Egan et al., 2016), ignoring
the reasoning component. Moreover, applying general summarization approaches
to the task (Erkan and Radev, 2004) might result in extracting statements that are
potentially central but not argumentative or do not reflect the core opinion of the
argument. Therefore, in this work, we assume a given collection of relevant ar-
gumentative texts and focus on summarizing the key points appearing in them. A
debate technology can then use these extracted key points as relevant aspects re-
flecting the topic potential introduced by van Eemeren and Houtlosser (1999) to
guide the argument generation process.

Until recently, Friedman et al. (2021a) proposed to study key point analysis as
a shared task at the 8th Workshop on Argument Mining located at the 2021 Con-
ference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP 2021).
Given a collection of arguments in natural language, the task is to extract and ag-
gregate concise argumentative statements that summarize the collection and match
them to their corresponding arguments. The authors propose preliminary approaches
to this task that use basic rule-based techniques to generate candidate key points
based on their argumentative quality and then select the ones with high scores in
matching input arguments (Bar-Haim et al., 2020b). In our research, we explore
more sophisticated approaches to model key points. These approaches consider,
besides argumentativeness, the centrality of sentences in the argument collection.
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1.3.2 Modeling Audience’s Beliefs

The audience plays an essential role in argumentation. As mentioned, according to
van Eemeren and Houtlosser (1999), the audience’s demand is an important factor
that dictates the next argumentation move to be performed in a debate. For exam-
ple, the debater might focus on shared human values with their audience and avoid-
ing unnecessary conflicts. So far, research on computational argumentation has
focused on studying argument persuasiveness and its correlation with the audience
(El Baff et al., 2018, Durmus and Cardie, 2018). Argumentation frameworks like
the work of Bench-Capon et al. (2002) integrate the human value preferences of a
specific audience as a factor in deciding the acceptance of an argument. Although
these works provide evidence of the importance of the audience for persuasion, no
methods were proposed that synthesize natural language arguments accounting for
the audience’s beliefs. Moreover, In social psychology, a line of research studies
how people adhere to different moral systems when making judgments on con-
troversial issues (Haidt, 2012). A subsequent line of research demonstrated that
one should consider the audience’s moral system (Feinberg and Willer, 2015) to
craft compelling arguments targeting this audience. In our debate scenario ( Sec-
tion 1.3), we hypothesize that debate technology can generate more effective argu-
ments by using such knowledge about their audience. To this day, computational
argumentation research has not studied the tuning of generated arguments toward
a targeted audience or discussed models that represent an audience’s belief. In the
following section, we will present our contribution toward modeling and encoding
the audience’s beliefs into the process of argument generation.

1.3.3 Modeling Opponent’s Argument

Relevant and effective synthesis of counter-arguments is crucial in debates. As
mentioned, Walton (2009) states that a counter-argument is an attack on a specific
argument that can be either a rebuttal, undermining, or undercutting. Accordingly,
analyzing the argumentative structure of a natural language argument is important.
One must identify the argument’s conclusion and its weak premise(s) to decide
what type of counter-argument to produce and its content. Research in computa-
tional argumentation addressed the counter-argument synthesis task through either
combining and arranging a set of argument units retrieved from an index (retrieval-
based approaches) or by generating from scratch (generation-based approaches).

On the one hand, retrieval-based approaches like the work of Wachsmuth et al.
(2018b) and Orbach et al. (2019) rely on a predefined collection of argumenta-
tive units (full arguments), which are collected in an offline stage. Once provided
with an argument, a matching process retrieves the best relevant counter-argument.
Moreover, Bilu et al. (2019) proposed an approach to creating a knowledge base
of principled common-place arguments, which rely on first principles and can be
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Discussion Space

- A fetus is just a bunch of cells

- Most abortions occur around 
four weeks

- Abortion endager's the life of
women
....

Topic: Abortion should be legalized

Stance: Pro

Argument 

Retrieval

The Supreme Court decided that states can't outlaw abortion because Prohibiting abortion
is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and the constitution.

Outlawing abor tion is taking away a human r ight given to women.

in reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells.

It has not fully developed any vital organs like lungs.

This means that an abor tion is not murder, it is just killing of cells in the wound.

If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for  the baby to survive

outside the wound, than having an abor tion is not murder.

[...]

There are also a large number of couples who would like to adopt terminally ill babies,
including babies with AIDS.

There are between one and two million infertile and fertile couples and individuals who
would like to adopt children.

By stopping abor tions, there will be more children available to adopt by families

wanting to provide those unwanted children a forever home.

If life ends when the heart stops beating, then life begins when the heart starts beating.

Since the hear t of the fetus begins to beat by 24 days, vir tually all abor tions (other

than " emergency contraception" ) stop a beating hear t.

In fact, since most abor tion occur between 4-6 weeks, they also destroy a functioning

brain.

[...]

A. Identifying Discussion Space

Research has shown that making
abortion illegal increases 
maternal mortality.

As to the mother's danger, 
Pregnancy has a major effect 
on a person's body and 
emotional state.

Argument

Modeling

Audience

Argument 

Generation

Belief-based Model

Audience

B. Modeling Audience's Beliefs

Abortion is killing

Life begins at conception. 

[..]

Since Human life is invaluable, 

and the fetus is a human, 

to do abortion is to kill

Opponent's Argument

Argument

Analysis

Counter-argument

Generation

The fetus is just cells in the Womb, 

so abortion is not killing

Counter

C. Countering the Opponent's Argument

1. Life begins at conception

2. Fetus is a human

n. Human life is invaluable

Modeling & 

Aggregation of 

Key Points

Conclusion:

Premises:

FIGURE 1.3: An overview of our conceptual approach towards effective engagement in
Debates that takes a controversial topic, a stance, an audience representation, and the op-
ponent’s argument as input. First (A), our approach analyzes the discussion space of the
given topic and produces a set of relevant key points (Chapter 3). Second (B), it constructs
a model of audience belief and uses it to generate an argument on the topic guided by the
constructed discussion space from A (Chapter 4). Finally (C), given the opponent’s argu-
ment, our approach infers knowledge about the argument’s conclusion and weak premises.
It then synthesizes a relevant counter that either rebuttal the conclusion or attacks one of
the weak premises, guided by the audience model of belief extracted in B and the discus-
sion space from A. Dotted lines in the Figure represent integration steps that we did not
address in our experiments.

suitable for a wide range of topics. While these approaches guarantee a degree
of synthesizing reliable arguments, they are bounded by the presence of relevant
argumentative content in a predefined collection.

On the other hand, generation-based approaches like the work of Hidey and
McKeown (2019) consider only a single claim as an input, which is not comprehen-
sive since arguments in real natural texts might contain more than a single claim.
The work of Hua and Wang (2018) uses an end-to-end neural network that con-
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sumes the input as a sequence of tokens without considering the argumentative
relation between premises and their conclusion. In daily-life debates, however,
people often do not explicitly state their argument’s main point (i.e., its conclu-
sion) since it is often clear from the context (Habernal and Gurevych, 2015) or can
be inferred from commonsense knowledge. Consequently, we argue that generat-
ing a proper counter becomes more challenging and requires more sophisticated
approaches to analyze the input argument. The following section will highlight our
contributions towards analyzing different aspects of the opponent’s argument and
use this to produce more effective counter-arguments.

1.4 Thesis Approach

While the purpose of a debate can vary based on its settings, we consider maximiz-
ing consensuses as its primary goal, which is different from the goal of winning
a debate set by Project Debater (Slonim et al., 2021) in their showcase of debate
technologies. Technology can then play an essential role in achieving this goal
(as an assistant tool or by autonomously taking part in the discussion) by collect-
ing a broad spectrum of relevant critical points to the discussed topic, challenging
the opponent’s argument, and focusing on its users’ belief system. Therefore, our
main research question is: how to achieve more effective engagement of debate
technologies? Based on the limitations we discussed in the previous section, we
devise a set of specific research questions that can be studied independently and
design approaches and experiments to evaluate these questions. We summarize
these research questions as follows:

• Modeling Discussion Space: How to effectively extract relevant key points
for a topic that form its discussion space?

• Modeling Audience’s Beliefs: What models can be used to represent the au-
dience’s beliefs and how to use them to generate more effective arguments?

• Modeling Opponent’s Argument: How to model the opponent’s argument
and use this knowledge to generate more relevant counters?

As shown in Figure 1.3, our overall conceptual approach consists of three main
steps that all together aim to optimize the generation of effective (counter) argu-
ments in debates. The first step (A) starts with a controversial topic and constructs
a discussion space composed of key points that one can use in the other compo-
nents to guide the generated arguments. The second step (B) takes an audience’s
representation as input. It builds a model of their belief to generate an argument
on the topic tuned toward the audience’s interest, guided by the discussion space.
Finally, the third step takes the opponent’s argument and infers its conclusion and
its weak premises. It then generates a counter that either rebuttal the conclusion
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or attacks one of the weak premises, guided again by the discussion space and the
audience model of belief. We provide methods and realizations of most of these
steps in our approach, but we leave some integration steps, highlighted in dotted
lines in the figure, for future research. The following subsections will provide a
detailed overview of our approach’s designed components and main findings.

1.4.1 Identifying Discussion Space

As mentioned in Section 1.3, generating relevant arguments requires exploring po-
tential relevant discussion points to the given topic. While retrieving an enormous
amount of natural language arguments on a given topic is achievable through ar-
gument search engines (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b), distilling them into a set of key
points is an understudied task. Hence, we aim to model key point extraction from
a given collection of arguments on a topic. Following Bar-Haim et al. (2020b), we
define our discussion space as a set of concise statements representing the core ar-
gumentation relevant to the given topic – called key points hereafter. We consider
each sentence in the collection to be a candidate key point and propose an approach
of two steps to extract these key points. The first step models the key point can-
didacy of each sentence in the argument collection, and the second step ranks and
aggregates these sentences according to their candidacy scores into the final set
of key points representing the discussion space and diverse enough to cover most
aspects mentioned in the collection.

In particular, first, our approach’s key point candidacy component generates
candidacy scores for each sentence based on their argumentativeness and cen-
trality in the argument collection. We realize this component as a graph-based
model that encodes all sentences in the collection as nodes in the graph with edges
drawn based on the semantic similarity between sentences. It then runs a variant
of PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999) biased toward the argumentative scores
of these sentences. Second, we realize the key points aggregation component as an
algorithm that first ranks sentences according to their candidacy scores and then se-
lects the top k sentences that are diverse enough to form the final discussion space.
In a follow-up study, we propose an alternative method to ensure the diversity of
selected key points by encoding an extra term reflecting how unique the sentence
is to its own argument compared to the whole collection, and we call this term
contrastiveness.

In our experiments, we first assess the first component of our approach that
models the candidacy of key points on argument snippet generation as an interme-
diary task. Specifically, we consider useful argument snippets to be good candidate
key points. Thus, we start by defining the argument snippet generation task as fol-
lows:
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Given a collection of relevant arguments to a specific topic, extract two sen-
tences from each that represent the corresponding main claim and reasoning be-
hind it.
We then conduct experiments to evaluate our key point candidacy model on this
task by selecting the two top-scored sentences as a snippet. Our results demon-
strate that our approach outperforms strong baselines such as LexRank (Erkan and
Radev, 2004) and BertSum (Liu, 2019) in selecting the best representative sen-
tences. The former baseline also relies on the PageRank algorithm but without the
bias towards argumentativeness, and the second baseline is a transformer-based
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) fine-tuned towards generating summaries of texts. In
the context of argument search, we compare our approach to a query-based snip-
pet generation approach of (Białecki et al., 2012) that extracts sentences from the
argument overlapping with the query. We show that our approach produces better
representative snippets than this baseline in most cases. Our follow-up study em-
pirically shows that including contrastiveness leads to a trade-off with the repre-
sentativeness criterion. Biasing extracted key points towards contrastiveness might
lead to a loss in how representative they are of their argument and vice versa. In
the automatic evaluation, we demonstrate how to balance this trade-off and ensure
the extraction of diverse snippets. Our findings support the applicability and im-
portance of considering argumentative, representative, and contrastive sentences to
generate useful snippets within the argument search. Hence, our approaches can
also produce useful candidate key points. Second, we study the overall task of
extracting and aggregating sentences into key points. Due to the similarities be-
tween our task and the key point analysis shared task introduced by Friedman et al.
(2021b), we assessed the effectiveness of our approach (Alshomary et al., 2021b)
by participating in their shared task held at the 8th Workshop on Argument Min-
ing (ArgMining 2021) during EMNLP 2021. In the manual evaluation run by the
organizers, our approach ranked best among the submitted approaches.

To summarize, modeling the argumentativeness and contrastiveness of a sen-
tence, along with its representativeness, is essential to extracting useful key points
that can form the discussion space of a topic. In the context of argument search en-
gines, the user’s search goal is to understand the main claim and reasoning behind
a retrieved argument. Therefore, we also found that general-purpose snippets are
insufficient for this task. Finally, our main contributions are the following:

• We propose approaches to model the key point candidacy of sentences and
to aggregate them into an overall discussion space.

• In the context of argument search engines, we define the task of argument
snippet generation and provide a dataset to study this task.

• We provide empirical evidence to support the effectiveness of our approach
to model key points.
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Remarks Finally, in addressing the task of identifying discussion space, we re-
stricted our view to extractive approaches since they are more intuitive, reliable,
and equally appreciated compared to abstractive approaches (Chen et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, in doing so, we might fail to address cases where the reasoning or
their implications are left implicit in the argument. In such scenarios, abstractive
approaches infer these implicit components in an argument.

In the context of debates, human contenders might use an argument search
engine (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b) as a source of information to consume potential
arguments on the web. Efficient presentation of retrieved arguments in such search
engines is crucial to boost their usability. Our proposed approach to generating
snippets for arguments is one way of boosting this efficiency because it helps users
assess the relevancy of the retrieved arguments to their information needs.

1.4.2 Modeling Audience’s Beliefs

Despite the apparent importance of audience in assessing argument effectiveness,
as mentioned in Section 1.3, research on argument generation so far did not con-
sider generating argumentative texts subject to a given audience. Thus, our goal
here is to cover this research gap. On this account, we detail our research question
on modeling users’ beliefs as follows: (1) How to computationally represent an au-
dience’s beliefs and use them to guide argument generation? and (2) Do arguments
that focus on the audience’s beliefs have more effect on the audience? To study
these research questions, we start by formulating the task of belief-based argument
generation as follows (Alshomary et al., 2021a):

Given a controversial topic and a representation of the audience’s beliefs, gen-
erate argumentative text that is both relevant to the topic and matches the beliefs.
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, our approach to this task has two components. The
modeling audience component takes as an input representation of the targeted au-
dience. It then infers a belief model that guides the argument generation compo-
nent in generating a final argument that is relevant to the topic and targets the given
audience. In our experiments, we consider two representations of the audience’s
beliefs, their stances on known controversial issues, and their morals based on the
moral foundation theory (Haidt, 2012). We then introduce two realizations of our
approach: once using an underlying neural generation model (Alshomary et al.,
2021a) and once using a retrieval-based model (Alshomary et al., 2022a).

In particular, for stances on controversial topics as a representation, we pro-
pose two models. One builds on Li et al. (2016), equipping a neural model with
a context vector representing the given stances. The other realization infers a vo-
cabulary from the targeted user’s stances on big issues representing their beliefs. It
then uses this vocabulary to control the output of a pre-trained neural model using
the algorithm of Dathathri et al. (2020) to generate argumentative texts resembling
the targeted user’s beliefs. We evaluate these models empirically on the debate.org
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dataset of Durmus and Cardie (2018), which contains users’ arguments on various
controversial topics and their stances towards the most popular ones on the web-
site (named big issues henceforth). In our experiments, we compare both models
against their unconditioned correspondents (i.e., the same models without knowl-
edge about a user), assessing the similarity of generated claims to the ground truth
and the likelihood of carrying textual features that reflect users’ stances on big is-
sues. Our results demonstrate the ability of our models to encode users’ beliefs
represented as stances on big issues into generated claims, with the pre-trained
language model generating more coherent claims due to the pre-training process.

The second representation we consider is the moral foundations, following our
previous work (Alshomary et al., 2022a). Here, we study the feasibility of gen-
erating morally framed arguments computationally and their effect on different
audiences. Since we aim to evaluate argument effectiveness on human audiences,
the quality of these arguments is crucial. Therefore, we ensure this quality by re-
lying on Project Debater (Slonim et al., 2021), a retrieval-based approach of multi-
ple components designed to generate arguments of high quality that compete with
human arguments. One of the main steps in our retrieval-based approach is to clas-
sify argumentative sentences based on their moral focus, which requires training a
classifier for this task. To develop such a classifier, we rely on distant supervision:
We use the Reddit dataset of Schiller et al. (2020), which contains argumentative
texts with annotated aspects, along with the moral-to-concept lexicon of Hulpus
et al. (2020) for the automatic mapping from aspects to morals. Then, we train a
transformer-based neural network (Vaswani et al., 2017) on this dataset, achieving
high effectiveness on the moral dataset of Kobbe et al. (2020) compared to ablation
baselines. To assess the effect of morally framed arguments on a particular audi-
ence, we consider liberals and conservatives as alternative audiences. We designed
a user study where we separately asked three liberals and three conservatives to
rank different arguments on specific controversial issues based on their effective-
ness in challenging or empowering their stances. The results suggest that both
liberals and conservatives value morally framed arguments more than the general
ones. We also found that liberals value arguments that focus on their own morals
(care and fairness) the most. At the same time, conservatives, when their stance is
challenged, tend to rate arguments focusing on loyalty, authority, and purity higher
than the generic ones.

To summarize, we found that it is computationally possible to infer a model
of an audience’s beliefs based on their stances on known issues or their morals
and use these models to tune generated arguments accordingly. Our experiments
demonstrate that arguments focusing on morals are more effective than their gen-
eral counterparts. Also, differently framed moral arguments have varying effects
on audiences based on the audience’s belief system. Our main contributions to-
wards modeling the audience in argument generation are the following:
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• We introduce the belief-based claim generation task

• We propose two approaches to model and encode users’ beliefs in the process
of argument generation.

• We provide empirical evidence of the importance of considering the audi-
ence’s beliefs when synthesizing arguments.

Remarks We considered the audience to be a third party in the debate. How-
ever, one can also consider the opponent as an audience. Under this condition, our
approach can then learn from the opponent’s arguments a model representing the
human values that concern the opponent and build its argumentation on this basis.

Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the task of tuning arguments toward a spe-
cific audience raises some ethical concerns. One might consider this as manipu-
lation. However, changing others’ minds is considered manipulation only when
done deceptively. Therefore, transparency is a key aspect in any approach for this
task, where users have the right to be informed about any potential employment of
their beliefs in generated arguments. This also requires models to be interpretable,
enabling a good understanding of their workings. Moreover, while relying on the
moral foundation theory to model an audience is a good start, one could point out
the inherent limitation of this approach since it reduces the human condition into
only five concerning moral foundations.

1.4.3 Countering the Opponent’s Argument

In debates, as highlighted in Figure1.2, an important step is to synthesize a proper
counter-argument to the opponent’s argument. According to Walton (2009), a
model for countering an argument requires knowledge about the argumentation
structure of the given argument to be able to rebut, undercut, or undermine it.

In this work, our core research question is how to analyze the opponent’s argu-
ment and use this knowledge to generate relevant counters. Hence, we investigate
different methods of extracting and infusing such knowledge into neural counter-
argument models. In particular, we explore two types of knowledge: (1) weak
premises in the input argument and (2) the inferred argument conclusion. For this
purpose, we study the task of conclusion inference and the identification of weak
premises to use them in the counter-argument generation task by modeling it as
an argument undermining or rebuttal. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, our overall ap-
proach then takes an argument in natural language text as an input, identifies its
conclusion and weak premises, and then uses this knowledge to generate a relevant
counter-argument that either rebuts or undermines the input argument.

In particular, we first look at how to infer a conclusion from a set of premises
(Alshomary et al., 2020b). We define an argument conclusion as a statement carry-
ing a stance towards a specific target phrase. For example, given the claim Human
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life is invaluable, the target is the phrase Human life, and the claim holds a pro
stance towards it. Hence, we decompose the conclusion inference task into three
main steps: (1) inferring the conclusion’s target from the premises, (2) inferring
the conclusion stance, and (3) generating the conclusion’s text with the inferred
target and stance. To this end, we focus on the conclusion target inference step due
to the limitation of text generation models and the absence of big corpora to study
this task. We hypothesize that the conclusion target is related to the targets of the
argument’s premises. Therefore, our approach identifies these premise targets and
then learns via a triplet neural network (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) to infer a proper
embedding representation of the conclusion target. We then use this embedding
to select a conclusion target from a predefined knowledge base of concepts. Our
experiments show empirical evidence of premise targets’ importance in the conclu-
sion generation process. Later, with the success of pre-trained language models,
we also experimented with their effectiveness on the task by jointly modeling the
conclusion and counter-argument generation tasks.

As mentioned, one can identify a weak point/premise and use it to undermine
the argument. To identify the attackability of a premise in an argument, similar to
the work of Jo et al. (2020), we learn this criterion from data, namely the Change
My View Subreddit (CMV). CMV is a debate forum where commentators attack
an original post by quoting one of its supporting premises, signaling a potential
weakness. We hypothesize that the attackability of a premise is better learned by
considering both the conclusion and other premises of the argument (Alshomary
et al., 2021c). Thus, unlike previous work, which models each premise’s attacka-
bility independently, we model it as a ranking task, where we learn to rank all argu-
ment’s premises jointly with respect to their conclusion (Alshomary et al., 2021c).
Our automatic evaluation demonstrates a significant gain of effectiveness on this
task compared to previous related work.

Given that we can infer the argument’s conclusion and identify its premises’ at-
tackability, we turn our view to how we can use this knowledge to generate more ef-
fective counter-arguments. For this, we propose two alternative approaches that ap-
proximate argument undermining and rebuttal phenomena. Both approaches gener-
ate text from scratch, utilizing the power of pre-trained language models. For argu-
ment undermining, our approach uses the knowledge learned about weak premises
to generate a counter that attacks the top k weak premises. We encode this knowl-
edge as extra information on the token-level, reflecting whether the token belongs
to a weak premise. The model then uses this knowledge to learn the best counter-
argument from the data. In our experiments, we compare this approach against the
same architecture but trained without information about the weak premises. Our
results highlight the gain of inducing knowledge about premise attackability to the
counter-argument generation task.
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We further investigate whether inferring the argument’s conclusion can im-
prove the effectiveness of counter-argument generation task. We propose to model
the two tasks jointly through a transformer-based model. Additionally, in the in-
ference time, generating the conclusion allows us to assess the suitability of the
generated counter in terms of its stance towards the inferred conclusion. Hence,
we add to our model a stance-based component that ranks a set of candidate coun-
ters based on their stance toward the inferred conclusion and selects the top one as
the final counter. We conduct an experiment to compare our model’s effectiveness
against other baselines. Results show that inferring the conclusion leads to more
relevant counters and generates more stance-accurate ones.

To summarize, we found that conclusions only sometimes explicitly appear in
argumentation, and to infer them accurately, one can model the relation between
the premise and conclusion target. Moreover, we discovered that weak premises
are better identified jointly with respect to the argument conclusion. Finally, we
found that inferring the argument conclusion and its weak premises can lead to
synthesizing more effective counters. We summarize our contributions as follows:

• We propose an approach to computationally model argument undermining
that identifies weak premises in an argument and then generates a corre-
sponding counter.

• We propose a multitask approach that generates the conclusion and a corre-
sponding counter to rebut the argument.

• We provide empirical evidence for the importance of identifying the argu-
ment conclusion and its weak premises as part of the process of counter
argument generation.

Remarks In the context of knowledge-enhanced text generation (Yu et al., 2022),
so far, our approaches exploited internal knowledge from the given input argument.
Nevertheless, other types of knowledge, like commonsense knowledge, can also be
used to boost counter-argument generation models. Such an approach can infer the
main targeted concept in the input argument and the stance towards it. The model
then uses a commonsense knowledge base (causal relations) to output a proper
counter-argument. Moreover, since we deal with text generation, we have inherent
challenges, such as ensuring the factual correctness of generated texts. Research
on claim verification enjoyed a lot of attention in recent years. One can utilize a
claim verification component in their argument generation model to self-check the
generated arguments to address the factual correctness of generated arguments.

1.5 Thesis Structure

In the following chapters, we will first start by providing the necessary background
and related work (Chapter 2), which covers topics like the basic blocks of natu-
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Publication Venue Topic Chapter

Alshomary et al. (2020b) ACL Conclusion Inference Chapter 5

Alshomary et al. (2020a) SIGIR Modeling Key Points Chapter 3

Alshomary et al. (2021a) EACL Stance-based Modeling Chapter 4

Alshomary et al. (2021c) Findings
of ACL

Argument Undermining Chapter 5

Alshomary and Wachsmuth (2021) Patterns
Journal

Audience-based Argument
Generation

Chapter 4

Alshomary et al. (2021b) ArgMining Key Points Generation Chapter 3

Alshomary et al. (2022a) ACL Moral-based Modeling Chapter 5

Alshomary et al. (2022b) COMMA Modeling Key Points Chapter 3

Alshomary and Wachsmuth (2023) EACL Argument Rebuttal Chapter 5

TABLE 1.1: List of peer-reviewed papers throughout this dissertation work including the
venue where the paper is published, the topic it covers, and where it appears in this disser-
tation

ral language processing methods (Section 2.1), machine learning techniques used
for computational argumentation. Following that, Chapters 3, 4, and 5 will cover
our research’s three main contributions, which also resonate with the three main
tasks a debate technology should address. First, in Chapter 3, we discuss the first
task of discussion space identification of the given input topic. We first present our
approach to this task that contains two main components; modeling key point can-
didacy and key point aggregation. Section 3.1 presents our two implementations
of modeling the key point candidacy, the Representativeness and Contrastiveness
approaches. We then present a series of experiments in Section 3.3, including the
argument snippet generation study (Subsection 3.3.1) and the overall evaluation of
our approach to the task of key point analysis (Subsection 3.3.2).

In Chapter 4, we turn our view to the second contribution that addresses the au-
dience in argument generation. We introduce the task of audience-based argument
generation, and our approach consists of two main components, modeling audience
and argument generation. Section 4.1 then discusses the two audience representa-
tions we considered and how we computationally model them. Section 4.2 presents
how we use these two audience models to adjust the generated arguments to fit the
corresponding audience. We finally present the experiments conducted to evaluate
our proposed approach in Section 4.3.

Chapter 5 will then present the third contribution focusing on countering the
opponent’s argument. We argue that specific knowledge about the argument struc-
ture is needed to generate successful counters; the argument conclusion and its
weak premises. We first discuss our approach to this task, which consists of two
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Publication Venue Topic

Ajjour et al. (2019a) EMNLP-IJCNLP Modeling Frames in Arguments
Syed et al. (2021) Findings of ACL Generating Informative Conclu-

sions
Kiesel et al. (2022) ACL Identifying Human Values behind

Arguments

TABLE 1.2: List of relevant peer-reviewed papers that we co-authored with other fellow
researchers in the field.

components; argument analysis and counter generation. In Section 5.1, we present
two tasks we address in the argument analysis component. First, we study the con-
clusion inference and propose an approach to this task (Subsection 5.1.1), and then
the weak premise identification task along with our proposed approach (Subsec-
tion 5.1.2). Afterwards, we move our view to the counter generation component.
We first present our argument undermining implementation (Subsection 5.2.1) that
uses the weak premises to generate a counter, then present the argument rebuttal
approach (Subsection 5.2.2), which models the conclusion and counter generation
jointly. Finally, Section 5.3 presents a set of experiments we conduct to evaluate
each of the proposed approaches.

We finally conclude our thesis work in Chapter 6 with implications of our work,
key findings, and future outlooks. These three main contributions can be integrated
into the big picture of a debate technology that can either engage in a debate or as-
sess a human debater to boost its effectiveness in argument generation to maximize
agreements in debates.

1.6 List of Publications

This thesis is based on a set of peer-reviewed scientific papers we published at
international conferences in the fields of computational linguistics, information
retrieval, and computational argumentation. In comparison, these publications
propose approaches to specific tasks, while our thesis stitches together these ap-
proaches by providing an overview of how each presented approach can be inte-
grated to reach an overall framework for a debate technology that is more effective
in its engagement in debates. Additionally, in this thesis, we reflect on the societal
impact of our contributions and provide a future outlook on how the research in this
field might progress. Table 1.1 gives an overview of each of the published works
along with the venue where it is published, the topic it covers, and where it appears
in this thesis. Additionally, Table 1.2 lists other publications that we co-authored
with other researchers from the field that cover relevant topics such as identifying
frames in arguments, using language models to generate informative conclusions,
and developing classifiers to identify human values in argumentative texts.
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Background and Related Work

At its heart, our work researches methods to analyze and synthesize argumenta-
tion in natural language texts to enable an effective engagement of technologies
in human debates. That said, this thesis lies in the intersection between the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) and the Argumentation fields. On the one hand,
our research is informed by argumentation theories that model the composition
of an argument and its interaction with other arguments, as well as the use of ar-
gumentation for communication. On the other hand, we study the argumentation
phenomena in natural language texts, so our approaches build on and contribute
to the NLP field. Moreover, argumentation is a social activity where humans en-
gage in discussions on controversial issues to achieve agreement on a decision or
to convince each other. Hence our research is also inspired by social science theo-
ries that address the human condition in argumentation, such as belief systems and
their relation with argument effectiveness. Lastly, inherited from the NLP field,
our research is empirical, using Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence
(AI) methods to learn a model of argumentation from natural language texts.

In the following, we will start in Section 2.1 by covering the foundational con-
cepts of NLP, such as how to represent texts to ML algorithms, what evaluation
measures are used to assess algorithms’ effectiveness and popular machine learning
algorithms that are usually used to address NLP tasks. Next, Section 2.2 will intro-
duce the field of argumentation, discussing argumentation frameworks that model
argument structures and relations and the role of the audience in these frameworks.
Moreover, we will provide a short overview of the social science perspective on
argumentation and explain the moral-foundation theory on which we base some
of our work. Section 2.3 will cover the various tasks, models, and applications of
argumentation in the field of natural language processing, which form the related
work to our thesis.

19
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2.1 Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) is a linguistic-informed field that uses machine
learning techniques to address tasks that enable computers to process human lan-
guage. Such tasks are text translation (Tan et al., 2020), document summarization
(El-Kassas et al., 2021), and sentiment analysis (Wankhade et al., 2022). Research
in NLP is carried out empirically, where the effectiveness and efficiency of de-
veloped approaches are tested experimentally on a sample dataset of texts. The
NLP field has witnessed two transitions in the popular techniques used to address
NLP tasks. The first transition happened with the adaption of Machine Learning
(ML) methods to learn the solution for a corresponding task from data. Before
that, methods were mainly rule-based, where expert knowledge is encoded as a set
of algorithmic steps and rules to extract information from natural language texts
(Taboada et al., 2011). Until recently, developing approaches to solve NLP tasks
required task-specific hand-crafted features to represent the input texts for an ML
model. However, the second transition in the field came with the rise of pre-trained
language models (PLM), which are deep neural networks that are trained to model
human language on big corpora and able to transfer this knowledge to solve var-
ious downstream tasks (Radford et al., 2019). These PLMs significantly boosted
state-of-the-art results on all NLP tasks but also raised concerns about their deci-
sions’ interpretability, bias, and fairness. In this section, we will first provide an
overview of NLP tasks, how the text gets processed and represented to an ML algo-
rithm, and the evaluation metrics typically used to assess the effectiveness of NLP
approaches. Second, we will focus on ML-based methods for solving NLP tasks,
where we discuss different training paradigms and the popular neural network ar-
chitectures (NN) used in this field.

2.1.1 NLP Tasks and their Evaluation

Natural Language Processing tasks can be categorized into two main areas: text
analysis and generation. In both areas, input texts are represented as a sequence of
tokens or characters and mapped into some vector space on which ML algorithms
can operate. The output of text analysis tasks is information that can be on different
levels of granularity. For example, on the token level, one might be interested in
classifying the part of speech of each token (verb, noun, etc.) or whether a token
is a discourse marker (because, therefore, etc.). On a higher level, the task can be
to categorize the stance of the whole text (sequence of tokens) toward a specific
topic. In text generation, the output is a new sequence of tokens, for example, a
translation of the input text or a conclusion of the input argument. In the following,
we will describe how texts get represented by machine learning algorithms and
how approaches to these tasks are evaluated.
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Semantic Representation:
BOW, GloVe, etc.

Feature Representation:
domain, audience, etc.

ML 
Algorithm

NLP Task's Output

Governments should strive to achieve equality. 

Since pre-schools is one way of achieving equality 

between students, we should invest in this project

...

...

...

FIGURE 2.1: The input to the ML algorithm is a vector representation of the text that con-
catenates two representations. The first is the semantic representation of the text through
models like BOW or GloVe, while the other representation can be a set of other task-
specific features that models certain contextual information about the text, such as the
source domain, targeted audience, etc.

Text Representation

Typically, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, most NLP methods process text by first split-
ting it into a sequence of tokens and then mapping it into a single feature vector
−→v aggregated from its tokens’ semantic representations −→v1 and potentially another
task-specific feature vector −→v2 such as the source domain, targeted audience, etc
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). As for the semantic representation, traditional meth-
ods like Bag-of-Words (BOW) and the Term Frequency–Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) take a predefined vocabulary (a dictionary of tokens) of size N
and map the text into one vector of N dimension with a value assigned to each
index reflecting the corresponding token’s weight in the text (Salton and Buckley,
1988). For example, in TF-IDF representation, this weight can be computed from
the token’s frequency in the text weighted by its importance in the vocabulary.

However, these methods create sparse representations, making it hard for ML
to efficiently learn meaningful representations of texts (Bengio et al., 2000). There-
fore, recent methods have been proposed to learn dense token representations from
big text corpora by either exploiting corpus statistics (Collobert, 2014) or model-
ing n-grams (sequences of n tokens) across an entire corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013).
These methods, such as GloVe embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) and CBOW
(Mikolov et al., 2013), became the basis of text representation in most NLP tasks.
They typically learn a dictionary that maps a predefined set of tokens into their
semantic vector representation. An ML algorithm can then use this dictionary to
project a text (sequence of tokens) into a single semantic vector by averaging all
its tokens’ vectors, for example.
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Using GloVe-like embeddings, each token in a vocabulary is associated with
a single semantic vector regardless of the surrounding tokens. Nevertheless, these
static methods do not capture the change in the word meaning based on the con-
text. Therefore, a new class of context-sensitive embedding methods has been
proposed to address this limitation. The primary component of these methods is
a neural network (NN) trained on a huge corpus of unlabeled texts to model hu-
man language by predicting the next token given a set of previous or surrounding
tokens. It has been found that the hidden states of these trained models are good
context-sensitive representations of the input tokens (Peters et al., 2018). These
pre-trained NNs, such as the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018), can then be used
in downstream NLP tasks to extract dynamic semantic representations from the
input text. Furthermore, starting from a general semantic embedding space, one
can further learn a more task-specific embedding space by utilizing a contrastive
learning paradigm, as we will see in Subsection 2.1.2. In this thesis, we use the
CBOW model Mikolov et al. (2013) to represent the conclusion and premise targets
in the embedding space, and the Sentence-BERT model (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019), a tuned version of BERT towards modeling sentence similarity, to represent
arguments and their corresponding key points in the embedding space.

Evaluation Methods

Approaches to address the various NLP tasks are empirically evaluated on a cor-
responding corpus of texts that is typically split into training, validation, and test
splits. During the development stage, the proposed approach is trained, if needed,
on the training split and evaluated on the development dataset iteratively to find the
best hyper-parameters. The final developed version of the approach is then tested
on the test set to compare against other baseline approaches to the task. For text
analysis tasks, evaluation measures such as F1-score and accuracy are typically
used to assess the model’s effectiveness automatically. While accuracy quanti-
fies this effectiveness as the number of correct classification decisions across all
classes, the F1-score computes a class-specific score that is a harmonic average
of the model’s precision and recall. In particular, to compute a model’s F1-score
for a specific class c, one first computes the number of true positives tp (instances
of class c that were correctly classified as such by the model), false positives fp
(instances of other classes that are classified as c), false negatives fn (instances of
class c that are classified as other classes by the model), and the true negatives tn
(instances that are correctly not classified by the model as c). Then compute the
precision and recall according to Equation 2.2 and 2.3. Finally, the F1-score can
be computed as the harmonic mean between precision and recall.
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F1-score =
2 · (Precision · Recall)
(Precision + Recall)

(2.1)

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
(2.2)

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
(2.3)

However, evaluating text generation approaches is trickier. Commonly, given a
test dataset with its ground-truth texts, a model’s effectiveness can be assessed by
computing the lexical overlap between the generated text and the ground-truth one.
This kind of assessment forms the basis of most text generation evaluation mea-
sures such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), and METEOR
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). For example, as shown in Equation 2.4, to compute
the BLEU score between a predicted text t and a reference r, one first computes
the model’s precision at different n-grams levels (pn) as the fraction of predicted
n-grams that appear in the ground-truth text for n ∈ [1 · · ·N ]. Then the geometric
weighted average precision is computed and multiplied by the brevity penalty BP
(Equation 2.5) that penalizes short sentences.

BLEU =BP× exp

(
N∑
n=1

wn log pn

)
(2.4)

BP =

1 if t > r

exp
(1− |r|

|t| ) otherwise
(2.5)

Other measures, such as the ROUGE score, quantify text similarity in terms
of precision and recall, while the METEOR metric works by computing the map-
ping of words and synonyms between the generated and ground-truth texts and
calculating the F -score based on these mappings. Another class of text generation
measures is embedding-based, such as BERT score (Zhang et al., 2019). Under this
category, the comparison is carried out between the embedding vectors of the gen-
erated t and the ground-truth r texts using metrics like cosine similarity (Equation
2.6) to compute the semantic rather than the lexical similarity between texts.

cosine =
−→r · −→t
‖−→r ‖‖−→t ‖

(2.6)

Nevertheless, these methods fall short on tasks where multiple generated texts can
be correct, and there is no single ground truth. For example, multiple valid argu-
ments might exist on a given topic in computational argumentation tasks. There-
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fore, besides automatic evaluations using the mentioned measures, a manual eval-
uation of generated texts is usually done via a user study. In these user studies,
a group of human users is asked to score different criteria of the generated texts.
For example, to assess a generated argument, one might ask whether the argument
is informative, argumentative, or grammatically correct. The scores of single hu-
man evaluators are then aggregated per sample text by either taking the average
or the majority score. Further, an inter-annotator agreement score is computed to
quantify the degree of agreement between the annotators. For example, given m
human judging N instances by assigning one of k categories for each instance, the
agreement according to Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971) is computed from two main com-
ponents; the observed agreement po and the chance agreement pe. As shown in
Equation 2.9, the chance agreement pe is computed from the proportion of all as-
signments Pj for each class. The observed agreement po is then computed by first
calculating the proportion of annotator pairs in agreement out of all annotators Pi
for each instance and then aggregating the scores as shown in Equation 2.8. Finally
the Fleiss’s κ is computed according to Equation 2.7.

κ =
Po − Pe
1− Pe

(2.7)

Po =
1

n

N∑
i=1

Pi (2.8)

Pe =
1

n

k∑
j=1

P 2
j (2.9)

Typically, this agreement score gives insights into the difficulty or subjectivity
of the questions asked in the evaluation task and the degree of reliability with the
study results to be trusted.

2.1.2 Learning Paradigms

To learn ML models from data, we can employ several learning schemes for dif-
ferent task settings. The most popular two schemes are the supervised and unsu-
pervised learning. In the former, we start from a dataset of input texts with corre-
sponding labels of interest. For example, an input text of a tweet and its sentiment
label being positive or negative. The model is then trained on this data to learn a
mapping function between the text represented via features (e.g., embedding) and
the sentiment labels. Unsupervised learning, however, tries to find patterns in the
data without the need for ground-truth labels. Clustering arguments per topic is an
example of a task that can be addressed through unsupervised learning. Besides
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these two training schemes, in this thesis, we employ multitask learning and con-
trastive learning (Chopra et al., 2005) as other means of training models on data.

In Multitask learning, a single model is optimized to jointly solve two or more
different tasks at once, for example, to classify the sentiment of a tweet and whether
it is misinformation. This scheme allows the model to learn new patterns that gen-
eralize beyond each task. The model sharing between the two tasks can be gen-
erally classified into hard parameter or soft parameter sharing. In the former, the
same model parameters are used to optimize the two tasks, while in the latter, two
different sets of parameters are utilized. However, regularization is applied dur-
ing training to reduce the differences between these two sets of parameters. Zhang
et al. (2022) provide a comprehensive survey of the recent trends in multitask learn-
ing. Our work uses hard parameter sharing between the conclusion and counter-
argument generation tasks in a multitask setting. As shown in Equation 2.10, the
total loss of the model L is a weighted sum of the two losses. The parameters λ1

and λ2 are either predefined or dynamically learned during training (Kongyoung
et al., 2020).

L = λ1 · loss1 + λ2 · loss2 (2.10)

In the contrastive learning paradigm, we aim to learn a distance-based function
that maps instances to a new latent space where similar instances are closer than
dissimilar ones. In particular, given a set of pairs of instances (x1, x2) with the
corresponding binary labels y reflecting whether they are similar (y = 1) or not
(y = 0), they are first encoded using an embedding function (e.g., neural network)
into (−→x 1,

−→x 2). Then, as illustrated in Equation 2.11, a distance-based score D
(e.g., cosine distance) is computed. The objective function then is a sum of two
parts. The first part is minimized for similar instances (y = 1), while the second is
maximized for dissimilar instances of label y = 0.

L = y ·D(−→x 1,
−→x 2) + (1− y) ·max(0,m−D(−→x 1,

−→x 2)) (2.11)

m is a hyper-parameter representing the lower bound distance between dissimilar
pairs. Our thesis uses contrastive learning to learn a similarity function to match
extracted key points to arguments. Additionally, we utilize a triplet loss function
based on the same idea of contrastive learning to match premise targets to their
corresponding conclusion target. The triplet loss function takes as an input a triplet
of an anchor a, a positive x1, and a negative x2 instance and learns to minimize
the distance between the embeddings of the anchor and the positive pairs while
maximizing it for the anchor and negative embeddings:

L = max(0, D(−→a ,−→x 1)−D(−→a ,−→x 2) +m) (2.12)
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In this thesis, most of our approaches are supervised learning on relevant datasets
collected for our tasks. Nevertheless, we also rely on contrastive learning to model
the semantic relation between the conclusion and premise targets in the embedding
space (Section 5.1.1). Additionally, we employ a multitask learning paradigm to
jointly learn to predict the conclusion and the counter of an input argument (Section
5.2.2).

2.1.3 Deep Neural Networks

While several neural frameworks can be employed to solve NLP tasks, the most
prominent ones are recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and transformer architec-
ture. RNNs process texts sequentially, taking a single token as input at each time,
enabling the processing of texts of different lengths (Salehinejad et al., 2017). They
are equipped with a hidden state vector that maintains a representation of the so-
far processed tokens. At each time step, the previous hidden state and the token
representation are used to compute the model’s current state. The final updated
hidden state after consuming the last token carries then the semantic representation
of the whole input text on which a task-specific classification layer can be applied.
Different variations have been proposed, such as LSTMs (Graves et al., 2013) and
GRUs (Cho et al., 2014), to address the RNNs shortcomings, such as the vanishing
gradient problem.

The transformer architecture was then proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017) to
replace RNNs with an architecture based only on the attention mechanism. As
illustrated in Figure 2.2, transformers are composed of an encoder and a decoder,
each consisting of a stack of fully connected layers. Each layer in the encoder
consists of two sub-layers, one that utilizes a multi-head self-attention mechanism,
and the other is a simple feed-forward network. As highlighted in Equation 2.13
and 2.14, the self-attention mechanism contextualizes each token along with all
other tokens in the text. Specifically, first, the input embeddings X are passed
through the query (Qθ), key (Kθ), and value (Vθ) weight matrices, then a dot-
product is computed between Q and K for all tokens in the input sequence. The
output of the attention layer is finally a weighted sum of the V vectors, where
the attention scores determine the weights. In the decoder layers, the same self-
attention mechanism is used, but it also accounts for the output of the encoder.

Q = XQθ,K = XKθ, V = XVθ, (2.13)

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (2.14)

Nevertheless, different variations of transformer-based architectures can be
implemented via only the encoder layers (Radford et al., 2018). Unlike RNNs,
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FIGURE 2.2: The transformer-based neural network is an encoder-decoder architecture
of N encoder or decoder layers. The encoder layer takes a sequence of token embeddings
as an input and performs multi-head attention. The output of the multi-head attention
component is then passed to a feed-forward layer. The decoder layer performs the same
steps on the output sequence, but it consists of an extra multi-head attention component on
the output of the encoder.

transformers enabled processing sequences in parallel, boosting training efficiency
while also achieving new state-of-the-art results on several NLP tasks. This gain
in efficiency allowed the training of large transformer-based models in an unsu-
pervised way on massive corpora leading to the emergence of pre-trained large
language models that can be fine-tuned on downstream tasks and achieve state-of-
the-art results. Therefore, most approaches in this thesis use different variations
of transformer-based architectures. In the following, we will discuss transformer-
based LLMs and their usage in NLP.

2.1.4 Pre-trained Language Models (PLM)

As mentioned, transformers enabled a new learning scheme in which models are
first pre-trained on big corpora in an unsupervised manner, then fine-tuned on a
downstream task in a supervised way. In the pre-training phase, models are trained
on tasks pertaining to modeling human language, like predicting the next token or
filling in the blank. Hence, a massive corpus of natural language texts (e.g., the
web) can be used for training—the pre-training stage results in a model that can
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produce meaningful contextual representations of texts. In the second stage, given
an NLP task (e.g., sentiment analysis) and a small to medium size labeled dataset,
a pre-trained model can be further trained (e.g., fine-tuned) for only a few epochs
to achieve state-of-the-art results.

The most popular LMs in the field are BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2018) and GPT (Generative Pre-trained
Transformer) (Radford et al., 2018). The former models token jointly by consid-
ering both left and right contexts. The model is trained to reconstruct masked
sequences of tokens as well as predict whether the following sentence is naturally
occurring. In contrast, GPT (and its followers GPT-2 and GPT-3) is an autoregres-
sive model trained on predicting the next token given a sequence of previous to-
kens. Research has demonstrated powerful abilities that emerge from pre-training
large LMs (LLMs) on big corpora. For example, Jawahar et al. (2019) showed
that the BERT model could implicitly learn to capture the structure of the lan-
guage. Radford et al. (2019) highlighted the ability of GPT to solve tasks such as
language comprehension and question-answering tasks also implicitly during its
unsupervised pre-training phase.

2.1.5 Text Generation

Computational generation of text is among the most challenging tasks in NLP due
to the imbalance between the input and output of these tasks, the grammatical
complexity, and the semantic ambiguity of natural languages (Lu et al., 2018).
In general, Garbacea and Mei (2020) categorized text generation tasks into free-
text, controlled, and constrained text generation. This thesis deals with the natural
language generation of arguments that can be categorized under the two latter cat-
egories. On the one hand, it is a controlled-text generation in that we always have
additional information (c) that controls the generated texts in the form of an in-
put sequence representing a topic, an argument, or an audience representation. As
shown in Equation 2.15, the task is to learn a distribution p(y|c) of the output
sequences conditioned on c.

p(y|c) =
n∏
i=1

p(yi|yy<i, c) (2.15)

On the other hand, in some cases, we also perform constrained text generation
by ensuring that the generated argument contains certain concepts or it follows
specific rules, like having a certain stance towards a topic.

Models

Typical architectures to address controlled text generation are those that perform
sequence-to-sequence mapping, called Sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq) models.
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FIGURE 2.3: Sequence-to-sequence architecture consisting of an encoder that consumes
the input text and produces one hidden state, and the decoder that consumes the output
sequence shifted to the right given the hidden state. Both the encoder and decoder blocks
can be implemented by using an LSTM neural network or transformers.

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, they consist of two building blocks, an encoder that
consumes the input sequence and projects it into a single latent representation and
a decoder that decodes the output sequence one token at a time, given the en-
coder’s output representation. The underlying model for these building blocks can
be any appropriate neural network, such as LSTMs, or Transformers. The objec-
tive function for these models is then to maximize the conditional log-likelihood
of generating the correct output sequence y given the input sequence x and trained
on pairs of input/output sequences:

− logLθ = −
|τ |∑
i=1

log pθ(yi|xi) (2.16)

Where θ is the learned parameters, τ is a set of training pairs of input and out-
put sequences (x and y). To boost their effectiveness, as mentioned in Subsection
2.1.4, typically, one starts from a pre-trained version of these building blocks (en-
coder/decoder) and fine-tunes it further on the dataset that resembles the task to be
learned. A popular pre-trained Seq2seq model is called BART, proposed by Lewis
et al. (2020). The BART model consists of a bidirectional transformer-based en-
coder (similar to BERT) and an autoregressive transformer-based decoder (similar
to GPT). It is pre-trained as an autoencoder to reconstruct corrupted input texts.
The authors experimented with different techniques of corrupting the input texts,
such as shuffling the order of the input sentences or replacing random spans of
text with a single mask token. The model achieved state-of-the-art results by fine-
tuning it on several text generation tasks. Moreover, controlled text generation can
also be performed via autoregressive models such as GPT (Radford et al., 2018)
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that consists of only a set of transformer-based decoder layers. In this case, the
input sequence is mapped into an embedding. The decoding layers then resume
generating the next tokens in an autoregressive manner given the previous tokens.

Our work uses the BART model to learn to generate the conclusion and the
corresponding counters for an input argument (Section 5.2.2) and GPT-2 model to
generate arguments on a specific topic targeting a particular audience (Section 4.2).

Decoding Strategies

Various decoding strategies exist in the literature to generate texts from trained
Seq2seq models. The simplest is the greedy search (Equation 2.17), in which the
algorithm always produces the token with the highest probability. This decoding
algorithm usually results in repetitive and bland texts since it ignores other tokens
with also high probability. Therefore, different alternative algorithms have been
proposed in the literature to produce more human-like texts with rich content. For
example, while decoding, the beam search algorithm keeps track of the N se-
quences with the highest probability and finally selects only top one. Holtzman
et al. (2019) proposed the Nucleus Sampling decoding algorithm that randomly
samples a token from the conditional probability distribution of the trained model
(Equation 2.18).

Greedy Search: yt = argmaxy P (y|y1:t−1) (2.17)

Nucleus Sampling: yt ∼ P (y|y1:t−1) (2.18)

Further improvements to the nucleus sampling algorithm, such as top-k and
top-p sampling, have been proposed. In the top-k sampling, only the most likely
top-k tokens are used (Fan et al., 2018), while in top-p sampling, the algorithm
selects the most likely K tokens that cover a probability mass of p as candidates
for sampling.

Constrained text generation During decoding, one can impose certain constraints
on the generated texts that ensure certain criteria. Holtzman et al. (2018) modify
the decoding objective of the underlying generation language model (LM) (Equa-
tion 2.19) to include a mixture of k classifiers (scoring functions) each ensures that
the text follows a specific criterion:

p(y, x) = log(pmodel(y|x)) +
∑
k

λksk(x, y) (2.19)

Dathathri et al. (2020) proposed an algorithm that allows constraining the gener-
ated text by providing a bag-of-words (BOW) or a classifier, ensuring that the text
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adheres to certain attributes. During decoding, to produce a new token, the algo-
rithm first performs a forward pass through the model to compute the new hidden
state Ht+1 and a distribution over the vocabulary ot+1 based on the old history Ht.
Then an update to the hidden state δHt is computed based on the gradients between
the probability distribution ot+1 and the desired one inferred from the BOW or the
classifier. Finally, a new modified distribution is computed and used to sample a
new token. We use this algorithm in our work to generate claims constrained for a
specific audience (Section 4.2).

2.2 Argumentation

According to Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (2004), argumentation can be defined
as follows:

Argumentation is a verbal, social, and rational activity aimed at convincing a
reasonable critic of the acceptability of a standpoint by putting forward a constel-
lation of propositions justifying or refuting the proposition expressed in the stand-
point.

Stede and Schneider (2018) decompose this definition into the following ba-
sic aspects to be consider when analyzing natural language arguments. First, it
is a verbal and social activity, which means that we are dealing with a linguistic
phenomenon of social nature since multiple human parties get involved and might
be affected by this activity. Second, in argumentation, we have a main standpoint
around which the controversy arises - sometimes called the main thesis. As part
of this activity, each side puts forward a reasonable argument composed of a con-
stellation of propositions to support pro stance or refute con stance the main stand-
point. In the following, we will give a short overview of different argumentation
frameworks that model the composition and the interaction between arguments,
then discuss the role of the audience in argumentation as one of the social aspects
of this activity.

2.2.1 Argumentation Models

To enable machines to process and represent human argumentation, a dedicated
line of research proposed frameworks to either model the internal structure of an
argument like Toulmin’s model (Toulmin, 1958), or the interaction between dif-
ferent arguments like Dung’s model (Dung, 1995). As illustrated in Figure 2.4,
the former decomposes an argument into three main components: claim, grounds,
and warrant. The claim is the main statement that the argument is making, while
the grounds are the set of facts that supports the claim through implicit or explicit
assumptions called the warrant. Additionally, the framework considers three other
components of an argument: backing, which are extra information to support the
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Claim 
Pre-school is a good

 investment

Grounds
 Pre-school achieves 
equality and fairness

Warrant
Goverentments should strive 
to achieve equality in socities.

Backing
Research has shown the positive
effect of pre-school on equality

Qualifier
In some cases

Rebuttal

Spending on Pre-school will
drain the government treasury

Counter 
Unless the money can is 
spent somewhere better

FIGURE 2.4: Example argument represented using Toulmin’s argumentation model (Toul-
min, 1958). In our work, we consider mainly the Claim and the Grounds components.

warrant, qualifier specifying certain situations in which the claim might not hold,
and rebuttal, an acknowledgment of the existence of other counter-arguments.

Dung’s framework models argumentation as a set of abstract arguments with at-
tack relations between them. This framework represents argumentation as a graph
on which computers can perform various tasks, for example, assessing the accep-
tance of an argument or inferring new relations. Several extensions to this frame-
work are considered. For example, Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex (2005) extended
the framework by considering also support relations between arguments. Skiba
et al. (2020) considered a set of pieces of evidence to be required in order for an
argument to appear in the argumentation framework. Gordon and Walton (2006)
consider the internal structure of each argument in the argumentation graph as a
statement with a set of supporting premises, and incorporate this internal structure
in the overall assessment of the argument’s strength. The value-based argumenta-
tion framework (Bench-Capon et al., 2002) is also an extension of Dung’s frame-
work that introduced a new notion to represent the audience’s preferences as a set
of human values. Accordingly, the acceptance of an argument is computed subject
to a predefined set of values.

However, as modeled by these frameworks, the argumentation structure in
daily life conversations is only sometimes apparent. In student essays (Stab and
Gurevych, 2014a), one might find a clear formulation of the main thesis and sup-
porting premises. However, the structure becomes unclear in other genres, such as
online forums and news editorials. Since, in this thesis, we are dealing with primar-
ily daily life argumentation, we follow a simple model of argumentation in which
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we consider an argument to be consisting of a claim that we call a conclusion and
a set of supporting and/or opposing premises.

2.2.2 Audience in Argumentation

As mentioned, argumentation is a social activity through which ideas are commu-
nicated and reasoned about between individuals or groups to reach an agreement.
These different groups might vary in their beliefs, wishes, and interests. Achiev-
ing agreement among them requires finding common ground in the form of shared
beliefs and using that as the means of communication.

In the argumentation field, Perelman (1971) and van Eemeren and Houtlosser
(1999) advocated the important role of the audience in argumentation. Not only the
argument’s reasoning and structure are the factors of its success, but also the kind
of audience it addresses. According to van Eemeren and Houtlosser (1999), one
can use different rhetorical moves to resolve conflicts in opinions. These rhetorical
moves can be categorized into three main aspects: (1) Relevant discussion points
(topic potential), (2) ways of presenting the content (presentational devices), and
(3) understanding the characteristics of an audience (audience demand). For exam-
ple, in a debate on former US president Donald Trump, potential topics could have
been immigration, health care plans, tax plans, etc. However, knowledge about
the audience being middle-class workers would have suggested restricting the se-
lection to Trump’s tax plans. An appropriate usage of presentational devices may
have then put a con argument as follows:

Example: “Donald Trump was a bad president. He did nothing but hurt the
poor and middle class. His tax plan benefited only rich people who could afford
it.“

In the social science field, a body of research investigates the mechanisms of
human judgment to understand the reasons behind disagreement. The moral foun-
dation theory (Haidt and Joseph, 2004) offers a conceptual model of this disagree-
ment. According to this theory, humans subconsciously adhere to five basic moral
foundations when judging controversial issues: fairness (importance of justice,
rights, and equality), care (being kind and avoiding harm), loyalty (self-sacrifice,
solidarity, belongingness), authority (respect to traditions and hierarchy), and pu-
rity (sacredness of religion and human). Consequently, the disagreement between
liberals and conservatives, for example, can be explained by the moral gap between
the two parties. While liberals rely mainly on care and fairness (so-called individ-
ualizing morals) in their assessment of controversial issues, conservatives consider
all moral foundations more evenly, somewhat skewed towards the binding morals,
that is, loyalty, authority, and purity (Graham et al., 2009). Several studies pro-
vided evidence of the robustness of the moral foundation theory in understanding
people’s behaviors and decisions (Feinberg and Willer, 2015, Fulgoni et al., 2016).
For example, Feinberg and Willer (2015) demonstrated how political arguments
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tend to be created based on the moral views of its author, rather than considering
the others’ perspective. Due to this moral gap, these arguments are ineffective in
resolving disagreements between disagreeing parties. When the authors re-framed
these arguments to fit the moral perspective of the target audience, these arguments
became more effective. Moreover, Schwartz (1994) proposed another perspective
to model human beliefs by defining a taxonomy of universal aspects, called Human
Values. In this taxonomy, one can identify values that conflict with each other such
as Achievement and Benevolence, where the former relates to personal success and
competition while the latter is about caring for the welfare of friends and family.
These values provide a framework to examine the behavior of individuals and the
dynamics of societies.

Audience in argumentation forms one of the main aspects we study in our
thesis. We aim to integrate the audiences’ beliefs into the process of argument
generation to make these arguments more effective. We use the moral foundation
theory as well as the audiences’ stances on known issues to model these beliefs.

2.3 Computational Argumentation

As mentioned, our research builds on and contributes to the field of computational
argumentation. In the following, we will present state-of-the-art methods for an-
alyzing and synthesizing arguments in natural language texts relevant to our re-
search, as well as applications in which these methods are used.

2.3.1 Argument Analysis

Mining Argumentative Structures The automatic analysis of argumentative struc-
tures in natural language texts is one of the main tasks in computational argumen-
tation (Stede and Schneider, 2018). Researchers have investigated different genres,
such as student essays, online forums, and news editorials. Typically, given an in-
put text, argumentative spans of text are first identified (Ajjour et al., 2017). Then,
each argumentative span (unit) is classified into a premise, claim, or main claim
(conclusion), and relations between these units are identified as support or oppose
stances (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b). Several approaches addressed this task ei-
ther in monological texts such as student essays Stab and Gurevych (2014b) or in
a dialogical setting such as online persuasive forums Chakrabarty et al. (2019b).
Another body of research focused on retrieving argumentative texts relevant to a
given topic from big corpora. Levy et al. (2018) constructed a sentence-level cor-
pus of arguments and proposed a deep neural network model for the task. Stab
et al. (2018) proposed an annotation scheme applicable to mining arguments from
heterogeneous sources and constructed a corpus of 25k instances covering eight
topics. They proposed a BiLSTM model to retrieve argumentative texts for a given
topic. Bar-Haim et al. (2017) addressed the task of stance identification between
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context-independent claims mined from such corpora. Their approach first iden-
tifies the target phrase of each claim and the corresponding sentiment. Second, a
semantic relation between the two target phrases is identified and used to infer a
final stance score. Some of our methods in this work also extract the target phrase
of a given claim - we learn this from the data provided by Bar-Haim et al. (2017)
(Section 5.1.1).

Moreover, approaches to identifying conclusions in a text have been studied in
student essay. Falakmasir et al. (2014) highlights the importance of essay conclu-
sions in various applications, whereas Jabbari et al. (2016) specifically addressed
an essay’s main claim (thesis). In this thesis, however, we focus on arguments in
which conclusions are left implicit. As Habernal and Gurevych (2015) observe,
real-world arguments often leave the conclusion implicit, particularly where it is
clear in the context of a discussion. In genres such as news editorials, conclusions
may be left out on purpose to persuade readers in a “hidden” manner (Al-Khatib
et al., 2016). Therefore, the task becomes more challenging and might require
inference.

In our work, we start from the assumption that arguments do not necessarily
state their conclusion explicitly. Therefore, we develop methods to infer conclu-
sions of arguments to then use these conclusions to generate better counters for
input arguments (Section 5.2.2).

Assessing Argument Quality A significant body of research has studied argu-
ment quality assessment. Wachsmuth et al. (2017c) proposed a taxonomy of 15
quality dimensions that cover logical, rhetorical, and dialectical aspects of argu-
ment quality and later studied the automatic prediction of these quality dimensions
(Wachsmuth and Werner, 2020). Both Stab and Gurevych (2017) and Gurcke et al.
(2021) studied the prediction of quality scores that reflect whether given premises
are sufficient to the conclusion. On the contrary, Gretz et al. (2020b) follows a
holistic approach to the task in which an overall quality score is learned from the
data. To this end, the authors build a corpus of pairs of arguments that are ranked
based on their quality and present a neural method to learn to rank arguments based
on their quality. On a more fine-grained level, given a set of premises and a con-
clusion, Jo et al. (2020) studied the task of premise attackability, which implicitly
resembles the premise’s acceptability dimension in Wachsmuth et al. (2017c). The
authors learn this criterion from the sentences of posts that users attack in the Red-
dit forum "Change My View (CMV)". These sentences represent premises support-
ing the claim encoded in a post’s title. The authors experimented with different
features that reflect weaknesses in the premises. Their best model for identifying
attackable premises is a BERT-based classifier. Our approach also identifies the
attackability of the argument’s premises to counter it effectively, but we model this
task as a ranking rather than a classification task.
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Besides its reasonableness, the strength of an argument also depends on other
rhetoric dimensions utilized in the argument, such as style, evoked emotions, etc.
(Wachsmuth et al., 2018a, Wiegmann et al., 2022). Nevertheless, as mentioned
earlier, the effectiveness of these strategies depends much on the targeted audi-
ence. What is effective for a middle-class crowd of workers might not be effective
for a crowd of worshipers in a church. Therefore, researchers also considered
audience-based features to model the persuasiveness of arguments. Among these,
both Durmus and Cardie (2018) and El Baff et al. (2020) study how user factors
such as religion and political background affect persuasiveness. Al Khatib et al.
(2020) demonstrated that user-based features reflecting beliefs, characteristics, and
personality could increase the predictability of argument persuasiveness. More-
over, Lukin et al. (2017) demonstrated that persuasiveness correlates with users’
personality traits. Our approach to effective argument generation draws from this
mount evidence on the importance of audience in argument generation. We follow
El Baff et al. (2018) by considering an effective argument to be an argument that
challenges its audience if they have a different stance or empowers them in case
of a similar one. By generating arguments that challenge the two opposing parties,
one could widen their minds to different perspectives, which brings them closer to
agreement.

2.3.2 Argument Generation

Argument Summarization Summarization approaches aim to compress input text
into a shorter version while conserving the most salient information in the origi-
nal text. These approaches are categorized based on the inputs and outputs or by
the utilized methods. In terms of output, summarization can be either extractive
or abstractive (Gholamrezazadeh et al., 2009). In extractive summarization, the
summary is an extract from the original text that carries the most important infor-
mation. In contrast, abstractive summarization approaches synthesize new texts
that highlight the core information of the input text. Regarding the input type,
summarization can be applied into single-document or multi-documents.

Initially, summarization techniques relied on graph-based approaches. Here,
the input text is split into a set of sentences that serve as nodes in a graph. These
nodes are connected to each other by edges based on either lexical or semantic sim-
ilarity sim. An unsupervised graph algorithm like PageRank (Page et al., 1999) is
then employed to assign importance scores to each sentence, as shown in equation
2.20. The importance score of sentence si is computed based on all its similar sen-
tences M(si) and their similarity to si and importance score. The damping factor
d is used for the convergence of the method.
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P (si) =
d

N
+ (1− d) ·

∑
sj∈M(si)

sim(si, sj)∑
sz∈M(sj) sim(sz, sj)

· P (pj) (2.20)

Finally, the summary is produced by selecting the top N sentences (Erkan and
Radev, 2004). However, with the increasing availability of data, neural models are
now being employed to learn in a supervised manner and generate either extractive
or abstractive summaries. A recent survey of popular neural approaches to summa-
rization can be found in Hou et al. (2021). For instance, Liu (2019) fine-tuned the
BERT model Devlin et al. (2018) on the CNN/Dailymail (Hermann et al., 2015)
news summarization dataset and achieved state-of-the-art results. We reuse the
work of Erkan and Radev (2004) and Liu (2019) as baselines for the task of mod-
eling key points candidacy and compare them to our proposed approach (Section
3.1). One area of research in summarization is comparative summarization, which
involves generating summaries that help in comparing the differences between doc-
ument groups (Wang et al., 2013, Li et al., 2009). We adapt a recent approach for
comparative summarization (Bista et al., 2020) to our use case in which we model
the contrastiveness aspect of key points (Section ??), where our objective is to ob-
tain snippets that highlight the distinctions between arguments rather than groups
of documents.

Compared to other document types, summarizing arguments is an understud-
ied topic, potentially due to the absence of data. However, in the last years, a
few approaches have been proposed that can also be categorized into single and
multi-document summarization. When considering single arguments, approaches
to mining an argument’s main claim (conclusion) can be considered extractive sum-
marization (Petasis and Karkaletsis, 2016, Daxenberger et al., 2017). Wang and
Ling (2016) proposed a sequence-to-sequence model as an abstractive approach
to summarize arguments from online debate portals. As for multi-document argu-
ment summarization, early approaches aimed to distill the main points in an online
discussion. For example, Egan et al. (2016) grouped verb frames into clusters that
serve a summarization pipeline. Misra et al. (2016) proposed a more focused ap-
proach by directly extracting argumentative sentences, summarized by similarity
clustering. However, recently, Bar-Haim et al. (2020a) introduced the notion of
key points, defined as concise and self-contained argumentative statements. They
constructed a corpus of arguments mapped to manually-curated key points. Later,
Bar-Haim et al. (2020b) proposed a quantitative argument summarization frame-
work that automatically extracts these key points from a collection of arguments.
Our approach to constructing the discussion space of a topic builds on this idea, in
which we propose a method to better match arguments with key points.
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Argument Component Synthesis As mentioned, often certain argument compo-
nents such as premises or conclusions are not explicitly mentioned in the argument
because they can be inferred from the context or because of rhetorical reasons
(Habernal and Gurevych, 2015, Al-Khatib et al., 2016). This phenomenon moti-
vated a line of research to work on reconstructing missing argument components.
For example, Boltuzic and Šnajder (2016) study the task of enthymemes recon-
struction. Similarly, Rajendran et al. (2016) aim to generate the premise connecting
an aspect-related opinion to an overall opinion. Recently, Habernal et al. (2018)
presented the task of identifying the correct missing warrant of an argument from
two options and constructed a dataset to study this task. Chakrabarty et al. (2021)
utilized commonsense knowledge to improve the performance of Seq2seq models
on the task of generating missing premises. However, our approach to generating
relevant counter-arguments relies on correctly inferring the argument’s conclusion.
Hence, we focus on studying the task of conclusion inference in scenarios where
the conclusion is not explicitly mentioned in the argument.

Argumentative Text Generation Early research on argument generation aimed to
create argumentative texts given a symbolic representation (Zukerman et al., 2000,
Grasso et al., 2000, Carenini and Moore, 2006). These approaches had a simi-
lar architecture consisting of three main phases: text planning, sentence planning,
and realization (Stede and Schneider, 2018). Nevertheless, they were applied on
a limited scale. Nevertheless, recent advances in the NLP and machine learning
fields have led to more research addressing a variety of argument generation tasks,
such as argument generation for a given topic, countering an input claim or an
input argument, generating arguments addressing specific aspects, etc. These ap-
proaches are either retrieval-based or generation-based. For example, Sato et al.
(2015) proposed an approach to argument generation based on sentence retrieval,
in which, given a topic, a set of paragraphs covering different aspects is gener-
ated. El Baff et al. (2019) used a language model approach to select and arrange a
set of argument components into a full argument representing a certain argumen-
tative strategy. To gain more control over the aspects addressed in the generated
arguments, Schiller et al. (2020) proposed an approach that utilizes a pre-trained
language model (Keskar et al., 2019) to generate arguments on a specific topic
with a controlled stance and aspect. More recently, Al Khatib et al. (2021) used
argumentation-related knowledge graphs constructed in their previous work (Al-
Khatib et al., 2020) to control the output of GPT-2. However, to our knowledge,
controlling the generated arguments to address a specific audience representation
has never been studied so far. This thesis introduces the audience-based argument
generation task and proposes approaches to frame the generated arguments based
on a given audience representation.
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To generate counter-arguments, Orbach et al. (2020) proposed a retrieval-based
approach that retrieves relevant counters for a given argument from a collection of
documents. Similarly, Wachsmuth et al. (2018b) utilized topic knowledge to re-
trieve the best counter for a given argument. In contrast, both Bilu et al. (2015) and
Hidey and McKeown (2019) proposed generation-based approaches to counter-
claim generation. The former developed a set of rules and classifiers to negate
claims, while the latter used neural methods to learn from data. Moreover, Hua and
Wang (2018, 2019) proposed an approach for generating long texts and applied it to
the counter-argument generation task. Their approach relies on a retrieval compo-
nent that acquires relevant key phrases for an input argument to be used to guide the
generation of counter-arguments. While the size of the given argument collection
limits retrieval-based approaches, the generation-based approaches either rely on
the conclusion being given in the input or do not distinguish the different compo-
nents in the input argumentative text. Our proposed approach is generation-based,
where we study the conclusion’s role in counter-argument generation.

2.3.3 Applications

The ultimate goal of the research in computational argumentation is to build tools
that assist humans in daily life tasks such as making informed decisions concern-
ing controversial topics, constructively participating in discussions, and resolving
conflicts between disagreeing parties. Applications like argument search and de-
bate technologies benefit directly from computational argument research. In the
following, we will provide an overview of these two applications since our thesis
take them as an application scenario.

Argument Search Engines Generally, search engines users my have various search
goals that can be categorized into navigational, informational, and resource (Rose
and Levinson, 2004). Several experiments demonstrated the importance of snippets
for search engine usability to achieve these goals (Marcos et al., 2015). Therefore,
search engines present search results along with short text snippets to help users in
assessing the relevance of the underlying document (Croft et al., 2009). Usually, a
snippet shows a representative excerpt of the web page’s content, ideally including
all query terms (Croft et al., 2009). This is a suitable compromise for the varying
search goals that users may have (Rose and Levinson, 2004) when dealing with
general-purpose search engines.

Recently, more attention has been given to argument retrieval from the web (Du-
mani and Schenkel, 2019, Potthast et al., 2019), and specialized search engines
have been proposed that aim to give an efficient overview of the best arguments
on a controversial issue queried (Stab et al., 2018, Wachsmuth et al., 2017b). As
illustrated in Figure 2.5, given school subsidy as a queried controversial topic, a
set of arguments is retrieved and split into two columns representing the pro and
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FIGURE 2.5: A screenshot of the args.me argument search engine. Given a topic school
subsidy, the engine retrieves a set of pro and con arguments relevant to the topic.

con sides of the controversy. Similar to general-purpose search engines, snippets
here are also essential to give an efficient overview of the gist of each presented
argument. Nevertheless, work in the field still needs to address this task. As part of
our approach to identify the discussion space of a given topic, we study the task of
extracting argument snippets in the argument search scenario. These snippets can
then be also aggregated and presented as key points of the discussion space.

FIGURE 2.6: Project Debater’s components and their interactions (Slonim et al., 2021).
Given a topic, several components perform various computational argumentation tasks
such as claim and evidence detection, stance classification, and rebuttal generation.
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Debate Technologies One can consider debate technologies as decision assistant
systems that help users make informed decisions concerning a stance towards a
particular claim or topic, for example, whether to support school subsidy. De-
bate technologies can assist humans by empowering their position via supporting
arguments or challenging it through counter-arguments. This assessment is not
straightforward since it requires a set of capabilities such as natural language un-
derstanding and synthesis, as well as evidence mining and retrieval. Despite these
challenges, recently, Slonim et al. (2021) published a paper describing Project De-
bater, a system that can autonomously engage in debates on controversial topics
with humans. This system is a result of seven years of research and consists of a set
of components that perform various computational argumentation tasks. As shown
in Figure 2.6, given an input topic and a stance, relying on a predefined corpus of
arguments, the system can synthesize new arguments on the topic with the given
stance and generate a counter for potential arguments that oppose this stance.

In particular, Slonim et al. (2021) address the task via an approach composed
of four main components: argument mining, argument knowledge base, debate
construction, and rebuttal. In the argument mining component, a huge collection
of newspaper articles are processed into sentences. This collection is later used
to perform claim and evidence detection for a given input topic (Bar-Haim et al.,
2017). The argument knowledge base represents a compilation of principled argu-
ments that can be used in a wide range of debates (Bilu et al., 2019). Given a topic,
this component can find a matching principled argument that fits the topic. The de-
bate construction component is then responsible for retrieving relevant claims and
evidence from the argument mining component, finding the matching principled
arguments, clustering them into themes, and synthesizing the final argument on a
given topic. Finally, the rebuttal component is responsible for identifying the main
claims in the opponent’s argument and retrieving relevant counter-arguments from
the argument mining and argument knowledge base components (Orbach et al.,
2019).

In our thesis, we take a similar debate scenario as an example application to
demonstrate the importance of our research questions. We identify different re-
search areas to study to improve debate technology’s engagement. Particularly, we
argue that synthesized arguments need to consider the audience, a factor that is not
considered in Project Debater. Second, instead of being bound to a predefined set
of arguments to choose from, we study the task of generating counter-arguments
from scratch.





Chapter 3

Modeling the Discussion Space

As discussed in Chapter 1, the first task a debate technology needs to address is
identifying relevant key points to the input topic. These key points form a discus-
sion space that can be used to guide the content of synthesized arguments. We
decompose this task into (1) retrieving a set of relevant arguments and then (2)
summarizing them by extracting salient key points. Since the first step is well ad-
dressed in research (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b, Stab et al., 2018), we focus on key
points identification from a relevant set of arguments. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, our main research question in this chapter is then: How to effectively
extract relevant key points for a topic that form its discussion space?

Following Bar-Haim et al. (2020b), we define the discussion space of a topic
as a set of concise statements representing high-level arguments that people bring
up when discussing the topic. These statements are called key points hereafter.
We build on the assumption that every sentence in the argument collection can be
considered a candidate key point, and the task is then to find a set of sentences that
best form the final set of key points. In particular, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, our
approach first models the candidacy of sentences in the argument collection to be
key points. Then it aggregates them into a final set of key points.

In particular, our approach’s key point modeling component derives the can-
didacy score based on the argumentativeness and centrality of the sentence in the
argument collection (context). The second component then aggregates the can-
didate sentences into the final set by first ranking them according to their scores
and then selecting a diverse set of top k sentences that represent the collection and
cover most perspectives in it. We call this approach the Representativeness Ap-
proach. Moreover, in a follow-up study, based on Alshomary et al. (2022b), we
propose another method to diversify key points by adding the contrastiveness cri-
teria into the notion of key point candidacy to ensure diversity. Here, in the first
component of our approach, we compute scores for each sentence that consider the
representativeness of the sentence of its own argument, its argumentativeness, and
its dissimilarity to other arguments in the collection.
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Key Point

Aggregation

Stopping abortion result in more children for adoption

Abortion is killing of cells in the wound

Abortions destroy a functioning brain

Most abortions occur around 4 weeks

Candidate Sentence

Key Point

Modeling

Argument 

Retrieval

The Supreme Court decided that states can't outlaw abortion because Prohibiting abortion
is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and the constitution.

Outlawing abor tion is taking away a human r ight given to women.

in reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells.

It has not fully developed any vital organs like lungs.

This means that an abor tion is not murder, it is just killing of cells in the wound.

If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for  the baby to survive

outside the wound, than having an abor tion is not murder.

[...]

There are also a large number of couples who would like to adopt terminally ill babies,
including babies with AIDS.

There are between one and two million infertile and fertile couples and individuals who
would like to adopt children.

By stopping abor tions, there will be more children available to adopt by families

wanting to provide those unwanted children a forever home.

If life ends when the heart stops beating, then life begins when the heart starts beating.

Since the hear t of the fetus begins to beat by 24 days, vir tually all abor tions (other

than " emergency contraception" ) stop a beating hear t.

In fact, since most abor tion occur between 4-6 weeks, they also destroy a functioning

brain.

[...]

Topic: Abortion should be legalized Discussion Space Identification

- A fetus is just a bunch of cells

- Most abortions occur around 4 weeks

- Abortion is just killing of cells in the wound

....

Discussion SpaceArguments

FIGURE 3.1: Our approach to the task of identifying the discussion space: Given a topic,
we assume the existence of a component that retrieves relevant arguments to the given
topic, and we focus on how to construct the discussion space from this collection. The first
step is then to model the key point candidacy on the sentence level. Second, the scored
sentences are aggregated into the final set of key points that represent the discussion space.

We evaluate our approach in two stages. First, we assess the performance of
the candidacy modeling approach on a proxy task, namely argument snippet gener-
ation. In argument search, a snippet is a short excerpt that helps users assess the ar-
gument’s relevance to their argument search goal. We consider sentences that form
a good snippet of an argument to be valuable key points. We found out that our ap-
proach generates more useful snippets than corresponding baselines. Hence, these
snippets can also be used as candidate key points. We additionally show in our
experiments that adding the contrastiveness criteria into the key point candidacy
equation can lead to a trade-off between the representativeness and contrastiveness
of snippets, which one can configure according to the use case at hand.

In the second stage, since our task closely resembles the key point analysis
shared task proposed by Friedman et al. (2021b), we evaluate our overall approach
by participating in their shared task proposed at the 8th Workshop on Argument
Mining (ArgMining 2021) at EMNLP 2021. The manual evaluation results reveal
that our approach ranked best among other submitted approaches to this task. In
follow-up experiments, we also compare our approach to Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), namely ChatGPT, to generate key points. Despite the simplicity of
our approach, it achieves comparable results while being interpretable. For exam-
ple, we can explain why our approach selected a specific sentence as a key point
by presenting its centrality in the modeled graph and argumentative scores. Our
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Topic abortion

Argument The Supreme Court decided that states can’t outlaw abortion because Pro-
hibiting abortion is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and
the constitution. Outlawing abortion is taking away a human right given to women.
In reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells. It has not fully developed any vital organs
like lungs. This means that an abortion is not murder, it is just killing of cells in the
wound. If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for the baby to survive
outside the wound, than having an abortion is not murder.

FIGURE 3.2: Example argument for the topic “abortion” taken from Alshomary et al.
(2020a). The underlined sentences are example of good candidate key points to be ex-
tracted from this argument

main findings are the following: (1) Argumentativeness and representativeness are
important criteria to model when extracting key points from a collection of argu-
ments, (2) Modeling contrastiveness of sentences can help extract a diverse set
of key points, and (3) Modeling argumentativeness and representativeness of sen-
tences can also be used to construct useful argument snippets for argument search.

In the following, Section 3.1 will first present our implementation of the key
point candidacy modeling component. Second, in Section 3.2, we will describe
the key point aggregation component and how to achieve diversity in among key
points. We will discuss the aggregation algorithm and introduce our method to
ensure diversity by encoding contrastiveness as a criterion of key point candidacy.
Finally, we will present a series of experiments to evaluate our approaches in Sec-
tion 3.3, including the argument snippet generation study (Subsection 3.3.1) and
the overall evaluation of our approach to the key point analysis task (Subsection
3.3.2).

3.1 Modeling Key Point Candidacy

Our main task is to distill a set of key points from a given argument set rel-
evant to the topic. We define this task’s input as a set of k ≥ 2 arguments
A = {A1, . . . , Ak} relevant to the same discussion topic. We represent each
A ∈ A simply as a set of sentences, A := {s1, . . . , sn}, where n ≥ 2 usually
differs across arguments. The output is then a subset of all sentences in the collec-
tion S ⊆ ∪A∈AA that forms the final set of key points. Accordingly, our approach
has two components, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The first component assigns key
point candidacy scores for each sentence, and the second distills a final set of sen-
tences to represent the discussion space, given their candidacy scores. This section
will discuss the implementation of our approach’s first component.

We define key points as high-level arguments that are prominent when the cor-
responding topic is discussed. Therefore, we hypothesize that two criteria influence
the candidacy of a sentence in the argument collection to be a key point: central-
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The Supreme Court decided that states can't outlaw abortion because Prohibiting abortion 
is a violation of the 14th Amendment, according to the Court, and the constitution. 

Outlawing abor tion is taking away a human r ight given to women. 

in reality, a fetus is just a bunch of cells. 

It has not fully developed any vital organs like lungs. 

This means that an abor tion is not murder, it is just killing of cells in the wound. 

If the child has no organs developed that would be vital for  the baby to survive 

outside the wound, than having an abor tion is not murder.

[...]

There are also a large number of couples who would like to adopt terminally ill babies, 
including babies with AIDS. 

There are between one and two million infertile and fertile couples and individuals who 
would like to adopt children. 

By stopping abor tions, there will be more children available to adopt by families 

wanting to provide those unwanted children a forever home.

If life ends when the heart stops beating, then life begins when the heart starts beating. 

Since the hear t of the fetus begins to beat by 24 days, vir tually all abor tions (other 

than " emergency contraception" ) stop a beating hear t. 

In fact, since most abor tion occur between 4-6 weeks, they also destroy a functioning 

brain.

[...]

con

pro

con

FIGURE 3.3: Illustration of our sentence scoring graph method for a pro argument on a
web page discussing abortion (Alshomary et al., 2020a). Nodes with black borders rep-
resent argumentative sentences (bold text). Edge thickness reflects similarity and bias to-
wards argumentativeness (very thin edges are omitted for a lean visualization). The more
saturated a node, the higher the score.

ity and argumentativeness. For example, as highlighted in Figure 3.2, candidate
sentences from the given argument on abortion can be the underlined ones high-
lighted in blue. To operationalize these criteria, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, we
propose a graph-based approach following Erkan and Radev (2004) utilizing sen-
tence embeddings to capture the semantic similarity between sentences and biasing
our model towards sentences with argumentative language.

Accordingly, given the set of arguments A relevant to an input topic, we split
them into their sentences, and for each sentence s, we compute an embedding
e(s) and an argumentative score arg(s). The resulting graph covers all sentences
(represented by their embedding) as nodes, and the similarity sim(e(si), e(sj)) of
the embeddings represents the edge weight between si and sj . Finally, we apply
the PageRank (Page et al., 1999) algorithm to generate an importance score P (si)

for each sentence si:

P (si) = (1− d) ·
∑
sj 6=si

sim(e(si), e(sj))∑
sk 6=sj sim(e(sj), e(sk))

P (sj) + d · arg(si)∑
sk
arg(sk)

As the equation captures, P (si) is a sum of two parts, weighted by a damping
factor d. The first part reflects the centrality of si, computed concerning the im-
portance P (sj) of other sentences sj and their similarity to si. The second part
represents a normalized bias towards the argumentativeness nature of si, which
can be computed by utilizing argument mining techniques. Figure 3.3 illustrates
the influence of similarity and argumentativeness. As in the original PageRank,
we start with equal scores for all sentences and iteratively update them until near-
convergence. These final scores represent then the key point candidacy of all sen-
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key point
kp

other
kp’

a1

a2

a3

key point
f(kp)

other
f(kp’)

f(a1) f(a2)

f(a3)

Trans-
formation

Default embedding space Learned embedding space

FIGURE 3.4: Illustration taken from Alshomary et al. (2021b). We learn to transform
an embedding space into a new space in which matching pairs of key point and argument
(e.g., kp and a1) are closer to each other, and the distance between non-matching pairs
(e.g., kp′ and a1) is larger. For simplicity, kp and kp′ each represent a concatenation of a
key point and its topic..

tences in the collection based on which the aggregation of the final set can be
performed. In our experiments, we call this approach Arg-PageRank.

Learned Representation

Recall that we modeled the centrality of sentences by their similarity to others in
the embedding space, which we can compute via various embedding methods e that
capture semantics of input sequences (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Nevertheless,
one can also learn a more domain-specific embedding that captures the argument
key point relation. Given a dataset of pairs of arguments and key points, we seek
to transform the generic embedding space into a learned one where matching pairs
are closer, and the non-matching ones are more distant (Figure 3.4). We utilize a
siamese neural network (Bromley et al., 1994) with a contrastive loss to learn this
mapping function.

Specifically, in the training phase, the input to our model is a key point, an ar-
gument, and a label (matching or not). First, we use a pre-trained language model
to encode the tokens of the argument and the key point. Then, we pass their em-
beddings through a siamese neural network, which is a mean-pooling layer that
aggregates the token embeddings of each input, resulting in two sentence-level
embeddings. We compute the contrastive loss using these embeddings as follows:

L = −y · log(ŷ) + (1− y) · log(1− ŷ)

where ŷ is the cosine similarity of the embeddings, and y reflects whether a pair
matches (1) or not (0). We can then use the trained model to compute matching
scores between sentences reflecting our graph’s edge weight. This step is optional
and can be executed if we have a data set to learn this relation.
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It is well known that a university education

 leads to great benefits in later life. 

University graduates are more likely to

have better jobs and  higher wages than 

people with  only a high school 

education. 

Seeing as university graduates receive

 all of these  benefits, and will be able to 

afford it?

It is only fair that they pay for the 

education they  receive. This is the basis

of all taxation.

Education is free in the UK up to  the age 

of 18 and students receive  top of the class

 education up to this age which 

is considerably  costly for the government. 

More government money would be 

a drain on the treasury, the money

could be better spent elsewhere. 

Those with the skill and ability to go to 

university  can do so at their own cost

as they will be the ones reap in the

rewards later in their life.

The fact is that the cost of  funding 

everyone's university would be too much.

Argument 1 Argument 2

FIGURE 3.5: Example of two arguments on the topic “tuition fees”, taken from Al-
shomary et al. (2022b). In each argument, the bold sentences are representative of their
own argument but redundant when jointly summarizing the two arguments. The blue high-
lighted sentences are better choices since they highlight the unique aspect of their own
argument (contrastive) while still being representative.

3.2 Key Point Aggregation

The input to this component is a set of candidate sentences, each with its own
candidacy score. The goal is then to find a diverse set of k sentences that best
represent the collection but also cover most of the perspectives mentioned in it. In
this section, we first shortly explain our rule-based algorithm to aggregate these key
points. We then propose a method to ensure diversity by encoding contrastiveness
as an extra criterion into the key point candidacy modeling.

3.2.1 Rule-based Algorithm

Our key point aggregation algorithm ranks the scored sentences in descending or-
der based on their candidacy scores. Then, it iterates through the ranked list, adding
sentences to the final set based on semantic similarity. In particular, given a sen-
tence, the collection of already added key points, and a threshold τ , we first com-
pute the similarity score between the sentence and every key point in the collection.
If the maximum computed similarity is below the given threshold τ , we add the
sentence to the collection. Otherwise, we do not add the sentence. We repeat the
process for each sentence until we have a k sentence in our collection.
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..   
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Argument A1
Argument A2

Argument A3

s

sentence embedding space

s’

contrastiveness

representativeness

FIGURE 3.6: The idea of both realizations of our Contrastive Approach (Alshomary et al.,
2022b), illustrated for three arguments in a sentence embedding space. A sentence s is
considered important if its joint representativeness and contrastiveness are higher than for
other sentences s′ of the same argument. Argumentativeness (brighter symbols) is consid-
ered as well.

3.2.2 Modeling Contrastiveness

So far, our proposed approach modeled two criteria of sentences: representative-
ness and argumentativeness. However, we might extract redundant key points by
focusing only on representativeness. Figure 3.5 demonstrates an example of this
scenario. Given two arguments on topic tuition fees, by extracting only repre-
sentative sentences, we might end up with the bold highlighted sentences as key
points, which are redundant. Therefore, to ensure the diversity of extracted key
points, we propose additionally considering the contrastiveness when computing
the key point candidacy. Specifically, given the input defined as a set of arguments
A = {A1, . . . , Ak}, we aim to increase the importance of sentences that are repre-
sentative of their argument, argumentative, and contrastive towards all arguments
in A \ {A}. In our example (Figure 3.5), the blue highlighted sentences become
better candidate key points.

The following will describe our two alternative implementations of this new
criteria. The first, Contra-PageRank, extends our previous approach by modeling
the dissimilarity of each sentence si ∈ A to all sentences from A \ {A}. The
second, Comp-Summarizer, adapts the work of (Bista et al., 2020) to select a
sentence si that can be inferred that it comes from A \ {A} but not from A. As
illustrated in Figure 3.6, both thus follow the idea to value sentences that are both
representative of their own argument A and contrastive to other arguments A \
{A}. Notice that in the Representativeness Approach, the argument collection
is used to compute how representative a sentence is of the whole collection. In
contrast, here, the representativeness of a sentence is considered only concerning
its own argument. Our Contrastiveness approach then uses the argument collection
to compute only contrastiveness scores.
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Contra-PageRank In Subsection 3.1, we discussed our graph-based approach that
utilizes PageRank (Page et al., 1999) to score sentences in terms of their centrality
in context and argumentativeness. In order to extend this to model contrastiveness,
we modify the underlying scoring function P (si) in two ways: First, we compute
the centrality of a sentence si ∈ A based only on the sentences in its covering
argument A only rather than all sentences from the whole context of A—to avoid
conflicts with our second adaptation. Second, we extend the bias term that rep-
resents the initial sentence probability to account not only for argumentativeness
(arg) but also for contrastiveness. The contrastiveness here is quantified as a dis-
count on the similarity (sim) of si to other arguments in the context. As a result,
we reformulate the PageRank score of si ∈ A as follows:

P (si) := d1 ·
∑

sj∈A,i 6=j

sim(e(si), e(sj))∑
sk∈A,j 6=k sim(e(sj), e(sk))

· P (sj) (3.1)

+ d2 ·
arg(si)∑

sj∈A arg(sj)
− d3 ·

sim(e(si),A\{A})∑
sj∈A sim(e(sj),A\{A})

(3.2)

Here, the argumentativeness score arg(si) of each si ∈ A and the similarity score
sim(si,A\{A}) are computed directly to form the initial bias score of each sen-
tence. Following our previous approach, a graph is then constructed for each ar-
gument A by modeling each sentence s ∈ A as a node and creating an undirected
edge {s, s′} for each pair s, s′ ∈ A, s 6= s′, weighted with sim(e(si), e(sj)).
Finally, PageRank is applied to generate a score P (s) for each s.

Comp-Summarizer Given the resemblance of our task to comparative summa-
rization, we model the task in line with the mentioned approach of Bista et al.
(2020): For an argument A, the goal is to find sentences S ⊆ A subject to (a) S
being representative of A, and (b) S being contrastive to A \ {A}. This goal is
conceptualized via a condition for each objective: (a) No classifier y can be trained
that distinguishes sentences in S from those in A\ S, reflecting representativeness.
(b) A classifier y′ can be trained that can differentiate sentences in S from those in
other arguments from the context A \ {A}, reflecting contrastiveness.

Regarding the classifiers, condition (a) aims to minimize the accuracy of y,
whereas (b) aims to maximize the accuracy of y′. Since finding such classifiers is
an intractable problem in general, Bista et al. (2019) used maximum mean discrep-
ancy (MMD) (Gretton et al., 2012) as an estimation of the classifiers’ effectiveness.
The MMD algorithm is a method of computing distances between two probability
distributions. Given a set of arguments A, the goal is then to find sentences S ⊆ A
of all arguments A ∈ A that maximize the following term:
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∑
A∈A

(
−MDD2(S, {A}) + λ ·MMD2(S,A\{A})

)
(3.3)

Here, λ is a parameter to control the influence of contrastiveness (second addend
the term above). This formulation models representativeness based on sentence
similarity (first addend). It can be solved in an unsupervised way by greedily se-
lecting sentences that satisfy the objective.

However, other features may signal sentence importance that are not reflected
by similarity (e.g., argumentativeness in our case). For this, Bista et al. (2020)
introduced learnable functions that map sentence features into an importance score
and integrate them into the objective function of a supervised MMD variant. Given
a training set T with tuples of argument A, a set of sentences S̄ ⊆ A that is a good
representation of the argument, and context A, the goal is to minimize (note the
switched signs) the following adjusted term:

1

|T |
∑

(A,S̄,A)∈T

(
MDD2(S̄, A, θ)− λ ·MMD2(S̄,A\{A}, θ)

)
(3.4)

Here, θ ∈ Rm denotes a vector of learned feature weights. The adjusted variant
requires the definition of sentence features that reflect its likelihood of appearing
in S̄. Hence, we consider the following m = 6 features in our implementation:

1. Position. Position of the sentence in the argument

2. Word count. Number of words in the sentence

3. Noun count. Number of nouns in the sentence

4. TF-ISF. TF-IDF on the sentence level

5. LexRank. Scores obtained from LexRank Erkan and Radev (2004)

6. Argumentativeness. Count of words from a claim lexicon, similar to our
previous approach in Subsection 3.1

3.3 Evaluation

This section will present a series of experiments to evaluate our approach. In the
first set of experiments, we consider sentences that form a useful snippet of an ar-
gument in argument search to be also good candidate key points. Therefore, we
test our candidacy modeling approach on the argument snippet generation task and
then evaluate the effect of adding contrastiveness as an extra criterion. We first
introduce and motivate the argument snippet generation task and then present our
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approaches’ evaluation results. Second, we will provide details on the overall per-
formance of our approach when tested on the task of key point analysis proposed by
Friedman et al. (2021a), which resembles the idea of identifying discussion space.
However, due to the chronological development of our research, we only experi-
mented with our rule-based algorithm to aggregate the diverse set of key points,
and we still need to test the effectiveness of modeling contrastiveness. Neverthe-
less, results from the argument snippet generation task demonstrate an added value
by modeling contrastiveness. Future research should consider implementing this
criterion to ensure the diversity of key points.

3.3.1 Argument Snippet Generation

An argument snippet can be a good candidate to represent the potential key points
emerging in the discussion space of the topic. So, we consider evaluating our key
point candidacy approaches on this task. In argument search scenario, general-
purpose snippets that rely on extracting sentences overlapping with the submitted
query are insufficient. As shown in Figure 3.2, a general-purpose snippet is likely
based on the argument’s beginning, which contains the query term (Abortion) mul-
tiple times. However, the main point the argument is about comes afterward, shown
underlined in the figure. Hence, in Alshomary et al. (2020a), we argued that spe-
cific snippets are needed for arguments. To our knowledge, such argument snippets
are not yet studied in existing research. Therefore, in the following, we present our
practical definition of the argument snippet generation task.

Task The assumption behind argument search is that users who aim to form a
stance on a controversial issue need an efficient overview of the most relevant ar-
guments (Stab et al., 2018, Wachsmuth et al., 2017b). Ideally, we have a collection
of arguments, each is composed of a (main) claim that has a stance on the issue or
its aspects, along with a (main) reason supporting the claim (Stede and Schneider,
2018). Nevertheless, argumentative texts may phrase multiple claims and reasons,
spread them over multiple sentences, add non-argumentative background informa-
tion, all combined in various ways. To get the gist of an argument, a user needs
to identify the actual inference from reason to claim, irrespective of the phrasing.
Hence, we argue that an argument snippet should support this process. Accord-
ingly, our working definition is that a good argument snippet represents the main
claim and the main reason supporting it in a short summary. Since we expect that
claim and reason can be expressed in a single sentence each and since two sen-
tences roughly match what fits into the typical length of a search engine snippet,
we restrict our view to two-sentence snippets, and we define the argument snippet
generation task accordingly as:
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Given a set of natural language arguments, generate for each argu-
ment a two-sentence snippet that best represents the argument’s main
claim and reason.

In general, given a set of k ≥ 2 arguments A = {A1, . . . , Ak} on the same topic,
each is represented as a set of sentences, A := {s1, . . . , sn}. The output is one
subset S ⊆ A for each A, consisting of all sentences of the snippet.

In the following, we will present the experiments that evaluate our approach to
model key point candidacy in extracting representative snippets from arguments.
We will then introduce the experiment setup to evaluate the contrastiveness exten-
sion of our approach in extracting snippets that are representative of the argument
but also highlight its unique aspects compared to other arguments. The representa-
tiveness and contrastiveness criteria can be utilized for argument snippet generation
differently. While the Representative Approach generates snippets for single argu-
ments focusing on extracting their main points, extending it with the contrastive-
ness criteria leads to shifting the snippet toward unique aspects mentioned in the
argument compared to others. Therefore, we evaluate each independently against
its corresponding baselines in our experiments.

Modeling Representativeness

Data To evaluate our Representative approach, in Alshomary et al. (2020a), we
constructed a first benchmark dataset with ground-truth snippets for a sample of
arguments: To this end, we retrieved arguments for the 10 queries most often sub-
mitted to args.me (Ajjour et al., 2019b). All arguments come from debate-like web
pages. Each has a stance towards an issue-like conclusion and a debate identifier.
For each query, we took the top five pro and top five con arguments and filtered
out all trivial cases, i.e., those with maximum two sentences. The length of the
remaining 73 arguments ranges from 3 to 84 sentences with a median of 9. We
asked two human experts to select the two sentences from each argument that, in
their given ordering, define the most representative snippet according to our work-
ing definition. In 77% of the cases, the experts agreed on at least one sentence,
with a Cohen’s κ agreement of 0.50. Disagreement cases were resolved in on-
site discussion between them, which worked out well in all cases. We call this
dataset expert-representative-snippets. We randomly split the final dataset into 23
arguments for development and 50 for testing.

Implementation Details Given a collection of arguments, we first split them into
their sentences using the NLTK library1. Sentences are then embedded using the
universal sentence embedding model (Cer et al., 2018), and cosine similarity is
computed between them. To compute the argumentative score, we use a discourse

1https://www.nltk.org/

https://www.nltk.org/
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# Approach Accuracy

b1 Random sentence selection 27%
b2 LexRank 27%
b2* LexRank + weighted similarity 36%
b3 BertSum 33%
b3* BertSum + optimized towards snippet extraction 40%

a Arg-PageRank (centrality) 43%
a* Arg-PageRank (centrality + argumentativeness) 44%

TABLE 3.1: Automatic evaluation: Accuracy of all evaluated snippet generation baselines
and our approach variations in matching the ground-truth snippets of the given test set.

lexicon, constructed from discourse markers and claim words (Levy et al., 2017).
We evaluate two variants: (a) Arg-PageRank (centrality) considers only the cen-
trality of a sentence in its debate context (d = 0), and (a*) Arg-PageRank (cen-
trality + argumentativeness) computes the argumentative score of a sentence as
the frequency of discourse markers in it (d = 0.15, default value). In a follow up
experiment (Section 3.3.1), we evaluate other argumentative scoring methods.

We compare our snippet generation approach to (b1) random sentence selec-
tion, in order to assess what gains we achieve. In addition, we consider two extrac-
tive summarization baselines: On one hand, we use the Python implementation of
the unsupervised graph-based method (b2) LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004). As
our approach, we apply it to all sentences of all arguments from the same debate.
We create an unweighted edge when the similarity of two sentences exceeds 0.1.
For further optimization, (b∗2) LexRank + weighted similarity uses the similarities
themselves as the weights of all respective edges. On the other hand, we train the
transformer-based model (b3) BertSum (Liu, 2019) in a supervised way to extract
those two sentences that most resemble the argument’s conclusion, since conclu-
sions may retain representative information. We trained BertSum on the dataset
from Wang and Ling (2016), which contains pairs of premises and conclusion
from online debates, considering the conclusion as the summary of its premises.
Since these conclusions are not always excerpts from the premises, we modified b3
to (b∗3) BertSum + optimized towards snippet extraction, such that the summary is
given by the two sentences from premises that most overlap with the conclusion in
content tokens, and trained it accordingly.

Automatic Evaluation We computed the accuracy of each approach in selecting
the ground-truth snippets’ sentences, averaged over all arguments in the dataset:
For each argument, the accuracy is either 0 (no selected sentence correct), 0.5 (one
correct), or 1 (both correct). Table 3.1 shows the results. While LexRank does not
improve over random sentence selection (both 27%), the modification b∗2 improves
it to 36%, and the optimized BertSum (b∗3) even achieves 40%. Our approach Arg-
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Readability Representativeness

# Approach Mean Rank % Rank 1 Mean Rank % Rank 1

b2* LexRank + w.s. 2.57 28% 2.47 28%
b3* BertSum + o.t.s.e. 2.15 46% 2.43 26%
a* Arg-PageRank (c.+a.) 2.50 26% 1.95 44%

Expert snippets 1.71 66% 1.66 60%

TABLE 3.2: Manual evaluation: Mean readability and representativeness rank (lower is
better) and proportion of best ranks (higher is better, multiple best ranks possible) of the
test set snippets of selected approaches and of the expert snippets.

.

PageRank (centrality) already achieves higher accuracy than all baselines (43%).
Encoding argumentativeness of a sentence (a*) further increases accuracy, only
slightly though (44%). We expect that the gain would be larger on datasets with
fewer argumentative sentences, and with refined argument mining techniques. As
mentioned, in a latter experiment we explore different methods of generating argu-
mentative scores to gain more insights into this. Here, we conclude that modeling
the centrality and argumentativeness of an argument’s sentences turns out most
successful in mimicking the ground-truth snippets.

Manual Evaluation To assess the quality of the generated snippets, we conducted
two annotation studies, each with an independent set of three university students
that have background on search engines and argumentation. Following literature,
we mainly consider a snippet’s representativeness (Liang et al., 2006) in terms of
capturing the core information of the corresponding argument. In addition, we
include readability (Kanungo and Orr, 2009) as another quality dimension, here
meaning how coherent the two sentences of a snippet are on their own.

The first study compared our approach to the two best baselines and to the ex-
pert snippets. After explaining the task and quality dimensions, we showed the four
competing snippets in random order for all 50 test arguments, and asked the anno-
tators to rank the snippets according to both dimensions. To avoid bias, no training
was done before. The mean pairwise inter-annotator agreement in terms of the
rank-correlation measure Spearman’s ρ was 0.52 for representativeness and 0.36
for readability, indicating general agreement but notable subjectivity in the given
task. To give each annotator equal importance, we thus computed the mean ranks
over all annotators. As Table 3.2 presents, Arg-PageRank clearly outperformed the
others in terms of representativeness, being best in 44% of the cases and achieving
a mean rank of 1.95. However, the readability of its snippets was judged worse
than for BertSum. A reason may be that our approach tends to favor long sentences
by concept. Besides, snippets generated by the experts proved best, underlining
that our working definition is reasonable.
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Readability Representativeness

Approach Mean Rank % Rank 1 Mean Rank % Rank 1

Lucene (query-dependent) 2.06 28% 2.17 22%
Args.me 1.52 48% 1.77 50%
Arg-PageRank (c.+a.) 1.60 58% 1.69 60%

TABLE 3.3: Second manual evaluation: Same as Table 2, but for snippets generated by
the query-dependent Lucene algorithm, the search engine args.me, and our approach.

In the second study, we assessed whether our approach improves over ap-
proaches from practice. For this, we compared to the built-in snippet generation
of Lucene, which is query-dependent: it selects text spans overlapping with query
token. In addition, we evaluated the current snippets of args.me, which just show
the beginning of arguments. All snippets were truncated after 225 characters, to
mimic a real user-interface situation. We used the same setting as in the first user
study but with different students to avoid bias. Spearman’s ρ was 0.33 for repre-
sentativeness and 0.36 for readability. Table 3.3 shows that Arg-PageRank again
performs best in terms of representativeness, and is on par with the readability of
args.me. The fact that our approach produces the most representative snippets in
60% of the cases provides empirical evidence for the need to address argument
snippet generation as a special task, and highlights the limited of (at least standard)
query-dependent snippet generation in argument search scenarios.

Modeling Contrastiveness

Based on our previous work (Alshomary et al., 2022b), we now provide empirical
insights on the trade-off between representativeness and contrastiveness in snip-
pet generation and how to adjust it via hyper-parameters tuning. In particular, we
first explain the data collection and preprocessing we performed. We then provide
details on implementing our approaches and evaluation measures used in our au-
tomatic assessment. We finally present the manual evaluation carried out to assess
the generated snippets by our approaches compared to other baselines.

Data Since snippets generated by experts in Subsection 3.3.1 are not optimized
toward being contrastive, we can’t use them for our purpose. Therefore, we work
on constructing a new dataset of arguments grouped into contexts (arguments rel-
evant to the same topic), and use intrinsic evaluation measure for assessment. In
particular, since the task here is motivated by the idea of argument search engines,
we use the args.me corpus of Ajjour et al. (2019b) as the source. We considered
all arguments in the corpus belonging to the same debate as a context, resulting
in 5457 contexts with an average of 5.2 arguments per context, we call it argsme
dataset. Such contexts suit the training of Comp-Summarizer since we can use
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d1 d2 d3 Contrastiveness Argumentativeness Representativeness

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.045 0.647 0.800
0.5 0.7 0.2 0.050 0.630 0.675
0.8 0.9 0.7 0.060 0.622 0.594

TABLE 3.4: Automatic evaluation scores of Contra-PageRank for three selected combi-
nations of hyperparameter values. The best value in each column is marked in bold.

argument conclusions to derive generic snippets. Second, we mimicked how argu-
ments are grouped into contexts in search by querying the args.me API2 once using
Wikipedia’s list of controversial issues,3 and once using queries from the args.me
query log. We call the former dataset controversial-contexts containing 600 context
with an average of 7.5 arguments per context, while the latter is called query-log
containing 476 contexts with an average of 7.0 arguments. Since query-log is best
in representing the realistic search scenario, we use it below for the final evalua-
tion. We preprocess all input arguments in a number of cleansing steps. Namely,
we remove debate artifacts that are mostly utterances of social interaction between
debaters (Dorsch and Wachsmuth, 2020), references, enumeration symbols, and
sentences shorter than three characters.

Implementation Details For both approaches, we measured sentence similarity
in terms of the cosine of their embeddings that is generated with Sentence-BERT
(Reimers et al., 2019). Recall that our graph-based summarization has three pa-
rameters, d1–d3, for representativeness, argumentativeness, and contrastiveness re-
spectively. In our experiments, we tested different parameter values between 0.1
to 0.9 with a step size of 0.1 on the controversial-contexts dataset. We consider
Contra-PageRank with d3 = 0 as a baseline, since it disregards contrastiveness.
We call it in our experiments here Arg-PageRank, but note that this is different than
our representative approach in Section 3.1 since it considers similarities between
sentences of only the input argument. As for the Comp-Summarizer, to obtain
ground-truth generic snippets S̄ that are necessary for the supervised training, we
consider the argument’s conclusion as a proper generic snippet. To this end, we
used the args.me corpus and heuristically generate generic snippets based on the
sentences’ overlap with the conclusion using the algorithm of Bista et al. (2020).
Similar to Contra-PageRank, we also assess different combinations of values for
the hyperparameters, including the contrastiveness weight λ. We used 5-fold cross-
validation to evaluate each combination, aiming to minimize the average loss on
the data. The optimization worked for 300 epochs with a learning rate of 0.1.

2https://www.args.me/api-en.html
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_controversial_

issues

https://www.args.me/api-en.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_controversial_issues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_controversial_issues
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λ Contrastiveness Argumentativeness Representativeness

0.000 0.059 0.637 0.823
0.500 0.074 0.632 0.803
0.875 0.086 0.624 0.720

TABLE 3.5: Automatic evaluation scores of Comp-Summarizer for three different values
of the contrastiveness weight λ. The best value in each column is marked in bold.

Automatic Evaluation As mentioned, no datasets with ground-truth contrastive
snippets exist, and the manual creation of such snippets is arguably arduous. There-
fore, we stick to automatic measures that intrinsically assess snippet quality below,
in order to evaluate different parameter value combinations and to select some for
the manual evaluation. In particular, we capture contrastiveness in terms of silhou-
ette analysis score, an intrinsic cluster measure for quantifying clusters quality, as
follows. Given a set of snippets S = {S1, . . . Sk} generated for a set of arguments
A = {A1, . . . Ak}, we pseudo-cluster the embedding of all arguments’ sentences,
with each snippet Si as one centroid.4 This way, we can quantify the clusters’
quality using silhouette analysis: The more contrastive snippets are, the better the
clusters they form, reflected in a higher silhouette score. As for representativeness,
we compute the mean similarity between the sentences of a snippet S and those
of the respective argument A. Finally, we approximate argumentativeness by ar-
gument quality, employing the BERT model of Gretz et al. (2020b) trained on a
regression task to predict the argumentative quality score of a sentence. Here, we
implemented the topic-independent version of their approach.

Table 3.4 presents three selected combinations of parameter values that demon-
strate the limits of contrastiveness and representativeness for Contra-PageRank as
well as their trade-off: As expected, setting d1 to 1 (and, thus, ignoring the other
terms) maximizes representativeness, while the best contrastiveness score comes
from increasing d3 to 0.7 (third row). In the second row, we show a value com-
bination that better balances representativeness and contrastiveness. As for argu-
mentativeness, we observed little differences across parameters, which could be
the result of the simple lexicon-based method of weighting argumentativeness.

In Table 3.5, we explore the trade-off between representativeness and argumen-
tativeness for Comp-Summarizer, showing evaluation scores for selected values of
the contrastiveness weight λ. Analogously, a higher λ results in more contrastive-
ness but less representativeness, while ignoring the contrastiveness term (λ =

0.000) leads to the best representativeness. A medium value (here, λ = 0.500)
yields a better balance between the three scores.

4A snippet’s embedding is averaged from its sentences’ embeddings.
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Approach Contrastiveness Representativeness Score

Average (± Std.) Median

Contra-PageRank *83% **3.13 (± 1.15) 3
Comp-Summarizer *81% **3.76 (± 1.25) 4

Arg-PageRank 65% 3.50 (± 1.35) 4

TABLE 3.6: Manual evaluation results for the three compared approaches on a sample
of 50 cases: Contrastiveness, in terms of the percentage of generated snippets that were
seen most representative of their input argument, and representativeness, in terms of the
average and median score. Results highlighted with * and ** are significantly better than
Arg-PageRank with confidence level of 95% and 90% respectively.

Manual Evaluation To gain more reliable insights into the effectiveness of our
approaches in generating contrastive and representative snippets, we conducted a
study with four human annotators, who are university students with good English
skills. We chose the variants of the two approaches that yielded best contrastiveness
above: the third row of Table 3.4 for Contra-PageRank, and the third of Table 3.5
for Comp-Summarizer. As a baseline focusing on representativeness, we also in-
cluded the Contra-PageRank variant in the first row of Table 3.4. We refer to the
latter baseline as Arg-PageRank.

For evaluation, we randomly selected 50 samples of three arguments, A =

{A1, A2, A3}, and we repeated the following process once for each of the three
approaches. For each sample, we first generated the respective snippets, S =

{S1, S2, S3}. For every snippet Si ∈ S, two annotators then manually rated how
representative Si is on a 5-point Likert scale, once for each argument in A. We
defined representativeness to our annotators by how much the snippet is covering
the main gist, thought, or quintessence of the argument.5 From this, we infer that
Si is contrastive, if it obtained a higher representativeness score for Ai than for
all Aj 6= Ai. Before doing so, we made one adjustment, though: Since all three
approaches are extractive, the annotators would have easily recognized the argu-
ment from which Si was extracted and, consequently, have scored that argument
higher. To avoid this bias, we applied automatic rewriting to all snippets using the
PEGASUS transformer (Zhang et al., 2020).

Table 3.6 shows each approach’s contrastiveness as the percentage of cases
where a generated snippet, Si, got the highest representativeness score for its input
argument, Ai. Contra-PageRank generated contrastive snippets most often (83%),
while Arg-PageRank led to contrastive snippets only in 65% of all cases. In other
words, 35% of the snippets of Arg-PageRank were mistakenly seen as representa-
tive of other arguments by the annotators. This result underlines the importance
of fostering snippets to be contrastive. The best trade-off is achieved by Comp-

5For an easy task distribution, we divided the 50 samples into two sets of 25 samples and gave
each set to two annotators.
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Topic: Cloud Seeding

Argument-1: Cloud seeding should be used worldwide. This is because, according to
both EcoHearth.com and Weather Modifications.org , cloud seeding is safe and virtually
harmless to the environment. It can safely cause rain in drought-ravaged areas and keep
farms from failing. We should institute cloud seeding in areas where it is necessary.

- ArgPageRank’s Snippet: Cloud seeding should be used in certain areas
- Comp-Summarizer’s snippet: Cloud seeding is safe and harmless to the environment
according to both EcoHearth.com and Weather Modifications.org
- Contra-PageRank’s snippet: Cloud seeding should be used in certain areas

Argument-2: Thank you, instigator for providing the resolution. I accept all the pro-
posed terms. Comments I’d like to confirm whether the the embryonic dust cloud theory
follows as the popular scientific consensus that a planetary system is created from a neb-
ular of ionised gas where denser and more compact regions form the precursors to a
planetary system’s celestial bodies. I’d also like to ask who coined "Embryonic Dust
Cloud Theory" as I don’t want to be unintentionally misrepresenting a scientist’s work
which may slightly differ from the widely accepted theory.

- ArgPageRank’s Snippet I would like to know who came up with the idea of "Embry-
onic Dust Cloud Theory" as I don’t want to be misrepresenting a scientist’s work which
may slightly differ from the widely accepted theory
- Comp-Summarizer’s snippet I’d like to confirm that the popular scientific consensus
is that a planetary system is created from a nebular of ionised gas where denser and more
compact regions form the precursors to a planetary system’s heavenly bodies
- Contra-PageRank’s snippet I’d like to confirm that the popular scientific consensus is
that a planetary system is created from a nebular of ionised gas where denser and more
compact regions form the precursors to a planetary system’s heavenly bodies.

Argument-3: Since you have failed to give me an example of an instance where another
material has been used instead of silver iodide and was successful, i’ll have to ignore
that argument. You stated yourself it was lethal. It doesn’t matter if the chemical is
fairly diluted, it is still dangerous and can cause serious harm to ecosystems. The testing
of the soil is faulty and unreliable, so it very possible other studies don’t have accurate
information. In conclusion, cloud seeding should not be used. This is because it is
plainly unnatural and has already wreaked havoc on several ecosystems. Silver Iodide is
a harmful chemical that should never be used in the first place. Vote Con! Thanks for the
good debate.

- ArgPageRank’s Snippet: There will be no new evidence or arguments to be formed
during this round.
- Comp-Summarizer’s snippet: Since you didn’t give me an example of an instance
where another material was used instead of silver iodide, I’ll have to ignore that argu-
ment.
- Contra-PageRank’s snippet: Cloud seeding should not be used because the chemical
is still dangerous and can cause serious harm to the environment.

TABLE 3.7: Example arguments on Cloud Seeding along with the snippet generated for
each by our two approaches and the baseline
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Summarizer which generated the most representative snippets while maintaining
contrastiveness almost as often as Contra-PageRank (81%). The average inter-
annotator agreement of the two annotator pairs was substantial, 0.74 in terms Krip-
pendorff’s α, suggesting reliable results.

Example analysis In Table 3.7, we present three arguments on the topic Cloud
Seeding, along with the snippets generated by each of the approaches. These snip-
pets are the paraphrased version of the top two sentences selected from the argu-
ment. We notice that the baseline Arg-PageRank tends to select general sentences
like "Cloud seeding should be used in certain areas." or "no new evidence or ar-
guments to be found..", while Comp-Summarizer generated snippets that focus on
aspects unique to the argument like scientific consensus" and "harmless to the en-
vironment".

Follow-up Study on Key Point Modeling

In this follow-up study, we explore new emerging techniques and their effect on key
point modeling. On the one hand, we experiment with new methods for assessing
the argumentativeness of sentences by integrating them into our Representativeness
Approach and testing the effectiveness gained on the argument snippet generation
task. On the other hand, we explore the potential of large language models (LLMs),
namely ChatGPT, in generating argument snippets.

Argumentativeness Recall that our modeling of key points rely on a scoring func-
tion arg to estimate the argumentative quality of each sentence in the argument. We
explore two other argumentative scoring techniques and their effect on the snippet
generation task – again as a proxy for the task of discussion space identification.
In particular, we experiment with our Representative Approach (Arg-PageRank)
by computing the argumentativeness score arg using the argumentative quality ap-
proach of Gretz et al. (2020b) (Argument Quality) and the claim identification ap-
proach of Chakrabarty et al. (2019a) (Claim Identifier), and comparing them to the
lexicon-based scoring method initially used in our approach (Lexicon). Addition-
ally, we assess the effectiveness of these scoring methods in generating argument
snippets independently from the Arg-PageRank algorithm by forming a snippet
from the top two scoring sentences according to the evaluated method. We carry
the evaluation on the expert-representative-snippets test set from Subsection 3.3.1.

ChatGPT As mentioned, most recently, the NLP field has witnessed great suc-
cess for large language models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT, across many NLP tasks.
Therefore, we give insights into the effectiveness of ChatGPT in generating snip-
pets for arguments. In particular, for each argument arg in our expert-representative-
snippets dataset, we prompt ChatGPT as follows: Select two sentences that best
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Approach ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ACCURACY

Claim-Identifier 0.47 0.35 0.38 0.33
Arg-LexRank (Claim-Identifier) 0.50 0.40 0.43 0.39

Argument Quality 0.51 0.40 0.43 0.39
Arg-LexRank (Argument Quality) 0.52 0.42 0.43 0.43

Lexicon 0.45 0.34 0.39 0.32
Arg-LexRank (Lexicon) 0.55 0.46 0.48 0.44

ChatGPT 0.49 0.46 0.48 -

TABLE 3.8: The ROUGE and accuracy scores between the generated snippet and the
ground-truth ones for the different argumentativeness scoring methods arg independently
and as part of the Arg-LexRank algorithm as well as for ChatGPT.

represent the following argument: "<arg>", where <arg> refers to the argument’s
text. We collect Chat GPT output and evaluate it against the ground-truth snippets
compared to our approach and the baselines.

Results Besides the accuracy computed as before, Table 3.8 also presents the
ROUGE scores of predicting the ground-truth snippets computed based on the
similarity with what is being selected as a snippet by the approach and the ground-
truth snippets. As for generating snippets by ranking the argumentativeness of
sentences, the best-performing approach is the Argument Quality of Gretz et al.
(2020b) with an accuracy of 0.39 compared to 0.32 and 0.33 for the Lexicon-based
and Claim-Identifier approaches. Nevertheless, when integrating these argumen-
tative approaches as scorers arg in the Arg-LexRank, the best boost comes rather
from the Lexicon approach resulting in the best accuracy of 0.44. Finally, we see
that simply prompting ChatGPT to generate a snippet for arguments reaches the
effectiveness of our approach in terms of ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L. However, our
approach has the advantage of being open-source and interpretable.

From Snippets to Key Points

We evaluate our approach to modeling key points on the snippet generation task. If
our approach can extract sentences that form a helpful snippet, then these sentences
can also form representative key points. In this task, we took the two top-scoring
sentences from each argument to form a snippet, and we compared these snippets
to other snippets generated by various baselines. We empirically found that our ap-
proaches generate better snippets compared to baselines. In the following, we will
explore the effectiveness of our approach in aggregating all the scored sentences
into one final key point set, given the scores generated by our key point modeling
approach.
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3.3.2 Key Point Analysis

Recently, Bar-Haim et al. (2020a) introduced the Key Point Analysis (KPA) task,
which compromises two complementary subtasks: (1) generating key points from
a given set of arguments and (2) matching these key points to the input arguments.
Since this task is very similar to ours, especially the first subtask, we use it as a
proxy to evaluate our approach. As mentioned, due to the chronological develop-
ment of our research, the key point modeling component models only the represen-
tativeness and argumentativeness of sentences, and the key point aggregation com-
ponent ensures key point diversity by applying the algorithm mentioned in Section
3.2. We leave the evaluation of modeling contrastiveness for future experiments.
In the following, we will first describe the task and data made available to study it.
We will then give details on how we implement our approach to address this task
and discuss the automatic and manual evaluation results of our participation in the
Shared Task version of the KPA task (Friedman et al., 2021b).

Task Description

In the context of computational argumentation, Bar-Haim et al. (2020a) introduced
the notion of a key point as a high-level argument that resembles a natural language
summary of a collection of more descriptive arguments. Specifically, the authors
defined a good key point as being “general enough to match a significant portion of
the arguments, yet informative enough to make a useful summary.” In this context,
the KPA shared task consists of two subtasks as described below:

1. Key point generation Given a set of arguments on a certain topic that are
grouped by their stance, generate five to ten key points summarizing the
arguments.

2. Key point matching. Given a set of arguments on a certain topic that are
grouped by their stance and a set of key points, assign each argument to a
key point.

This definition aligns with our discussion space identification task, with an extra
requirement here to perform matching between the extracted discussion points and
arguments in the input collection. Therefore, we test our approach on this task.

Data

We start from the dataset provided by the organizers as described in Friedman
et al. (2021b). The dataset contains 28 controversial topics, with 6515 arguments
and a total of 243 key points. For each argument, its stance towards the topic is
given. Each topic is represented by at least three key points, with at least one
key point per stance and at least three arguments matched to a key point. From
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the given arguments, 4.7% are unmatched, 67.5% belong to a single key point,
and 5.0% belong to multiple key points. The remaining 22.8% of the arguments
have ambiguous labels, meaning that the annotators could not agree on a correct
matching to the key points. The final dataset contains 24,093 argument-key point
pairs, of which 20.7% are labeled as matching. To develop our approach, we use
the split as provided by the organizers with 24 topics for training, four topics for
validation, and three topics for testing.

Key Point Generation

We apply our Representative Approach from Subsection 3.1 to this task as follows.
We employed Spacy (Honnibal et al., 2020) to split the arguments into sentences
and construct an undirected graph with the arguments’ sentences as nodes. As
a quality check, similar to Bar-Haim et al. (2020b), we filter in only sentences
between 5 and 20 tokens that do not start with a pronoun. To model sentence argu-
mentativeness, we experiment with two of the methods introduced in Subsection
3.3.1; Lexicon-based and the Argument Quality of Gretz et al. (2020b). To model
centrality, instead of using semantic similarity scores between sentences, we use
contrastive learning to learn from the provided data a similarity model between
arguments and key points as explained in Section 3.1. Details on the training pro-
cess are presented below. We use the trained model to embed sentences and then
compute edge weights between pairs of nodes (sentences) using cosine similarity
between the embeddings. Additionally, we implemented two thresholds to filter out
nodes (sentences) of lower argumentativeness (min_arg) and edges of the lower
matching score (min_match).

To find the best hyper-parameters for our approach (damping factor d,min_arg,
and min_match) and select the best argumentativeness scoring method (Lexicon
or Argument Quality), we optimize on the validation set towards the best F1-score
computed by ROUGE method when considering the longest common sequence
matching (ROUGE-L) between the top ten sentences (key points) ranked by our
approach and the ground-truth key points. As mentioned, to obtain the final set of
key points, we rank the scored sentences in descending order, and we aggregate
them by iterating through this ranked list and adding each sentence to the final set
if its maximum matching score with the already selected candidates is below 0.8.

Results Table 3.9 shows the ROUGE-L score for some selected hyper-parameters
settings of our approach. We observe that the best score is achieved by using
the Argument Quality approach of Gretz et al. (2020b) as the argumentativeness
scoring method with a damping factor of 0.4, argument quality (min_arg) and
matching (min_match) thresholds of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively. Hence, we use
these specification in our final approach to generate key points from the test set.
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Argument Quality Scoring

P min_arg min_match R-L

0.4 0.8 0.2 0.267
0.2 0.2 0.4 0.259
0.4 1.0 0.8 0.196

Lexicon Scoring

P min_arg min_match R-L

1.0 0 0.2 0.248
0.8 1.0 0.8 0.226
0.4 0.8 0.4 0.199

TABLE 3.9: ROUGE-L F1-score (R-L) for different hyper parameter settings of our ap-
proach considering the damping factor p, the argumentativeness and matching thresholds
(min_arg, and min_match), and the argumentativeness scoring method ( Lexicon and
Argument Quality (Gretz et al., 2020b))

Model Rank Strict mAP Relaxed mAP Avg. of mAP (r) p@50% (r)

Our Approach 1 0.789 (1) 0.927 (4) 0.858 (1) 0.848 (1)
NLP@UIT 2 0.746 (3) 0.930 (3) 0.838 (2) 0.827 (3)
ModrnTalk 3 0.754 (2) 0.902 (6) 0.828 (4) 0.806 (5)
Enigma 4 0.739 (5) 0.928 (4) 0.833 (3) 0.828 (2)

TABLE 3.10: Evaluation results of the task of argument and key point matching. We only
show top four ranked approaches. Ranks on each measure are in brackets. Besides the
official evaluation metrics, two other measures are considered: the average value of the
strict and relaxed mAP values, and p@50% for the strict view. Table taken from Friedman
et al. (2021a)

For the final step to eliminate redundancy in the generated key points, we excluded
sentences with a matching score higher than 0.8 with the selected candidates.

Key Point Matching

We employed RoBERTa-large (Liu, 2019) for encoding the tokens of the two inputs
of key point matching to the siamese neural network, which acts as a mean-pooling
layer and projects the encoder outputs (matrix of token embeddings) into a sentence
embedding of size 768. We used Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)
to train our model for 10 epochs, with batch size 32, and maximum input length
of 70, leaving all other parameters to their defaults. In the development phase, we
trained our model on the training split and evaluated on the validation split provided
by the organizers. For the final submission, we did a five-fold cross validation
on the combined data (training and validation splits) creating an ensemble for the
matching (as per the mean score).

Shared Task’s Evaluation Results

Baselines Besides our approach, 17 models were submitted to the key point
matching task and five models to the key point generation task. In the follow-
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Approach Relevant Representative Polarity

BarH 2 1 1
Our Approach 2 1 2
Enigma 4 4 2
XLNet 1 3 4

TABLE 3.11: Final evaluation results of key point generation, comparing our approach
(Our Approach) to the top two submitted approaches, along with Bar-Haim et al. (2020b)
approach (barH). The generated key points were ranked in terms of how relevant and rep-
resentative (Rep.) of the input arguments, as well as their polarity

ing, we will describe some of these baselines that appear in the top-ranked list in
our results table. For key point matching, Team NLP@UIT created an ensemble
of five models fine-tuned on different folds of the dataset starting from ALBERT
XXLarge (Lan et al., 2019) pre-trained language model. Team ModernTalk fine-
tuned RoBERTa-base Liu (2019) model on a concatenated version of the argument
and key point pairs. The Enigma team used DeBERTa-Large (Martin et al., 2022)
to generate an embedding from a concatenation of key points, arguments, and top-
ics. This embedding is then concatenated with the corresponding POS tags and fed
to two more dense layers. As for the key point generation task, the Enigma team
dealt with the task as an abstractive summarization task. They fine-tuned Pegasus
(Zhang et al., 2020) with argument and topic concatenation as input and the key
points as a summary. The XLNet team applies their matching model to all possible
pairs of arguments, and arguments with the highest average matching scores were
considered the final key points.

Evaluation Measures For key point matching, the organizers computed both strict
and relaxed mean Average Precision (mAP) following Friedman et al. (2021b). In
cases where there is no majority label, for instance, the relaxed mAP considers
them to be a match, while the strict mAP considers them as not matching. Besides
these two scores, the precision at 50% (p@50%) in the strict scenario is com-
puted. For the key point generation task, the organizers evaluated the generated
key points through a crowdsourcing study in which submitted approaches were
ranked according to the quality of their generated key points in terms of relevancy
(Relevant), representativeness of the collection (Representative), and whether they
correctly reflect the stance of the collection towards the topic (Polarity).

Results In key point matching, our approach obtained a strict mAP of 0.789 and
a relaxed mAP of 0.927 on the test set, the best result among all participating ap-
proaches (Table 3.10). For key point generation, our approach was ranked top one
in terms of generating representative key points. However, in terms of polarity, our
approach is ranked second after the baseline of Bar-Haim et al. (2017), indicating
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t1/con t1/pro t2/con t2/pro t3/con t3/pro All

Approach R-2 R-L R-2 R-L R-2 R-L R-2 R-L R-2 R-L R-2 R-L R-2 R-L

ChatGPT 0.03 0.24 0.06 0.26 0.11 0.32 0.10 0.30 0.01 0.10 0.02 0.29 0.06 0.25

Ours 0.02 0.23 0.12 0.31 0.10 0.33 0.03 0.28 0.00 0.22 0.02 0.26 0.05 0.27

TABLE 3.12: The ROUGE scores of the key points generated by ChatGPT and our ap-
proach (ours) with and without the filtering step computed for every argument collection
that corresponds to a topic ti and a stance (pro/con), as well as on average (All)

the need for explicit control of the polarity of generated key points. Details of the
evaluation can be found in the organizers’ report (Friedman et al., 2021b).

Key Point Generation via ChatGPT

In a follow-up experiment, we assess the performance of our approach in extracting
key points compared to ChatGPT. To this end, we use the test split provided by the
organizers of the key point analysis task (Gretz et al., 2020b), which consists of
three topics with a corresponding set of pro and con arguments for each, resulting
in 6 argument collections. Each collection has 4 to 7 ground-truth key points.

ChatGPT For each of these argument collections, we prompt ChatGPT as fol-
lows:

We define key points to be:

1. Key points may be viewed as high-level arguments

2. They should be general enough to match a significant portion of
the arguments yet informative enough to make a useful summary

3. Key points are bullet point summaries of an argument collection

Now, given the following arguments on the topic "<topic>", what are
the main 5 key points in them: <args>

In the prompt, <topic> and <args> are placeholders for the corresponding topic and
its argument collection.

Results Table 3.12 shows the ROUGE scores of the key points generated by Chat-
GPT and our approach (ours) computed for every argument collection that corre-
sponds to a topic ti and a stance (pro/con), as well as on average (All). Regarding
the ROUGE scores, we can see no clear conclusion as to which approach works
better on the task. Therefore, we present the top three key points generated by each
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Topic: (t1) Routine child vaccinations should be mandatory - Stance: Pro

Ours (1) Routine child vaccination should be mandatory so that the general
population can thrive by being free of deadly diseases (2) Child vaccina-
tions should be mandatory to provide decent health care to all (3) Child
vaccinations should be mandatory so our children will be safe and pro-
tected

ChatGPT (1) Routine child vaccinations should be mandatory to prevent the spread
of diseases and protect children from deadly illnesses (2) Mandatory vac-
cinations ensure the health and safety of the general population, includ-
ing vulnerable individuals such as infants and the elderly (3) Vaccina-
tions save lives and prevent the unnecessary suffering caused by pre-
ventable diseases

GT. (1) Routine child vaccinations are effective (2) Child vaccination saves
lives (3) Routine child vaccinations are necessary to protect others

Topic: (t2) Social media should be regulated by the government - Stance: Con

Ours (1) Regulation by government of social media platforms would be detri-
mental to free speech around the world (2) Government regulation of
social media would be harmful to democracy (3) Social media platforms
should not be regulated by the government because it is an invasion of
privacy

ChatGPT (1) Government regulation of social media platforms would be harmful
to democracy and freedom of speech (2) Social media platforms should
not be regulated by the government as it would infringe on privacy and
freedom of expression (3) Social media platforms are private companies
and should not be controlled by the government

GT. (1) Social media regulation is not effective (2) Social media regulation
harms privacy (3) Social media regulation harm freedom of speech and
other democratic rights

Topic: (t3) The USA is a good country to live in - Stance: Con

Ours (1) The poorest in society don’t have access to either good health care or
an adequate benefits system (2) The USA is not a good place to live in
because of the wide variance between rich and poor (3) The USA is not
a good place to live

ChatGPT (1) High crime rates and lack of safety (2) High tax rates and expensive
cost of living (3) Political divisions and social unrest

GT. (1) The US has unfair health and education policies (2) The US has a
problematic/divisive political system (3) The US has high taxation/high
costs of living

TABLE 3.13: Three example topics and the corresponding top three key points generated
by our approach (Ours) and by ChatGPT, along with the ground-truth (GT.) key points

approach in Table 3.13 to gain more insights. The full table can be found in the
Appendix (Table A.1). In all cases, we can observe that both approaches provide
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similar coverage of the ground-truth key points. These results indicate that despite
the comparable simplicity of our approach to ChatGPT, it can still produce com-
petitive results. Moreover, our approach has the advantage of being interpretable.
For example, we can explain why our approach generated a certain key point by
pointing out the key point’s argumentative and centrality scores in the argument
collection.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we studied the task of identifying the discussion space of a given
topic. We considered each sentence in the argument collection as a candidate key
point. Therefore, our approach to the task consisted of two steps: modeling the key
point candidacy of sentences and then aggregating top candidates to form the final
set of key points. To model the key point candidacy, we considered sentences rep-
resentative of the argument collection and argumentative, and we proposed meth-
ods to diversify the collection by modeling contrastiveness as an extra criterion
focusing on sentences that highlight the uniqueness of their argument compared
to the whole collection. Our experiments demonstrate that the candidacy criteria
we considered are important to extract sentences representing the final key points.
Nevertheless, potential limitations and future directions are worth highlighting.

Limitations First, we motivated the need to identify a topic’s discussion space by
its usefulness in guiding the generated arguments of a debate technology. Never-
theless, our work has focused on studying methods to identify such a discussion
space without proposing a method for how this discussion space can guide the
generation process. Future research might consider methods that incorporate the
extracted talking points into the argument generation process by simply using them
as extra input along with the topic or as conditions to be satisfied during the de-
coding stage (Dathathri et al., 2020). Second, we introduced contrastiveness as an
extra criterion when modeling the key point candidacy to ensure the diversity of
key points. Although we experimentally demonstrated how this criterion leads to
extracting snippets from arguments that highlight their uniqueness in the collection,
we did not evaluate its effect on the overall task of extracting key points.

Finally, our approach is extractive. We focus on extracting sentences because
they are more intuitive and easy to interpret. Nevertheless, the extractive nature
of our approach limits their applicability in cases where the reasoning of an argu-
ment remains implicit, an apparent phenomenon in argumentation. In these cases,
one might use other approaches that infer missing components (Chakrabarty et al.,
2021, Alshomary et al., 2020b) or consider abstractive summarization approaches
capable of inferring new summaries of arguments.
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Contributions In debates, human contenders might use an argument search en-
gine (Wachsmuth et al., 2017b) as one of their sources of information to consume
potential arguments on the web. Efficient presentation of retrieved arguments in
such search engines is crucial to boost their usability. Generating snippets for ar-
guments is one way of boosting this efficiency because it helps users assess the
relevancy of the retrieved arguments to their information needs. In this scenario,
we envision our approaches to generating effective snippets of arguments as a help-
ful tool to assess humans in exploring argument search engines. Future research
can construct user studies to investigate how useful these snippets are in assessing
human debaters.

Overall, our work in this chapter contributes to the overall debate scenario by
providing methods to generate main talking points for the discussed topic that can
be used to guide the generated arguments in the discussion. We provided empirical
evidence of the importance of modeling the sentence’s centrality, contrastiveness,
and argumentativeness as criteria for their candidacy of being final key points. As
highlighted in Figure 1.3, our conceptual approach can make use of these collected
key points to ensure the relevancy of generated arguments to the discussion space.
The next Chapters will then explore the other two relevant aspects of debates: the
audience and the opponent’s argument.



Chapter 4

Modeling the Audience

In this chapter, we move our view to study audience as another aspect that can
influence the effectiveness of synthesized arguments in debates. As discussed in
Chapter 1, addressing the audience’s belief system is crucial to achieving agree-
ment among audiences (van Eemeren and Houtlosser, 1999). For example, in a
debate on Globalization, potential topics to be covered can be Economy, Culture,
or Services. However, knowing that the audience has the same cultural conser-
vationism values would restrict the selection to Culture . Therefore, appropriate
usage of presentational devices might put a con argument as follows:

“Globalization has destabilized previously immutable social institutions, shift-
ing cultural value away from old traditions to new more individualistic and market-
friendly ideas.”

Accordingly, operationalizing this type of knowledge about the audience as a com-
ponent of debate technologies could benefit the production of arguments that bridge
the gap between disputed parties by focusing on shared beliefs rather than divisive
ones (Feinberg and Willer, 2015).

Several works studied the persuasiveness of natural language arguments sub-
ject to the audience’s beliefs (Durmus and Cardie, 2018, El Baff et al., 2020) and
found correlations between the two. Others extended argumentation frameworks to
consider the audience’s values when assessing the strength of an argument (Bench-
Capon et al., 2002). Nevertheless, research on argument generation studied this
task independent of a target audience. We argue that an argument is more effec-
tive when it utilizes knowledge about the beliefs of its audience. Therefore, in our
work, we study the research question of what models can be used to represent the
audience’s beliefs and how to use them to generate more effective arguments?

To address this research question, we introduce the audience-based argument
generation task that focuses on generating argumentative texts on a topic consider-
ing a specific audience representation. To address this task, as highlighted in Figure
4.1, we propose an approach of two components; modeling beliefs and argument
generation. The first component builds a computational model of the audience
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FIGURE 4.1: Our general approach for generating audience-aware arguments. Given an
audience representation, first we build a model of their beliefs, then we encode the model
along with the topic and stance to generate a final argument that is relevant to the topic and
reflecting the audience’s beliefs.

given a specific representation, and the second component uses the computational
model to control the generated argument to fit the given audience representation.

In particular, we study two representations; the audience’s stance on popular
topics, called big issues hereafter, and their moral foundations (Haidt and Joseph,
2004). For each representation, we propose a realization of our approach as fol-
lows. In the stance-based approach, our modeling belief component takes as an
input the stances of the audience on a set of big issues and produces a context vec-
tor. This context vector is then used in the argument generation component to tailor
the synthesized claim toward the given audience. In the moral-based approach, we
model the audience as a vector of five dimensions representing their moral foun-
dations. We develop a model to identify morals in argumentative texts, and we
use this classifier along with the vector representation to adapt Project Debater’s
argument (Slonim et al., 2021) to fit the audience’s moral system.

Our experiments evaluate the applicability of encoding the stance-based model
an audience into single claims, as well as the effect of generating morally framed
arguments on different audiences. Our main findings are the following: (1) Results
demonstrate the potentiality of synthesizing claims that reflect specific stances on
topics, (2) The stance-based generated claims are more similar to the ground-truth
ones written by humans, (3) The morally framed arguments have more effect on
the audience than their corresponding generic ones. Overall, our methods to build
a computational model of the audience and using it to synthesize corresponding
arguments can be used as a component in debate technologies to enable them to
achieve better reach to their audience.

In the following, we will first present the modeling belief component of our
approach (Section 4.1). We will discuss the two audience representations we con-
sidered in this research and how we computationally model them. Next, in Section
4.2, we will present the argument generation component of our approach. We will
provide details on how we encode the audience model into the argument generation
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process in order to generate arguments targeting specific audiences. Finally, Sec-
tion 4.3 will list a series of experiments that we perform to evaluate our hypothesis
on the applicability and importance of encoding knowledge about the audience into
the process of argument generation.

4.1 Modeling Beliefs

In the following, we will present the first component of our approach that deals
with building a computational model of the given audience representations, which
can be stances on big issues or moral foundations, resulting in two realizations
of our approach: stance-based and moral-based. The following section will then
discuss integrating these models to generate argumentative texts tailored to the
given audience.

4.1.1 Stance-based Approach

Given an audience defined by their stances on a set of big issues, we introduce
two ways to model them: as a learned contextual embedding vector or as a bag-of-
words reflecting their stances. The following presents details on these two models.

Contextual Embedding As highlighted in Figure 4.2 below, we start with a binary
vector −→u ∈ {0, 1}k, where values one and zero reflecting pro and con stance
respectively, and k being the number of big issues considered. We then project
this vector into a new embedding space via a feed-forward neural network with a
learned weight matrix WU , producing a new vector:

−→v = σ(WU · −→u )

We integrate this embedding into a Sequence-to-sequence generation model
(Figure 4.2) as a contextual embedding. Given a set of users with their stances
on big issues and their claims on specific topics, the model learns the correlation
between the input stances and the output claims.

Belief-based Bag-of-Words We build a bag-of-words representing an audience’s
beliefs from their stances on the big issues. For example, an audience pro abortion
would likely be pro choice. Hence, words such as right and choice are candidates
to be included in their belief-based bag-of-words. To this end, we first build two
bag-of-words representations for each big issue, one for the pro and one for the
con side. For a specific audience, we then construct a belief-based bag-of-words
aggregated from their stances on big issues. As shown in Figure 4.2, we use this
vector to control the decoding process of a language model to generate arguments
containing words from this vector.
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To build a representative pro and con bag-of-words for each big issue, we fol-
low the topic signature approach of Lin and Hovy (2000). Given a big issue, we
first collect from some corpus of arguments three sets: relevant pro arguments
Rpro, relevant con arguments Rcon, and a random set of non-relevant arguments
R̂. For each relevant set (Rpro and Rcon), we compute a likelihood ratio for all its
words with respect to R̂ and keep only words with a score higher than a specific
threshold τ , resulting in two sets of words, Wpro and Wcon. Since a word may
appear in both sets, we remove it from the set where it occurs fewer times. Finally,
we sort words according to their likelihood ratio and keep in both Wpro and Wcon

the top k words, forming the final pro and con bag-of-words, respectively. Given
an audience (represented by stances on big issues), we construct a belief-based
bag-of-words:

Ubow = W1 ∪W2 ∪ . . . ∪Wn

where Wi is the pro bag-of-words if the stance is pro and the con bag-of-words
otherwise.

4.1.2 Moral-based Approach

Another aspect we take on modeling the audience is through the lens of the moral
foundation theory (Haidt, 2012). As detailed in Section 2.2.2, this theory projects
the belief system of humans into five foundations: care, fairness, loyalty, author-
ity, and purity. Studies built on this theory demonstrated the correlation between
these morals and human judgment. Therefore, we take on studying the feasibility
of generating morally framed arguments computationally and the effect of these ar-
guments on different audiences. Given a specific audience, we represent them as a
binary vector of five dimensions, where each dimension reflects whether they value
the corresponding moral foundation (value of one) or not (value of zero). For ex-
ample, a user who values care and fairness will be mapped into −→v = [1, 1, 0, 0, 0],
where the first two indices represent care and fairness, respectively, and the last
three represent loyalty, authority, and purity.

4.2 Argument Generation

In this section, we discuss the second component of our approach, which integrates
the belief model of the audience from the previous section into the argument gen-
eration process. As mentioned, we consider two realizations of this component,
one for each audience model. For the stance-based approach, we provide two im-
plementations. The first implementation builds on Li et al. (2016), equipping a
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq) model with the contextual embedding learned in
the first component, while the second implementation uses the belief-based bag-of-
words to control the output of a pre-trained argumentative language model (LM)
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FIGURE 4.2: Our stance-based argument generation approach: We model the audience’s
stances on big issues via either a feed-forward network that produces a latent vector used
as a context to a Seq2seq model or as a bag of words that is used to control the output of
an argumentative language model.

using the algorithm of Dathathri et al. (2020) to ensure resembling the beliefs.
Both focus on generating single claims rather than full arguments to keep it simple
and because claims are the main units around which arguments can be constructed.
Second, our moral-based realization extends the capabilities of Project Debater
(Slonim et al., 2021), a hybrid approach of multiple components designed to gen-
erate high-quality arguments that compete with human arguments. Building on this
technology helps us focus on evaluating the impact of morally framed arguments,
as it ensures a certain base quality level in the generation. In the following, we
provide a detailed overview of these implementations.

4.2.1 Stance-based Approach

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, both implementations of this approach are based on our
previous work (Alshomary et al., 2021a). They first build a computational model
of the audience’s stances on big issues and then use this model to control the final
generated argument.

Seq2seq-based Model

Given a topic, as a sequence of words T = (w1, w2, ..., wn), a contextual embed-
ding of the audience −→v (presented in previous section), and a claim as a sequence
of words C = (w1, w2, ..., wm), first an LSTM-based encoder consumes the input
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topic. It produces a hidden state
−→
h , which initializes the LSTM-based decoder.

Following Li et al. (2016), The contextual embedding −→v learned in Subsection
4.1 serves as the contextual embedding in the model. The difference between the
speaker model in Li et al. (2016) and this model is that the vector −→v is not explic-
itly predefined but rather learned from the data, while in our model, it is already
predefined as a binary vector representing the audience’s stances on big issues. In
case two audiences have the same stances on big issues, their user vectors are iden-
tical, while any two user vectors in Li et al. (2016) will never be identical. By
augmenting the Seq2seq model with a context vector, the model is supposed to
capture the correlation between the audience’s stances on big issues and the corre-
sponding claims. Once the correlation is learned, the model can generate a claim
utilizing not only the topic but also the stances on big issues of an audience.

Conditioned Language Model

As mentioned in Section 4.1, this approach first models the audience’s stances
on big issues as a bag-of-words vector. It then uses the topic as a prompt for a
pre-trained argumentative language model (LM) to synthesize a claim conditioned
using the algorithm of Dathathri et al. (2020). The synthesis process is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. A standard LM is not enough since we aim to generate claims in
particular. So, to model argumentative language, we take an LM pre-trained on
general language and fine-tune it on a large set of arguments (in our experiments,
we use the corpus of Ajjour et al. (2019b)). The result is an LM that is able to
generate argumentative text.

Given an audience represented via Ubow and a topic, we use the topic as a
prompt and the user’s bag-of-words Ubow to condition the generated claim (see
Figure 4.3). In particular, given a transformer-based LM (Vaswani et al., 2017), a
token xt+1 is generated at each time step as follows:

ot+1, Ht+1 = LM(xt, Ht) (4.1)

xt+1 ∼ pt+1 = Softmax(W · ot+1) (4.2)

where Ht represents the history of the LM. Using the algorithm of Radford et al.
(2019), called Plug and Play LM (PPLM), an update to the past, ∆H , is computed
to control the generated claim based on the sum of the log-likelihood p(Ubow|x) of
all words in the belief-based bag-of-words. Then the new history, Ĥt = Ht+∆Ht,
is used as in the previous equations to draw a new distribution p̂t+1, of which a
new token is sampled. To ensure fluency in the generated text, ∆H is modified to
minimize the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the output distribution of
the modified LM and the original one.
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FIGURE 4.3: The synthesis process of the conditioned LM on the topic “Whaling”, given
a user, defined by stances on a set of big issues (Torture, Environment Protection, etc.),
taken from Alshomary et al. (2021a). Steps: (1) Building Ubow, based on stances (2)
Forward pass through the LM to generate a token, sport (3) Updating the LM history Ht,
based on p(Ubow|x), and (4) Generating from the new history Ĥt a new token cruel.

In short, by fine-tuning an LM on argumentative text, we tune it to generate
claims. We use the topic as a prompt to ensure the claim is on the topic. Finally,
the PPLM algorithm ensures that the beliefs represented as a bag-of-words Ubow
appear in the claim.

4.2.2 Moral-based Approach

As presented in Section 4.1, in this realization, we model the audience as a vector
of five dimensions reflecting their moral beliefs (say, loyalty, authority, and purity).
Accordingly, given a topic (say, “globalization”), and the audience’s moral vector,
our approach retrieves appropriate argumentative texts matching the moral vector.
It then constructs an argument based on these texts by extending the Project De-
bater API. Figure 4.4 shows the high-level process of the proposed system. In this
scenario, we consider the stance as an extra input to control whether the generated
argument is pro or con to the topic, a feature available in Project Debater’s API.

In the following, we will present our approach to identifying morals in texts
based on our previous work Alshomary et al. (2022a), which is an essential step
to collecting appropriate argumentative texts that fit a specific audience. We then
introduce the main components of our Moral-based Approach.
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FIGURE 4.4: Our moral-based argument generation approach. The approach extends the
capabilities of Project Debater by moral tagging and filtering to output a morally framed
argument for a given topic, a stance on the topic, and a set of morals. Given a topic, we
issue queries to retrieve argumentative sentences from the sentence retrieval component.
Second, these sentences are tagged with morals and filtered according to the moral-based
model. Third, we extract argument units (claims/evidence) from the filtered sentences
using component extraction. Finally, the argument units are aggregated and sent to the
narrative generation component of Project Debater to generate the final argument.

Identifying Moral Foundations in Texts

Existing approaches to mining morals from texts are either lexicon-based or ma-
chine learning-based. A number of datasets with morals have been constructed for
domains such as social media or news articles. For argumentative texts, Kobbe
et al. (2020) manually annotated a small dataset of 220 arguments, which is only
suitable for evaluation. We, therefore, decided to develop a moral foundation clas-
sifier based on data collected automatically using distant supervision.

Particularly, to circumvent the need for annotated data, we construct a training
dataset following a distant-supervision approach. We observe that moral founda-
tions are revealed as aspects of concern in discussions of controversial topics. For
example, when discussing School Uniform from the authority perspective, aspects
such as respect and obedience often arise. Given this observation, our distance
supervision approach works as follows. We start from the dataset of Schiller et al.
(2020), which contains short argumentative texts on eight topics along with as-
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Moral ML GC Ab. DP MW NE Clo. SU

Care 14% 31% 19% 13% 16% 32% 20% 10%
Fairness 13% 26% 28% 22% 23% 9% 13% 16%
Loyalty 9% 13% 14% 21% 34% 20% 24% 38%
Authority 54% 25% 21% 7% 8% 2% 25% 8%
Purity 10% 5% 17% 36% 19% 37% 17% 28%

TABLE 4.1: Distribution of the five moral foundations across the eight topics, Marijuana
Legalization (ML), Gun Control (GC), Abortion (Ab.), Death Penalty (DP), Minimum
Wage (MW), Nuclear Energy (NE), Cloning (Clo.), School Uniform (SU). The topics
Cloning and School Uniforms are used for validation, all others for training.

pects annotated automatically for each text, and the lexicon of Hulpus et al. (2020),
which connects moral foundations to Wikipedia concepts. Accordingly, we then
assigned each text a set of moral foundations based on the aspects appearing in it.
After filtering out arguments without any mapping and balancing the data across
the five moral foundations, this resulted in a dataset with 230k argumentative texts
and the corresponding morals. We split the dataset into six topics for training and
two for validation (testing will happen on other data below). Details on the distri-
bution of the morals across topics are found in Table 4.1.

We rely on a BERT-based classifier to identify morals in texts (Devlin et al.,
2018), starting from the pre-trained bert-based-cased model. We fine-tuned the
model on our training set for three epochs with a batch size of 16 and a learning
rate of 3 · e−5. In the training phase, the input was an argumentative sentence
and the corresponding moral foundation. Since an argument may contain multiple
sentences, each reflecting a specific moral, an argument’s final set of morals con-
sists of all sentences’ morals predicted with confidence above 0.5. To assess the
classifier’s effectiveness more reliably, we trained six models on different random
samples of size 50k and computed their average F1-score.

Main Components

First, given an input topic, the Query Generation component retrieves a collection
of relevant argumentative sentences from Project Debater’s index, which contains
400 million news articles. The articles are split into sentences and indexed along
with several meta-annotations. We generate several queries containing only the
topic keywords without any topic expansion to focus on relevant sentences. We re-
strict the retrieved sentences to only those annotated as having sentiment or causal-
ity markers. We give more details on the constructed queries in the experiments
subsection.

Second, the trained BERT-based classifier, presented earlier, is used in the
Moral Tagging and Filtering component to annotate each argumentative sentence
for all likely moral foundations. It then filters out those sentences that either do
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not have any moral or contain at least one moral not given as input. Next, through
Project Debater’s API, the system generates a likelihood score for each of the re-
maining sentences, reflecting whether it contains a claim or evidence following the
approach of Ein-Dor et al. (2020). We instruct the API to keep only sentences hav-
ing a claim with a likelihood higher than claim_threshold or evidence with
a likelihood higher than evidence_threshold (the exact thresholds are given
below). Additionally, the API identifies claim boundaries for sentences containing
claims and extracts the exact span of text containing the claim.

Third, the Input Aggregation component aggregates the given list of claims and
evidence sentences with the input topic and stance. It then uses Project Debater’s
narrative generation API to generate the final argument. The narrative generation
identifies the stance of claims and evidence towards the topic according to the ap-
proach of Bar-Haim et al. (2017). Only those matching the input stance are kept.
Redundant elements are then filtered out, and the remaining ones are grouped into
thematic clusters, where a theme is a Wikipedia title (Slonim et al., 2005). The
process of building these clusters also includes extracting one claim that represents
the theme. Each theme will then be represented by a paragraph in the output argu-
ment. Finally, a set of algorithms is used to perform various kinds of re-phrasing
on the argument level (e.g., pronoun resolution) and on the paragraph level (e.g.,
ensuring that different arguments are put together) (Slonim et al., 2021).

4.3 Evaluation

In this section, we present a series of experiments to evaluate our hypothesis on the
importance of integrating knowledge about the audience in argument generation.
The first two Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 detail our experiments to automatically
and manually evaluate the applicability of encoding the audience’s beliefs, repre-
sented as stances on big issues, into generated claims. We then move our view to
the moral representation of an audience. Subsection 4.3.3 presents the results of
our distance supervision approach to identify morals in argumentative texts. Fi-
nally, Subsection 4.3.4 provides insights into our evaluation study of the effect of
morally-framed arguments on different audiences.

4.3.1 Automatic Evaluation of the Stance-based Models

We aim to evaluate if considering the audience’s opinions on big issues, repre-
sented as stances, helps generate claims closer to the ground-truth claims and re-
flect the input opinions on big issues. We first explain the evaluation metrics and
data preprocessing we used in our experiments. We then describe the implemen-
tation details of the methods and baselines we compared. Finally, we analyze the
results and findings of our automatic evaluation.
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Dataset # Claims # Topics # Users

Training set 41 288 22 241 5 189
Validation set 5 028 2 450 2 509
Test set 5 154 2 728 2 512

Full dataset 51 470 27 419 5 189

TABLE 4.2: Number of claims, topics, and users in each of the training, validation, and
test sets.

Data

To train our models, we need a dataset with information about audiences revealing
their beliefs and their arguments on various topics. Here, we build upon the dataset
introduced by Durmus and Cardie (2018), which they collected from debate.org.
Users can debate controversial topics and share their profiles on this online plat-
form. We consider each user here equivalent to a specific audience. The dataset
contains users’ arguments as answers to topic questions and various user informa-
tion, including a user’s self-specified stances (pro or con) on up to 48 predefined
popular controversial topics. We consider these topics the big issues on which we
build the audience’s belief system. In our dataset, for the task at hand, we keep
only users with at least three arguments and state their stance on at least one of
the big issues. For those, we collected their arguments along with the topics and
stances. The dataset contains around 51k claims on 27k topics from 5k users. We
randomly split the dataset per topic into 10% test and 90% training split. We use
10% of the latter as the validation set. Statistics are given in Table 4.2.

Since this dataset contains arguments rather than single claims, we preprocess
this data by automatically extracting argumentative claims from each argument. In
particular, we apply the claim detection approach of Chakrabarty et al. (2019b) by
scoring the likelihood of each sentence being a claim and only keeping the one with
the highest score as the user’s claim on the topic. To evaluate the model, we created
a sample of 100 arguments, and two annotators decided whether the extracted sen-
tence represented a claim on the given topic. In terms of full agreement, the model
extracted claims correctly in 81% of the cases, the Cohen’s κ inter-annotator agree-
ment being 0.3. We note that this preprocessing step produces some noise in the
data, mainly affecting the training of our Seq2seq model below.

Evaluation Measures

On one hand, we compute the BLEU and METEOR scores of the generated claims
with respect to the ground-truth claims. On the other hand, we compute the likeli-
hood that the generated claims possess textual features reflecting the user’s beliefs
by computing the accuracy of a classifier in predicting the user’s stances on big
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Approach BLEU-1 BLEU-3 METEOR

S2S-baseline 18.2% 0.44% 16%
S2S-model *18.4% *0.46% 16%

LM-baseline 9.6% 0.26% 8%
LM-conditioned *12.0% 0.16% *11%

TABLE 4.3: BLEU and METEOR scores of the claims of each evaluated approach com-
pared to the ground-truth claims. Values marked with * are significantly better than the
respective baseline at p < .05 (student’s t-test).

issues when trained on the generated claims. We compute this accuracy for each of
the big issues individually and report the results for all of them. In particular, we
perform the following three steps for an evaluated model. First, we generate claims
for all given users and topics in the test dataset. Second, we keep only instances
in which users have a stance (pro/con) on the tested big issue, and we split the
filtered dataset into training and testing. Finally, we train a simple TF-IDF-based
linear classifier on the training set to predict the stance on the big issue given the
text of the claim. The accuracy of the classifier on the test split then quantifies the
likelihood of the generated claims possessing textual features that reflect the stance
on the corresponding big issue.

Model Implementation

We implement the Seq2seq-based model based on the OpenNMT framework (Klein
et al., 2017). The encoder and decoder of the model are each two-layer LSTMs of
hidden size 512 with GloVe word embeddings of size 300. Users’ stances on big
issues are represented as a one-hot encoded vector and then projected into 16 di-
mensions space through a one-layer dense neural network. We train the model with
the Adagrad optimizer and refer to it as S2S-model.

For the conditional language model, we constructed the pro/con relevant argu-
ment sets (Rpro, Rcon) by querying the respective big issue from the API provided
by Ajjour et al. (2019b) and extracting pro/con arguments from the top 60 results.
We used the same corpus for the non-relevant argument set (R̂) and randomly se-
lected 100 arguments. We eliminated all words with a score under τ = 10 and
finally kept the top k = 25 words from each set (Rpro, Rcon) to represent the
bag-of-words. We refrained from tuning the parameters here since we lack ground
truth. To model the argumentative language, we fine-tuned the GPT-2 model on
the corpus of Ajjour et al. (2019b), which contains around 400k arguments. We
perform the fine-tuning using the transformers framework (Wolf et al., 2019). We
used the topic as a prompt to trigger the generation process. However, since some
topics are phrased as a question (e.g, “Is abortion wrong?”), we extracted the noun
phrase from the topic and used it as a prompt. We used the PPLM implementation
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Approach Ab. DP. GM. DL. GW. EP. MM. SB. MW. BF. ALL

Ground-truth 0.49 0.59 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.50 0.53 0.48 0.62 0.52

LM-baseline 0.48 0.50 0.54 0.49 0.54 0.56 0.51 0.45 0.59 0.46 0.50
LM-cond. *0.58 *0.53 0.45 0.56 *0.61 0.58 0.58 0.53 0.65 0.50 0.54

# Training 1 610 1 532 2 098 1 538 1 960 2 196 2 096 1 370 1 580 1 092 -
# Test 350 366 196 316 156 86 138 294 172 280 -

TABLE 4.4: Accuracy of each classifier trained on claims generated by the evaluated
approaches to predict the stance, on the 10 most frequent big issues (AB. = Abor-
tion, DP.= Death Penalty, GM.= Gay Marriage, DL.= Drug Legalization, GW.= Global
Warming, EP.= Environment Protection, MM.= Medical Marijuana, SB.= Smoke Ban,
MW.=Minimum Wage, BF.= Border Fence) as well as on average over all 48 big issues.
Values marked with * are significantly better than corresponding baseline at p < 0.05 ac-
cording to a one-tailed Student’s t-test.

(Dathathri et al., 2020)1 for conditioning the generated claim. We call this model
the LM-conditioned.

Baselines We compare our two approaches to the corresponding version without
stances on big issues as input to evaluate the gain of encoding users’ beliefs. We
refer to these baselines as S2S-baseline and LM-baseline, respectively.

Results

Table 4.3 shows the results of our approaches and the baselines in terms of BLEU
and METEOR. For S2S-model, the BLEU scores of our approach are significantly
better than the baseline. The LM-conditioned is significantly better than the base-
line version in terms of BLEU-1 and METEOR. In general, the S2S-model has the
highest scores across all measures. The reason may be that it was trained in a su-
pervised manner on the given dataset, whereas the LM-model was only fine-tuned
in an unsupervised way on a different argument corpus.

Regarding the encoding of user stances, Table 4.4 shows the accuracy of a
linear classifier trained to predict the stance from the claims generated by each
approach as well as from the ground-truth, on average and on the ten most frequent
big issues. The full table for all the 48 big issues is in the Appendix (Table A.3).
The best average accuracy across all the big issues is achieved by the LM-model
(0.54). By comparison to the corresponding baselines, the LM-model and the S2S-
model generated claims that boosted the accuracy of the stance classifier on 33
(69%) and 21 (44%) of all big issues, respectively. Overall, in 20 of the big issues,
the best accuracy was achieved on the claims generated by the conditioned LM,
compared to only nine big issues for the S2S-model. These results indicate that

1step-size=0.15 and the repetition-penalty=1.2
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the LM-conditioned can better encode a user’s beliefs, modeled as stances on big
issues, into generated claims.

4.3.2 Manual Evaluation of the Stance-based Models

To obtain more insights into belief-based claim generation, we let users manually
evaluate the output of the given approaches. Upon inspecting a sample of gener-
ated claims by our approaches, we noticed that the LM-conditioned produces more
fluent and informative texts. Accordingly, we focused on the LM-conditioned and
its baseline in the evaluation, where we conducted two user studies. The goal of the
first was to assess the quality of the big-issue bag-of-words collected automatically,
and the second targeted the output of the LM-model, its baseline, and a variant that
utilizes a manually refined bag-of-words.

Automatic Collection of Bag-of-words

We evaluated only the top ten big issues to keep the manual annotation effort man-
ageable. Two authors of our work (Alshomary et al., 2021a) categorized each word
in the pro/con bag-of-words of the corresponding big issue into five categories, c1–
c5:

c1: Word irrelevant to the big issue.

c2: Relevant word, wrong stance.

c3: Relevant word, both stances possible.

c4: Relevant word, correct stance.

c5: Very relevant word, correct stance.

Table 4.5 shows examples of each relevance category between the collected words
and the Abortion topic. In order to compute inter-annotator agreement, three big
issues were annotated by both annotators, resulting in Cohen’s κ of 0.45, reflecting
moderate agreement. Afterward, only one annotator continued the annotations for
the other big issues. Table 4.6 shows the distribution of words over categories, av-
eraged across the ten big issues. For the bag-of-words representing the pro stance,
around 40%

Claim Generation

We evaluate the effectiveness in terms of whether a given generated claim reveals
the stance of the given user on a specific big issue as well as how informative the
claim is regarding the given topic. Since not all topics are directly related to the
big issues that can be revealed in the generated claims, we manually annotated the
relatedness of the top frequent 200 topics in the test dataset to the ten most frequent
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Stance c1 c2 c3 c4&c5

Pro goes,
home-
made

murder, alive,
illegal

aborted, pro-
cedures

option, fetus,
mother, right

Con getting,
doubles

– delivery, rate,
abort

contraception,
conception,
sanctity

TABLE 4.5: Example words found in the pro and con relevant arguments of Abortion
as a big issue, and our manual classification of their relevancy. c1 is for words that are
irrelevant, c2 are relevant words but wrong stance, c3 is for relevant words that fit any
stance, c4 is for relevant words and correct stance, and finally c5 for very relevant words
that are in the correct stance

Irrelevant Relevant Very Relevant

Words c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

Pro 14% 10% 36% 34% 6%
Con 36% 2% 34% 26% 2%

TABLE 4.6: Distribution of the pro/con bag-of-words, averaged across the top-10 big
issues, over the five considered categories: c2 means wrong stance, c3 words that fit both
stances, and c3 and c4 represent correct stance.

Overall Relatedness L4 Relatedness L3 Relatedness L2

Approach True False Und. True False Und. True False Und. True False Und.

LM-base. 44% 34% 22% 50% 50% 0% 55% 31% 14% 27% 20% 53%
LM-cond. 37% 32% 31% 35% 38% 27% 59% 41% 0% 13% 13% 74%
LM-man. 45% 26% 28% 50% 31% 19% 61% 28% 11% 25% 18% 56%

GT. 42% 30% 28% 38% 42% 19% 64% 27% 9% 27% 19% 54%

TABLE 4.7: Manual Evaluation: Percentage of cases for each approach (LM-base.= LM-
baseline, LM-cond.= LM-conditioned, LM-man.= LM-conditioned (manual)) where the
majority of annotators predicted the stance of a generated claim on the given big issue
correctly (true), incorrectly (false), or could not decide it (Und.). The overall scores and
those for each topic/big-issue relation level are listed.

big issues and created the evaluation sample accordingly. In particular, two authors
of our work scored the relatedness of each pair of topics and big issues on a scale
from 1 to 4:

4: Topic and big issue are the same. Example: "gay marriage should be legal-
ized" and "gay marriage".
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Approach Overall Level 4 Level 3 Level 2

LM-baseline 1.8 2.5 1.9 1.4
LM-conditioned 2.1 2.3 2.5 1.5
LM-cond. (manual) 2.0 2.3 2.2 1.5

Ground Truth 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.2

TABLE 4.8: Manual Evaluation: Mean informativeness of the claims generated by each
approach with regard to the topic (1–3, higher is better). The overall scores and those for
each topic/big-issue relation level are listed.

3: A stance on the topic likely affects the stance on the big issue. Example:
"killing domestic abusers" and "death penalty" .

2: A stance on the topic may affect the stance on the big issue. Example:
"morality" and "abortion".

1: Topic and big issue are not related. Example: "do aliens exist?" and "abor-
tion".

Example topics and big issues and their relatedness level is shown in the Appendix
(A.2). The two annotators had a Cohen’s κ agreement of 0.54. Around 97.4% of all
pairs got score 1, 1.1% score 2, 0.8% score 3, and 0.7% score 4. The small percent-
age of cases that can be evaluated reflects a limitation in the designed evaluation
study. Nevertheless, it still allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach
for different levels of relatedness. Given the annotated pairs, we randomly selected
ten pairs from levels 2, 3, and 4, and we collected all claims on the topic for each
pair from the test set, where the author specifies a stance on the corresponding big
issue. We randomly select 30 claims each, resulting in an evaluation sample of 90
instances.

We used the crowdsourcing platform MTurk2 for evaluation. For each instance,
we showed a topic, a claim, and the corresponding big issue to three annotators.
The annotators had to perform two tasks: (1) to predict the stance of the user on
the corresponding big issue from the text of the claim, and (2) to rate the claim’s
informativeness regarding the topic on a scale from 1 to 3.

Table 4.7 shows the percentage of cases in which the majority of annotators
predicted the stance correctly (true), incorrectly (false), or could not decide about
the stance (und.) from the generated claim. Across the whole sample (Overall),
the claims generated by LM-conditioned (manual), the model conditioned on the
refined bag-of-words, most often allowed to predict the stance correctly (45%).
We thus attribute the low effectiveness of the LM-model to the noise generated
by the automatic collection of big issues’ bag-of-words, especially seeing that the
effectiveness improves across all levels when eliminating this noise.

2A crowdsourcing platform: https://www.mturk.com/

https://www.mturk.com/
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(a) Topic: whaling
Big issue: (Pro) Environmental Protection Level: 3

Approach Claim Stance

LM-
cond.

whaling is a very dangerous and cruel practice. It causes great
harm to the environment, animals that are caught in it have their
lives cut short by being eaten alive.

Pro

LM-
baseline

whaling is a sport. It is a sport because it involves a lot of physi-
cal exertion and skill.

Undec.

(b) Topic: should murder be legalized?
Big issue: (Pro) Death Penalty Level: 2

Approach Claim Stance

LM-
cond.

should murder be legalized? I think that abortion should not
be legal. Abortion is killing a baby, and it’s wrong to kill an
innocent human being.

Undec.

LM-
baseline

should murder be legalized? I think so. I think that it should be
legalized because it is a good thing

Undec.

TABLE 4.9: A selection of claims generated by the different evaluated approaches for the
different association levels between topic and big issue discussed in the text.

Analyzing each relatedness level yields more insights. For relatedness level 4,
where the topic is the same as the big issue, the LM-conditioned (manual) gen-
erated claims where the majority of the cases with known stances were correct
(63%). In level 3, we observe that both versions of our approach outperform the
baseline in producing claims that express the correct stance on the corresponding
big issue with percentages of 59% and 68%, respectively. Finally, at relation level
2, which represents a weak relation between topics and big issues, predicting the
stance seems to become hard, as indicated by high percentages of undecided cases.
We believe that the weak relatedness made the annotators guess the stance in some
cases, leading to unreliable annotations.

Table 4.8 shows the average score of all approaches regarding the informative-
ness of the generated claims. Here, both versions of our approach achieved better
scores than the baseline, matching the ground-truth score. We believe that the low
scores of the ground-truth claims stem from the noise generated in the claim de-
tection step. However, the LM-conditioned (manual) has a lower score than the
LM-conditioned. We believe that better encoding of stances on big issues into
claims comes with the cost of reducing the informativeness regarding the topic.

Error Analysis Table 4.9 shows some cases from our evaluation. Case (a) shows
a working example of which our approach correctly generated a claim on whaling
from an environmental perspective when conditioned as such. Case (b) is a level 2
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Care Fairness Loyalty Authority Purity

Approach Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1

Lexicon 0.64 0.88 0.60 0.07 0.70 0.13 0.09 0.86 0.17 0.14 0.63 0.23 0.16 0.72 0.27
mBERT 0.74 0.38 0.50 0.47 0.35 0.40 0.50 0.10 0.16 0.43 0.09 0.14 0.56 0.13 0.21

Ours 0.54 0.56 0.52 0.31 0.55 0.37 0.21 0.54 0.28 0.23 0.74 0.34 0.46 0.48 0.46

TABLE 4.10: Moral foundation classification: Precision (Pre), recall (Rec), and F1-score
(F1) of our approach and the baselines for each moral foundation. The best value in each
column is marked bold.

example, indicating a limitation in our evaluation, namely, the generated claim
reveals a stance on abortion, but we asked about the death penalty.

4.3.3 Moral Identification in Argumentative Texts

We now evaluate the effectiveness of our moral identification model explained in
Subsection 4.2.2. First, to assess the quality of the distantly supervised dataset, two
authors of the paper manually evaluated the correctness of the assigned morals on a
sample of 100 examples. 77% of the cases were considered correct by at least one
author, 44% by both. The Cohen’s κ agreement was 0.32, which is not high, but in
line with other subjective argument-related annotations (El Baff et al., 2018).

Next, to assess the effectiveness of our approach, we consider two baselines.
The first is the model performing best in the experiments of Kobbe et al. (2020),
a multi-label BERT-based model trained on the Twitter moral corpus of Hoover
et al. (2020). We trained our version on the same dataset and referred to it as
mBERT. The second baseline is a simple lexicon-based approach that computes
the frequency of words belonging to each moral foundation (Araque et al., 2020),
called Lexicon below.3.

We tested all models on the dataset of Kobbe et al. (2020), which consists
of 220 arguments annotated for moral foundations by two annotators. Table 4.10
shows the F1-score of all evaluated models for each moral as well as the macro
F1-score. Additionally, we show the precision and recall for each approach. In
terms of F1-score, our approach outperforms both baselines across three of the
five moral foundations as well as on average. We observe that effectiveness varies
regarding precision and recall between the Lexicon and the mBERT baseline. The
stable effectiveness of our approach across the five morals signals the advantage
of the proposed dataset that we used in our approach. Hence, our approach uses
this model later for morally framed argument generation. Table 4.12 shows two
example arguments with the manually annotated morals and those predicted by the
baselines and our approach. We see that the Lexicon baseline assigns all morals

3Link: https://github.com/oaraque/moral-foundations

https://github.com/oaraque/moral-foundations
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Approach Macro Precision Macro Recall Macro F1

Lexicon 0.18 0.76 0.28
mBERT 0.54 0.21 0.28

Ours 0.35 0.57 0.40

TABLE 4.11: Moral foundation classification: The Macro Precision, Recall, and F1-score
of our approach and the baselines over all the moral foundations classes. The best value in
each column is marked bold.

to each argument most of the time, leading to high recall across all morals. The
first row of the table shows an example argument from the test set in which our
approach detected its authority moral while mBERT failed. In the second row, our
approach missed the care moral in the argument but highlighted loyalty, a moral
that probably emerges from the aspect of helping each other.

4.3.4 Studying the Effect of Moral Framing

To evaluate our hypothesis on the effect of morally framed arguments, we con-
ducted a user study with two opposing target audiences, liberals and conservatives.
Our primary goal was to investigate whether morally framed arguments are more
effective than uncontrolled ones. Additionally, we sought to determine whether
differently-framed arguments affect liberals and conservatives differently. In the
following, we report on this study. The following subsection will present the study
results.

Experimental Setup

We again considered the top frequent ten big issues from the website debate.org.
For each topic, we used our system to construct three arguments: one argument
focusing on care and fairness (individualizing), one focusing on loyalty, author-

Argument GT. Lexicon mBERT Our Approach

This is just wrong we should not
insult who we believe in we do
not need to know what you peo-
ple think.

Authority Care, fairness,
authority, purity

– Authority

Christianity does offer hope in
the world. Christianity does tell
others to help the poor.

Care Care, fairness,
loyalty, authority,
purity

Care Authority, loyalty

TABLE 4.12: Ground-truth (GT.) moral foundations of two example arguments from the
dataset of Kobbe et al. (2020) in comparison to the morals assigned by the two classification
baselines (Lexicon, mBERT) and by our approach.

.
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ity, and purity (binding), and one baseline argument where we did not control the
morals targeted (uncontrolled). We created arguments separately for both stances
(pro and con), resulting in a total of 10 · 3 · 2 = 60 arguments. To construct each
argument using our Moral-based model (Subsection 4.2.2), we perform the fol-
lowing. We built four queries, retrieving 10k sentences with 6 to 60 tokens per
query. The first query retrieved sentences containing the topic. The second and
third queries targeted claim-like sentences, requiring the occurrence of (a) at least
one causality marker or (b) both causality and a sentiment marker. Each needed
to appear together with the topic in a window of 12 tokens. The last query aimed
to retrieve evidence by filtering only those sentences that contained any of the
following tokens: “surveys”, “analyses”, “researches”, “reports”, “research”, and
“survey”. A moral was assigned to a retrieved sentence if the probability of our
classifier was higher than 0.5. After initial tests, we set the claim_threshold
and evidence_threshold to 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. We left all other set-
tings to the default values of Project Debater’s API.

Internal Study on Argument Quality

Before we launched our main study, two authors of this work manually assessed
the quality of the generated arguments and the morals addressed in each. In partic-
ular, each of them read all 60 arguments and ranked their relevance, coherence, and
argumentativeness on a 5-point Likert scale. While reading each argument, they
also highlighted text spans that they found to reflect a specific moral. Table 4.16
presents the quality scores for each argument type, and Table 4.17 the distribution
of moral foundations. Comparing the scores of binding and individualizing argu-
ments to the uncontrolled ones, we see that our method did not notably worsen the
quality of the generated arguments. The moral foundation distribution indicates
that binding arguments have a relatively higher focus on loyalty, authority, and pu-
rity than individualizing arguments and a lower focus on fairness and care. These
results support the impact of our method on controlling morals in arguments. Ex-
ample arguments with and without controlled morals are shown in Table 4.13, and
full examples can be found in the Appendix (Table A.6 )

External Study on Argument Effectiveness

To answer our research questions, we conducted a two-phase user study on the
platform Upwork: First, we determined the political ideology of each participant,
and then, we let selected participants rank the different arguments.

In the first phase, we asked people living in the US who are experienced in writ-
ing and content editing to perform the Political Typology Quiz, available through
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Topic: Globalization

Binding argument: The crowd raised four issues, explaining its views. The first claim
is that globalization is reducing the importance of nation-states. The next issue will show
how Globalization and structural forces aggravate poverty. In addition, we will hear
about pollution and Culture.
· · ·
Lastly, Culture. Globalization has destabilized previously immutable social institutions,
shifting cultural value away from old traditions to new more individualistic and market
friendly ideas. It is often said to have a negative effect on the world’s cultural diversity.
Cultural and geographical dimensions of transformational leadership become blurred as
globalization renders ethnically specific collectivist and individualistic effects of organi-
zational behavior obsolete in a more diversified workplace.

Individualizing argument: The crowd raised four issues, explaining its views. The first
claim is that Globalization on its own cannot end gender inequality. In addition, we will
hear about harm, economy and processes.
Starting with gender inequality. There are various studies available that depict globaliza-
tion as a hindrance toward gender inequality. Globalization on its own cannot end gender
inequality.
Turning to harm. · · · Globalization is a threat to culture and religion, and it harms indige-
nous people groups while multinational corporations profit from it. It has been criticized
for benefiting those who are already large and in power at the risk and growing vulnera-
bility of the countries’ indigenous population. · · ·

Uncontrolled argument: The crowd raised four issues, explaining its views. The first
claim is that globalisation creates economic and cultural imbalances in developing na-
tions. The next issue will show how globalization is reducing the importance of nation-
states. And the third point is that globalization is a threat. In addition, we will hear about
processes.

Starting with economy. Globalization does not work for all the economies that it affects,
and that it does not always deliver the economic growth that is expected of it. Globalisa-
tion and neoliberalism have exacerbated already unequal economic relations. Although
globalization takes similar steps in most countries, scholars such as Hodge claim that
it might not be effective to certain countries and that globalization has actually moved
some countries backward instead of developing them.
· · ·

TABLE 4.13: Example generated arguments against Globalization for different focused
morals. The ’· · · ’ indicates an omitted content due to space limitation.

the Pew Research Center, in order to identify their political ideology.4 In 17 ques-
tions, the quiz asks participants to state their views on controversial issues in the
US. The test results place the participants on a spectrum of ideologies from solid
liberal (left) to core conservative (right).

4Political Typology Quiz: https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/
political-typology/

 https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/political-typology/
 https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/quiz/political-typology/
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Ideology Morals Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Mean

Liberals Binding 23% 37% 40% 2.17
Individualizing 40% 40% 20% *1.80
Uncontrolled 37% 23% 40% 2.03

Conservatives Binding 25% 27% 48% 2.23
Individualizing 50% 37% 13% **1.63
Uncontrolled 25% 37% 38% 2.13

All Binding 24% 32% 44% 2.20
Individualizing 45% 38% 17% **1.72
Uncontrolled 31% 30% 39% 2.08

TABLE 4.14: Rank distribution and the mean rank for each type of moral framing (bind-
ing, individualizing, uncontrolled) reflecting the effectiveness according to the different
participant groups (liberals, conservatives, all). Values marked with * and ** are signifi-
cantly better than Uncontrolled ranks at p < 0.1 and p < 0.05 respectively.

In the second phase, we chose only six participants from the first phase due to
budget constraints, three solid liberals (one male, two female) and three core con-
servatives (two males, one female). We showed each of them three arguments (one
individualizing, one binding, one uncontrolled) for all 20 topic-stance pairs. The
participants read the three arguments for each pair and ranked them by perceived
effectiveness. We followed El Baff et al. (2018), defining the effectiveness of an
argument either by how empowering it is (if the participant has the same stance
on the topic) or by how challenging it is (otherwise). For this purpose, the par-
ticipants self-assessed their stances on each topic on a 5-point Likert scale, from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly support) before reading the arguments.5

Results

Empowering vs. Challenging Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of challenging
and empowering arguments. Liberals were more decisive with their stance on the
given topics, with 73% being on the pro side, whereas only 30% of the conser-
vatives were on that side (50% con side, 20% no stance). Since we presented
arguments for both sides for each topic, we had an equal distribution of empow-
ering and challenging arguments for the liberals. However, for conservatives, we
had 40% empowering and 40% challenging arguments due to the 20% undecided
cases. Since arguments supporting one side of a debate are rather challenging for
the undecided audience, in our analysis below, we consider the 20% undecided
cases to be challenging.

5Given an estimated workload of 3 to 3.5 hours, we paid each participant a fixed rate of $75.
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Ideology Moral Empowering Challenging Both

Liberals Binding 2.27 2.07 2.17
Individualizing 1.83 *1.77 *1.80
Uncontrolled 1.90 2.17 2.03

Conservatives Binding 2.29 2.19 2.23
Individualizing 1.71 *1.58 **1.63
Uncontrolled 2.00 2.22 2.13

All Binding 2.29 2.19 2.20
Individualizing 1.71 **1.58 **1.72
Uncontrolled 2.00 2.22 2.08

TABLE 4.15: The mean rank of each type of moral framing (binding, individualizing,
uncontrolled) according to the different participants (liberals, conservatives, all) for chal-
lenging arguments (opposite stance to participant), empowering arguments (same stance),
and both. Values marked with * and ** are significantly better than Uncontrolled ranks at
p < 0.1 and p < 0.05 respectively.

Effectiveness of Moral Arguments Table 4.14 shows the rank distribution for
morally-framed arguments (binding and individualizing) compared to the uncon-
trolled ones for liberals, conservatives, and all together. In general, the participants
ranked the arguments framed in terms of fairness and care (individualizing) signif-
icantly better than the uncontrolled ones, with an average rank of 1.72 compared to
2.08.6 This difference is significant at p < 0.05 using the student t-test. This sig-
nals a positive answer to our first research question: A focus on morals can make
arguments more effective. A closer look at the distribution of arguments at Rank 1
shows that conservatives were more susceptible to moral arguments (75% binding
and individualizing) compared to liberals (63%).

Next, we examine whether arguments with different morals affect liberals and
conservatives differently by looking at the achieved ranks of both empowering and
challenging arguments.

The argument’s effectiveness depending on ideology Looking at the mean ranks
assigned by liberals in Table 4.15, we observe that challenging arguments that
focus on individualizing morals (care and fairness) are most effective. We validate
that the difference is significant for p < 0.1 using the student t-test. This is in
line with Feinberg and Willer (2015), who found that arguments framed in terms
of liberal morals were more convincing to liberals. Notably, this effectiveness
slightly decreases when arguments are empowering. A reasonable hypothesis is
that, in the case of empowering arguments, the audience may be more interested
in the opposing views, which uncontrolled arguments might cover. We investigate
this hypothesis further via a follow-up questionnaire below.

6The difference in mean ranks is 0.36, 95% CI [0.17, 0.57].
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Type Argumentativeness Relevance Coherence

Binding arguments 3.8 3.8 4.0
Individualizing arguments 4.2 4.0 3.9
Uncontrolled arguments 4.1 4.1 3.9

TABLE 4.16: Mean quality scores of the three types of evaluated arguments on a 5-point
scale (higher is better).

Type Care Fairness Loyalty Authority Purity

Binding 16% 17% 10% 47% 9%
Individualizing 17% 36% 6% 35% 6%
Uncontrolled 11% 21% 4% 54% 10%

TABLE 4.17: Distribution of the five moral foundations found in the three types of evalu-
ated arguments.

Now, we look at the conservatives. Although they also valued the individ-
ual arguments the most, we observe that when arguments challenged their views,
a focus on binding morals (loyalty, authority, and purity) became slightly more
effective than the uncontrolled arguments. Generally, morally framed arguments
that challenged the views of conservatives were significantly more effective than
uncontrolled ones at p < 0.1 using the student t-test.

Agreement across Ideologies We measured inter-annotator agreement between
the participants using Kendall’s W (Kendall and Smith, 1939). The agreement of
all six participants was 0.29. In contrast, when considering liberals and conserva-
tives separately, it increased to 0.35 for liberals and 0.51 for conservatives. This
indicates higher agreement between participants having similar political ideologies
and matches the common notion that conservatives are more unified in their views
than liberals.

Reasons behind Effectiveness Judgments In a follow-up questionnaire, we inves-
tigated our participants’ judgments. We asked them to self-assess whether they
prefer (1) arguments with knowledge they have or are not familiar with, (2) ar-
guments that matched or challenged their own views, (3) arguments that convince
others who share or oppose their views, and (4) what affected the judgments of
argument effectiveness more: knowledge or views, each in empowering and chal-
lenging cases.

Table 4.18 shows that the participants ranked knowledge as the most relevant
effectiveness aspect. In terms of others’ views, the majority valued arguments that
focus on the opposing views, whereas preferences differ for empowering and chal-
lenging arguments on own views. Due to the reliability issues of self-assessment
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FIGURE 4.5: The distribution of the stances of liberals and conservatives on the ten given
topics, on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly against) to 5 (strongly support) (Al-
shomary et al., 2022a).

Empowering Challenging All

Knowledge Know about 33.3% 0.0% 16.7%
Not familiar 66.7% 83.3% 75.0%
Neither 0.0% 16.7% 8.3%

Own views Matched 50.0% 16.7% 33.3%
Challenging 33.3% 50.0% 41.7%
Neither 16.7% 33.37% 25.0%

Others’ views Share view 16.7% 0.0% 8.3%
Oppose view 66.7% 66.7% 66.7%
Neither 16.7% 33.3% 25.0%

Effectiveness Knowledge 83.3% 66.7% 75.0%
Views 16.7% 33.3% 25.0%
Neither 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

TABLE 4.18: Distribution of preferences (options) selected by the annotators for each of
the four asked questions for empowering and challenging cases.

of one’s moral judgments (Pizarro, 2000), we acknowledge the limitation of this
study, though. We present details on the questionnaire and its results in the ap-
pendix (Subsection A.2.3)

To summarize, our results suggest that when arguments challenge the stance,
the morally framed ones are generally more effective, especially for the conserva-
tive audience. We find that liberals value arguments that focus on their own morals
(care and fairness) the most, especially when their stance is challenged. Although
conservatives also value respective arguments, a focus on typically conservative
morals (loyalty, authority, and purity) becomes more relevant to them when their
stance is challenged. Despite the limited size of our user study, these findings hint
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at the importance of utilizing morals to craft more effective arguments in debate
technologies.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter discussed the importance of audience for debate technology to gen-
erate more effective arguments. We studied two audience representations and how
to model and integrate them into argument generation. In the following, we will
iterate over the potential limitations concerning our work and the contributions to
the overall picture of effective debate technology.

Limitations First, studying methods to generate arguments targeting a specific
audience has a societal impact. Using the audience’s beliefs to achieve persuasive-
ness might be misused for a manipulation attempt. However, we argue that chang-
ing people’s minds is considered manipulation only if concealed. Therefore, future
work should ensure that the mechanics of any AI technology designed to target an
audience should be communicated transparently. For example, it should be clear
what information technology collects about the user and how it uses it to generate
arguments. Due to the need to build a model of the audience, which requires col-
lecting information about them, privacy concerns might arise. General frameworks
to protect users’ privacy, such as the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)7, must be maintained. Sousa and Kern (2023) thoroughly sur-
veys different deep learning methods concerned with handling privacy-preserving
issues.

Second, our suggested models of the audience are reductionist since they rep-
resent the rich human condition as a model of five moral foundations or stances on
a set of big issues. These models and the assumptions learned around them only
hold for some people. One might identify as a liberal but still have conservative
stances on specific issues. Therefore, future work should consider removing these
proxy models or relaxing the associated assumptions, for example, learning some
latent representation of an audience directly from their texts or other information.
However, such an approach might need help with interpretability issues since one
can not explain why a particular audience was targeted with a specific argument.

Third, our approaches’ ability to generate effective and relevant arguments is
limited in two ways. On the one hand, since our stance-based models generate texts
from scratch, they inherit challenges such as generating faithful texts. Neverthe-
less, we focused on generating single claims rather than full arguments to simplify
the process of controlling the validity of the generated claims. One can integrate
our model into a more extensive system that can perform claim verification (Bek-
oulis et al., 2021) and support this claim by generating the reasoning around this

7https://gdpr.eu/

https://gdpr.eu/
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single claim to get into a final argument. On the other hand, our moral-based model
is limited by the coverage of Project Debater’s index of argumentative sentences.
Content pertaining to more specific topics might not be available, limiting our ap-
proach’s ability to generate relevant arguments.

Fourth, we integrated the stance-based representation only into the generation
models (Seq2seq, and LM-conditioned). Nevertheless, future work should also
consider integrating these models into Project Debater API, similar to the moral
representation, to have a more consistent assessment.

Finally, in the overall debate technology framework, the argument generation
component is envisioned to synthesize arguments adjusted toward the audience
and relevant to the discussion space identified in the first component (Chapter 3).
However, our implementation focused on only controlling for the audience. Future
work can study how to fuse both the audience and the discussion space models into
one model that controls the generation of the final argument.

Contributions Overall, we contributed to the field of computational argumenta-
tion by introducing the first definition of belief-based argument generation task.
We argued for the importance of considering the audience’s belief when synthe-
sizing arguments and studied two ways of representing the audiences: their moral
foundations and stances on big issues. Our stance-based model builds a vocabu-
lary representation of the audience that can be plugged into any language model to
align its generated arguments with the audience’s beliefs without retraining them.
Our experiments highlight the applicability of generating claims discussing a spe-
cific topic while reflecting certain beliefs defined as stances on big issues. To
generate morally framed arguments targeting a specific audience, we developed a
moral classifier that achieves state-of-the-art results on the task and integrated it
into Project Debater. In a user study with liberal and conservative audiences, we
empirically show that our approach synthesizes more effective arguments for these
audiences.

In the context of debate technology, our proposed methods form a component
that builds a belief model of the audience that the debate technology can use to syn-
thesize arguments toward a specific audience, maximizing agreement among them.
This component can also be extended to consider the opponent’s belief system.
Hence generating arguments that are also more effective on the opponent.

Next, we will move our view to the third and last aspect that we address in
debate technologies, namely the opponent’s argument, where we study methods
that analyze the opponent’s argument in order to counter it effectively.





Chapter 5

Modeling the Opponent’s Argument

An essential building block of debate technology is the counter-argument gener-
ation. It is how a debate technology can challenge the opponent by countering
their argument and bringing new aspects to enrich the discussion. Nevertheless,
generating effective and relevant counters to the opponent’s argument is complex.
According to Walton et al. (2008), human debaters counter their opponent’s argu-
ment through one of the following forms; (1) attacking one of its weak premises
(undermining), (2) directly refuting its conclusion (rebuttal), or (3) criticizing the
reasoning between the premises and the conclusion (undercutting). Therefore, one
needs to analyze the input argument to extract knowledge about the main point(s)
it implies or its weak premises to synthesize a counter for it successfully. So far, as
mentioned in Chapter 1, research in this field did not utilize such knowledge about
arguments to improve the generated counters. Therefore, in this chapter, we study
the main research question of how to analyze the opponent’s argument and use this
knowledge to generate more effective and relevant counters.

In general, as highlighted in Figure 5.1, we propose an approach of two compo-
nents; argument analysis and counter generation. The first component analyzes the
opponent’s argument to infer relevant information, while the second integrates this
information into transformer-based language models to generate the final counter.
We study two kinds of information relevant to the counter-argument generation
task; argument conclusion and weak premises. In the following, we discuss two
realizations of our approach; argument-rebuttal that uses the information about
the conclusion to generate a counter, and argument-undermining that counters the
argument by attacking weak premises analyzed in the opponent’s argument.

In the context of the argument-rebuttal approach, since conclusions are only
sometimes explicitly stated in the input argument (Al-Khatib et al., 2016), we
first start by discussing the conclusion inference task (Section 5.1). To this end,
we model the conclusion as a concise statement with a stance toward a specific
target and focus on only inferring the conclusion target due to the limitation of
generation methods at the time. Later, we build on the advances of pre-trained
language models to learn to generate conclusions from data as follows. We use
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Parents who left school at a young age are 

also more likely to have children who leave

school early.

Forcing all children to stay in school longer 
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is only fair.

Argument:

#1 Forcing all children to stay in school 

longer well help break this cycle. 

#3 Making sure that everyone gets the

same amount of time at school 

is only fair.

#2 Parents who left school at a young 

age are also more likely to have children 

who leave school early.

Raising school leaving age promotes 

equality

Only parents have the right to decide whether

their children are forced to stay longer in

schools

FIGURE 5.1: Our general approach to generating effective counter-arguments has two
main components; Argument Analysis and Counter Generation. In argument analysis, rel-
evant knowledge to the task of counter-argument generation from the opponent’s argument
is inferred, such as the argument conclusion and weak premises. In the counter generation,
this knowledge is then used to generate a counter that undermines the argument by attack-
ing one of the weak premises (as shown in this figure) or rebutting the inferred conclusion.

a multitask approach on top of language models to jointly model conclusion and
counter-argument generation tasks (Subsection 5.2.2). Second, we move our view
to identify weak premises in the opponent’s argument as part of the argument-
undermining approach. In Subsection 5.1.2, we introduce our previous approach
from Alshomary et al. (2021c) that learns to rank premises based on their attacka-
bility relevant to their conclusion.

Next, we study how to integrate the extracted knowledge about the conclusion
and weak premises into generation models. For this, the second component of our
approach employs pre-trained transformer-based models as the backbone. We ex-
plore two different modes of integration, pipeline and joint learning. On the one
hand, our argument-undermining approach represents a pipeline integration where
we take the information about weak premises from the argument analysis compo-
nent and encode it on the token level to learn to synthesize an appropriate counter
(Subsection 5.2.1). On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, in Subsection 5.2.2,
we introduce our second approach, argument-rebuttal, that starts from an input
argument to generate a conclusion along with the counter in a multitask fashion
(Alshomary and Wachsmuth, 2023).

Finally, Section 5.3 delivers a series of experiments to evaluate our approaches
and hypotheses. We first verify that our hypothesis pertained to learning the re-
lation between premise and conclusion targets to generate more accurate conclu-
sions. Moreover, we empirically show that transformer-based language models can
better learn to generate conclusions if this task is learned jointly with other tasks
like counter-argument generation. To analyze weak premises, we demonstrate the
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importance of modeling the attackability of premises as a ranking task by achieving
state-of-the-art results. Altogether, our experiments demonstrated that inferring the
conclusion and weak premises of the opponent’s argument can boost the effective-
ness of generated counters. Therefore, we argue that integrating our models into
debate technologies will increase their overall effectiveness in engaging in debates.

5.1 Argument Analysis

In this section, we present our perspective on what can be useful information about
the argument structure that can help synthesize more relevant counters. We specifi-
cally consider the argument conclusion and weak premises. We discuss approaches
from our previous work to extract this knowledge from natural language arguments.
The following section will then present our two approaches to integrate each of
these relevant information into the generated counters.

5.1.1 Conclusion Inference

The conclusion (or claim) of a natural language argument conveys a pro or con
stance towards some target, such as a controversial concept or statement (Bar-
Haim et al., 2017). It is inferred from a set of premises. Conclusions are key to
understanding arguments and critical to generating relevant and successful coun-
ters. As mentioned, the task of identifying conclusions has been studied intensively
in the context of argument mining (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b) and automatic essay
assessment (Falakmasir et al., 2014). In genres other than essays, however, con-
clusions often remain implicit since they are clear from the context of a discussion
(Habernal and Gurevych, 2015) or hidden on purpose for rhetorical reasons, as is
often the case in news editorials (Al-Khatib et al., 2016). Therefore, identifying
the conclusion becomes an inference task: Given an argument’s premises, generate
its conclusion.

To address this task, we first present a conceptual approach based on our pre-
vious work (Alshomary et al., 2020b) that decomposes the task into three steps
(Figure 5.2); (1) conclusion target inference, (2) stance inference, and (3) gener-
ating the conclusion’s text that carries the inferred stance towards the target. Due
to the computational limitation at that time, we focused our research on devel-
oping methods to infer the conclusion target. Nevertheless, with the advances of
pre-trained language models, we revisit this task by utilizing these pre-trained lan-
guage models in a multi-task setting (Alshomary and Wachsmuth, 2023). In the
following, we will provide details on the first approach and then discuss the second
study of utilizing pre-trained language models for conclusion inference.
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FIGURE 5.2: Illustration of our conceptual approach to generating an argument’s conclu-
sion from its premises (Alshomary et al., 2020b). Three conceptual steps are needed. First,
the conclusion inference from the argument’s premises. Second, inferring the stance of the
argument toward this target. Finally, generating the final conclusion text that carries the
inferred stance towards the inferred target.

Target-based Conclusion Inference

As sketched in Figure 5.2, we hypothesize that the conclusion target is related to
the targets of the argument’s premises. To obtain premise targets, we train a state-
of-the-art sequence labeling model (Akbik et al., 2018) on target-annotated claims
(Bar-Haim et al., 2017). Since the exact relation between premise and conclusion
targets is unknown, we develop two complementary inference approaches: One
approach ranks premise targets based on their likelihood of being a conclusion tar-
get. The other one employs a triplet neural network (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) that
generates a conclusion target embedding from the premise targets in a learned em-
bedding space. It then integrates this network with a knowledge base of targets
from which a pre-defined target whose embedding is closest to the generated em-
bedding is chosen. The following provides a detailed overview of our approaches
and insights from our experiments to evaluate our hypothesis on the importance of
premise targets in the process of conclusion inference.

Premise Target Identification We first identify the premises’ targets. Bar-Haim
et al. (2017) have introduced the task of identifying these target phrases in an argu-
mentative text. We here tackle it as BIO sequence labeling, classifying each token
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FIGURE 5.3: Percentage of training arguments in the given datasets where the conclusion
target matches any of the premise targets, assuming a match when either a certain minimum
token overlap (solid lines) or some embedding cosine similarity (dashed lines) is given.
Illustration is taken from Alshomary et al. (2020b).

as being the beginning, inside, or outside of a target. Since premise target iden-
tification is not our main focus, we train a state-of-the-art neural sequence tagger
(Akbik et al., 2018) on the claim stance dataset of Bar-Haim et al. (2017) and then
use it to annotate targets in all input premises automatically.

Inference by Premise Target Ranking A reasonable hypothesis is that one of the
premise targets of an argument represents an adequate conclusion target. There-
fore, we first simplify the given task into selecting the premise target that most
likely represents the conclusion target. Since there is no training data that re-
flects this likelihood, we follow the idea of importance sampling of Wang and Ling
(2016): Given the output of our target identifier on a training instance, we use the
percentage of content tokens overlapping between premise targets and the conclu-
sion target as a representativeness label (quantified as Jaccard distance) to construct
our training data. Then, we learn a ranking model to predict the representativeness
of a candidate premise target based on four features:

1. The average cosine similarity of the candidate to the other candidates,
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(2020a).

2. the number of words in the candidate,

3. the relative start and end character position of the candidate in the covering
premise, and

4. the number of sentiment words (positive, negative, and neutral) in that premise.

The input of the ranking model is premise targets grouped by argument. Dur-
ing training, a probability is learned to reflect the ordering between each pair of
premise targets in an argument with respect to conclusion target representativeness.
Then, the model utilizes a cross-entropy loss function to minimize the difference
between the learned and the desired probability.

The effectiveness of this approach is limited by the percentage of cases where
the conclusion target actually matches any premise target. For a rough estimation,
Figure 5.3 shows, based on two different similarity measures, how often at least
one premise target matches the conclusion target in the three given training sets.
Naturally, it is unclear in general how high the similarity needs to be for actual
semantic equivalence.

Inference by Target Embedding Learning To overcome the outlined shortcom-
ing of being restricted to premise targets, we investigate a second hypothesis: An
adequate conclusion target can be found in other arguments. To this end, we inte-
grate a neural model with a knowledge base of targets. In particular, our second
sub-approach tackles the given task by producing candidate conclusion target em-
beddings from the (top-ranked) premise targets and then picking the target from a
knowledge base whose embedding is most similar to the candidates. In principle,
the knowledge base can be built from any corpus of argumentative texts based on
our target identifier. In our experiments, we use all conclusion targets extracted
from the training split of the datasets.
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FIGURE 5.5: Our approach to learning conclusion target embeddings. The triplet neural
network makes the average embedding s of a subset of the premise targets similar to the
correct embedding c, and dissimilar to others. Illustration is taken from Alshomary et al.
(2020b).

To predict a conclusion target embedding, we first get the top k > 1 premise
targets using our ranking approach and create average embeddings−→s1 ,

−→s2 , . . . of all(
k
m

)
possible subsets of these targets with m> 1. Then, we learn a function f on

training arguments that maps each −→si to a transformed embedding space where it
resembles the correct conclusion target −→c and differs more from other targets −→c ′.
Figure 5.4 sketches this idea. The best k and m are found by tuning in validation.

As depicted in Figure 5.5, we model f as a triplet neural network (Hoffer and
Ailon, 2015) with three vectors as an input: an anchor −→si , a positive −→c , and a
negative −→c ′, where −→c ′ is a randomly sampled target from the target knowledge
base. During training, we create

(
k
m

)
triplets from each argument. Based on these,

we utilize the following triplet loss function to minimize the cosine distance d
between −→si and −→c , and to maximize d between −→si and −→c ′:

max
{
d
(
f(−→si ), f(−→c )

)
− d
(
f(−→si ), f(−→c ′)

)
+ dmax, 0

}
Here, dmax represents the maximum distance to be considered, also determined
during validation.

During prediction, we employ the trained network to map the average embed-
dings −→s1 ,

−→s2 , . . . of all premise target subsets to the transformed embedding space,
and compute the average avg(f(−→si )) of all mapped embeddings f(−→si ). Then, we
pick the conclusion target −→c from the knowledge base whose mapped embedding
f(−→c ) has the minimum cosine distance to avg(f(−→si )). This way, we ensure we
always end up with a meaningful target. Figure 5.6 sketches the conclusion target
inference on the left and exemplifies it on the right.
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FIGURE 5.6: Sketch of inferring a conclusion target from an argument’s premises. Given
a knowledge base of candidates, the target is chosen whose learned embedding f(−→c ) is
closest to the learned average avg(f(−→si )) of premise targets. An example is shown on the
right. Illustration is taken from Alshomary et al. (2020b).

A Hybrid of Both Sub-Approaches The reasonableness of the conclusion target
inferred by the second sub-approach depends on the quality of the knowledge base.
To avoid inferring fully unrelated targets, we also consider a simple hybrid of our
two approaches below; if the target inferred by the embedding learning approach
overlaps with the (full) text of any premise in at least one content token, it is taken.
Otherwise, the target inferred by the premise ranking is taken.

Transfer Learning for Conclusion Generation

The advances in transformer-based language models lead to new state-of-the-art
results on various NLP tasks. While the presented approach to inferring conclu-
sions is suitable when training data is limited to training transformer-based lan-
guage models, utilizing these models might be more suitable for other scenarios.
Therefore, we investigate transformer-based models’ effectiveness on the conclu-
sion inference task. In particular, we fine-tune the BART model Lewis et al. (2020)
on a corresponding dataset containing pairs of arguments and their conclusions in
a single task setting. We additionally investigate the performance when the model
is trained in a multi-task setting to predict a counter for the argument and its con-
clusion. Details on this part are provided in Subsection 5.2.2.

5.1.2 Weak Premise Identification

Since one popular method of countering the opponent’s argument relies on attack-
ing one of its weak premises (argument undermining), we argue that studying the
task of identifying weak premises is relevant to the overall effectiveness of de-
bate technology. The following section describes our work on identifying weak
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premises in the opponent’s argument. We define the task as follow. Given an argu-
ment in the form of a conclusion and a set of premises, the task is to identify the
argument’s attackable premises. Unlike previous work (Jo et al., 2020), we model
the task as a ranking task instead of a classification task, in which, for each argu-
ment, we learn to rank its premises by their weakness relevant to the claim. Our
hypothesis here is that the attackability of a premise can be better learned when
considering both the claim and other premises of the argument. We operationalize
the weak-premise ranking similar to the ranking approach of Han et al. (2020). In
particular, given a set of premises and the conclusion, we represent each premise by
concatenating its tokens with the conclusion’s tokens, separated by special tokens
[cls] and [sep], as follows:

[cls] claim_tokens [sep] premise_tokens [sep]

Next, the resulting sequences are passed through a BERT model to obtain a
vector representation for every premise. Each vector is then projected through a
dense layer to get a score ŷ that reflects the weakness of the premise. Finally,
a list-wise objective function (we use a Softmax loss) is optimized jointly on all
premises of an argument as follows:

L(y, ŷ) = −
n∑
i=1

yi · log
( exp(ŷi)∑n

j=1 exp(ŷj)

)
,

where y is a binary ground-truth label reflecting whether the given premise is at-
tackable (y = 1) or not (y = 0). Given training data, we can thus learn to rank
premises by their weakness.

5.2 Counter Generation

In the following, we present two realizations of our approach’s second compo-
nent to integrate the knowledge learned from the previous section into the process
of counter-argument generation. The first realization joins the argument analy-
sis component with counter generation as a pipeline, where the identified weak
premises from the first component are encoded into a transformer-based language
model to generate counters that attack these weak premises (argument undermin-
ing). The second realization, however, jointly learns the two tasks of argument
analysis and counter generation, where the conclusion is inferred as part of the ar-
gument analysis component, and the counter is generated in the counter generation
component (argument rebuttal).
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FIGURE 5.7: Our argument undermining approach, where we realize the two main steps
of our approach (argument analysis and counter generation) as a pipeline. Given the input
argument with its premises ranked according to their attackability, we encode this informa-
tion on the token level (highlighted in italics), and the argument undermining component
learns to counter the argument by attacking the highlighted premise.

5.2.1 Argument Undermining

As highlighted in Figure 5.7, given the output of the weak premise identification
model as a ranking of premises, we identify the k highest-ranked ones to be at-
tackable (in our experiments, we test k = 1 and k = 3). Then, we generate
a counter-argument putting the identified attackable premises into the focus. To
this end, we follow Wolf et al. (2019) in using transfer learning to fine-tune a pre-
trained transformer-based generation model on our task. In our fine-tuning process,
the input is a sequence of tokens created from two segments, the argument, and the
counter-argument:

[bos] arg_tokens [counter] counter_tokens [eos]

The final token embedding is then a result of concatenating three embeddings:
word and positional embeddings learned in the pre-training process, as well as a
token-type embedding learned in the fine-tuning process. Here, the token type
reflects whether the token belongs to the argument in general, to a weak premise,
or to the counter-argument. Now, we train our model jointly on two tasks:
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FIGURE 5.8: Architecture of our approach from Alshomary et al. (2021c): Given an
argument, a weak premise, and a counter, three embedding representations are generated
and fed to the transformer to obtain hidden states from which the language model and
classification heads learn the Next-token prediction and Counter-argument classification
tasks respectively..

• Next-token prediction. Given a sequence of tokens, predict the next one.

• Counter-argument classification. Given two concatenated segments, decide
whether the second is a counter-argument to the first.

The first task is similar to the next-sentence prediction task introduced in Devlin
et al. (2018), which was shown to be beneficial for representation-learning tasks.

Figure 5.8 shows the architecture of our generation model. For training, we
augment a given set of training sequencesD by adding distracting sequences. Con-
cretely, we use, for each argument and its weak premise, a non-relevant text instead
of the counter-argument. Given a sequence of tokens d = (t1, t2, · · · , tn) ∈ D, we
then optimize the following two loss functions jointly with equal weighting:

L1(Θ) =
∑
d∈D

∑
ti∈d

logP (ti | ti−k, · · · , ti−1; Θ),

L2(Θ) =
∑
dj∈D

logP (yj | t1, · · · , tn; Θ),

where Θ denotes the weights of the model, k is the number of previous tokens, and
yj is the ground-truth label of the sequence, indicating if the second segment of the
sequence is a counter or not.
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FIGURE 5.9: Our argument rebuttal approach, where the two main steps of our approach
(argument analysis and counter generation) are learned jointly. Given the input argument,
the conclusion inference and argument rebuttal models learn to generate the conclusion
and the counter in a multitask fashion.

5.2.2 Argument Rebuttal

As mentioned above, conclusions are essential to understanding the reasoning be-
hind arguments, enabling the generation of relevant counters. However, they often
remain implicit, making understanding hard for machines. While we discussed ex-
tensively in Section 5.1.1 our approach to generate conclusions, the advances in
language models brought new state-of-the-art results to the task. Therefore, in our
argument rebuttal approach, we focus on utilizing these models for the task. Par-
ticularly, as highlighted in Figure 5.9, in Alshomary and Wachsmuth (2023), we
proposed an approach that jointly learns to generate an argument’s conclusion and
counter. At inference time, it employs a stance-based ranking component that se-
lects the candidate counter that best counters the synthesized conclusion. We will
detail our approach’s generation and ranking steps in the following.

Joint Generation

Text generation is usually modeled as a sequence-to-sequence task and is often ad-
dressed through transformer-based encoder-decoder models (Vaswani et al., 2017).
As illustrated in Figure 5.10, we realize our approach of jointly learning the two
tasks in two ways - sharing the full model between the two tasks or only the encoder
part. We will explain each option in the following.

Fully-shared Encoder and Decoder In the first model, we maintain the same
transformer-based encoder-decoder architecture and train it to generate output se-
quences containing both the conclusion and the counter. Hence, the model learns
to perform the two tasks simultaneously. Particularly, the input to the model is one
sequence representing an argument’s premises, and the output is a single sequence
composed of the ground-truth conclusion and counter-argument separated by spe-
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cial tokens, <conclusion> and <counter>. The model encodes premises
and decodes first the conclusion and then the counter in one sequence. We train the
model to optimize the following loss function:

L(θ) = −
n∑
1

log p(yi|x, y<i; θ)

Here, x is the input sequence that represents the premises, y<i is the sequence
composing the conclusion and counter until the next word yi, and θ denotes the
model’s parameters. We call this model Joint One-seq later in our experiments.

At inference time, we utilize a mechanism to generate a diverse set of n candi-
date conclusions and their counter-arguments, which are later passed to our stance-
based ranking component to select the best counter. The diverse generation is as
follows. We first extract a set of m Wikipedia concepts from the input premises
using the approach of Dor et al. (2018). Then, during decoding, we use these
concepts to prompt our trained model by masking all logits except the ones match-
ing the prompt tokens, resulting in conclusions addressing different aspects of the
premises followed by their corresponding counters. Moreover, to ensure candidate
diversity, we enable nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019), where at each step,
we randomly select one of the top k tokens with an accumulated probability of
more than p.

Shared Encoder with two Decoders Similarly, the second model starts with an
argument’s premises as input. However, it then decodes two independent sequences
representing the conclusion and the counter-argument as output. First, the input
premises are passed through a shared encoder, and then two decoders are used to
learn to generate the counter and the conclusion. During training, we optimize the
following multi-task loss function, which is a weighted average of the two language
modeling losses of the two decoders:

L(θe, θa, θb) = αa ·
n∑
i=1

log p(y
(a)
i |x, y

(a)
<i ; θe; θa)

+ αb ·
m∑
i=1

log p(y
(b)
i |x, y

(b)
<i ; θe; θb)

Here, y(a) and y(b) are the conclusion and counter sequences. θe, θa, and θb are
the weight parameters of the encoder, the conclusion decoder, and the counter de-
coder, respectively. The weights, αa and αb, sum up to one. Their best values are
determined experimentally during validation.

The difference between this model and the previous one is given by the layers
shared between the two tasks. In the previous model, both the encoder and decoder
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FIGURE 5.10: Both variations of our proposed approach to argument rebuttal. In the
training phase, we learn to jointly generate the conclusion and counter either as one se-
quence (Joint-based One-seq, variation 1) or as two separated sequences (Joint-based Two-
decoders, variation 2). In the inference phase, we classify and rank a diverse set of counters
with respect to their stance towards the corresponding conclusion. The top-ranked counter
is used (Alshomary and Wachsmuth, 2023)

layers are shared between the two tasks, while here, only the encoder’s layers are
shared, keeping a dedicated decoder for each of the two tasks. We refer to this
model as Joint Two-decoders below.

We aim to generate a diverse set of candidate counters similar to the above
model. However, we noticed that counters rarely start by referring to entities or
similar concepts, and prompting the model with concepts might lead to generating
irrelevant texts. Hence, we generate one conclusion for this model but a set of
candidate counters by only enabling the nucleus sampling during decoding.1

Ranking Component

Given a set of n generated candidate counters, we rank them based on their stance
contrastiveness towards the corresponding generated conclusion and select the top-
ranked as our final output. In particular, we trained a transformer-based stance clas-
sifier on pairs of claim and counter-claim acquired from the kialo.com platform to
be used to predict whether the pair has a pro or con stance. Experimental details
are provided in the next Section. To guarantee the stance coherence of the selected
counter, we compute the stance-based scores on the sentence level to ensure all
sentences have some degree of contrastiveness towards the conclusion. In partic-
ular, given a pair of a conclusion and the corresponding counter, we first split the

1We tested the performance of the model empirically and noticed that these prompted counters of
low quality.
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counter into a set of sentences. For each sentence si, we apply our trained classifier
to compute the stance label towards the conclusion c and its probability prlabel. We
then translate this into a stance contrastiveness score as follows:

cont(si, c) =

{
prcon, if label = con

−prpro, if label = pro

The final score of a counter is averaged across its sentences, ranging from -1 to 1.
The counters are then ranked accordingly, selecting the top one.

5.3 Evaluation

In the following, we will present a series of experiments performed to evaluate each
part of our approach. First, we will investigate our hypothesis regarding the relation
between premises and conclusion targets and the effectiveness of our methods. We
will then evaluate our weak premise ranking method compared to the related work
of Jo et al. (2020). Next, we will assess the effectiveness of our counter-argument
generation approaches. Particularly, we will investigate whether integrating the
knowledge about the weak premises and conclusions of arguments leads to gener-
ating more effective counters.

5.3.1 Conclusion Inference

In the following, we give details on a series of experiments we carried on in our
previous work by Alshomary et al. (2020b) to evaluate our hypothesis on the im-
portance of identifying premise targets in the process of conclusion generation.

Data

In our evaluation, we use three datasets; one to train the target identification model
(Claim Stance Dataset), and two to evaluate our approaches for the main task of
target inference (iDebate Dataset and AAE). In particular, the Claim Stance Dataset
(Bar-Haim et al., 2017) contains 2,394 claims referring to 55 topics from Wikipedia
articles. Not only the stance of premises towards their topics is manually annotated,
but also a phrase is marked in each claim as being a target. We use this dataset to
train and evaluate a target phrase tagging model for identifying targets in the given
premises of an argument. As Bar-Haim et al. (2017), we take all premises associ-
ated with 25 conclusions for training and the rest for testing. The iDebate Dataset
(Wang and Ling, 2016) consists of 2,259 pro and con points for 676 controversial
issues from the online debate portal idebate.org. Each point comes with a one-
sentence conclusion (called central claim by the authors) and an argumentative text
supporting the conclusion. Each sentence is seen as one premise of the conclusion
(called argument), resulting in a total of 17,359 premises. We use this dataset for
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training, optimizing, and evaluating all approaches to conclusion target inference.
Following its authors, we split the dataset based on debates: 450 debates for train-
ing, 67 for validation, and 150 for testing. Finally, the Argument Annotated Essays
(AAE) corpus (Version 2; Stab and Gurevych (2014b)) includes 402 persuasive stu-
dent essays. Each essay was segmented manually into subsentence-level argument
components: theses (called major claims), conclusions (claims), and premises. We
use this corpus to study target inference in a second domain. To analyze different
types of argument relations, we derive two datasets from the corpus: Essay Conclu-
sions for conclusions and their premises with 1,530 training, 256 validation, and
234 test cases, and Essay Theses for theses and the underlying conclusions with
300 training, 50 validation, and 52 test cases.

Automatic Evaluation

Premise Target Identification We implemented the target identifier as a BiLSTM-
CRF with hidden layer size 256, using the pre-trained contextual string embedding
model of Akbik et al. (2018). We trained the model on the training set of the Claim
Stance Dataset with batch size 16 and a learning rate of 0.1 for five epochs. The
identifier achieved an F1-score of 0.77 on the Claim Stance test set. To assess
its effectiveness in other domains, we let human annotators evaluate the identified
targets of a random sample of 100 conclusions from the iDebate dataset. Three
annotators evaluated each instance. Based on the majority agreement, the tagger
identified 72% of the cases correctly. In terms of Fleiss’ κ, the agreement was 0.39,
which is low but reasonable, given that we did not train annotators.

Conclusion Target Inference To evaluate target inference, we use the iDebate
Dataset and the two essay datasets. As no ground-truth conclusion targets are pro-
vided, we used our target identifier to extract targets from the conclusions and
compared them to the output of our approaches. In some cases, particularly where
targets were not explicitly phrased, our target identifier did not annotate any token.
Hence, we eliminated those cases from the test set.2

Implementation Details For the premise target ranking approach, we trained Lamb-
daMART (Burges, 2010) on each training set with 1000 estimators and a learning
rate of 0.02. We refer to this approach below as Premise Targets (ranking). For
target embedding learning, we used the pre-trained FastText embeddings with 300
dimensions (Bojanowski et al., 2017) to initially represent each target. To obtain
a knowledge base of candidate targets, we applied the target identifier to all con-
clusions of all training sets. The resulting lexicon contains 1,780 targets. Each

2Example conclusion where no target was identified: “It makes it more difficult for extremists to
organize and spread their message when blocked”.
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# Approach Scenario iDebate dataset

bleu meteor accur.

b1 Seq2Seq – 0.7 0.01 0%
b2 Seq2Seq (w/ premise targets) – 4.4 0.07 5%
b3 Premise Targets (random) – 3.9 0.11 8%
b4 Target Embedding (average) Optimistic 7.2 0.16 18%

Pessimistic 6.4 0.15 17%

a1 Premise Targets (ranking) – 9.7 0.16 17%
a2 Target Embedding (learning) Optimistic 9.2 0.15 18%
a2 Pessimistic 7.2 0.13 16%
a1&a2 Hybrid Optimistic 10.0* 0.16 20%*

Pessimistic 8.1 0.15 18%

Oracle (upper bound) Optimistic 94.3 0.85 100%
Pessimistic 35.8 0.58 65%

TABLE 5.1: Effectiveness of the evaluated target inference approaches in terms of BLEU,
METEOR, and accuracy on the test sets of the iDebate dataset. The best value in each
column is marked bold. Values of a1&a2 marked with * are significantly better than the
best baseline b4 at p < 0.05 (student t-test). The bottom rows show the effectiveness of an
oracle that selects those conclusion targets, which maximize each score.

target is represented by its FastText embedding. We implemented the triplet neural
network as three feed-forward neural networks, each with two layers and shared
weights. We call this approach Target Embedding (learning). The simple hybrid
of both approaches introduced above is denoted Hybrid (ranking & embedding).
As for the baselines, on the one hand, we compare them to the state-of-the-art
sequence-to-sequence argument summarizer, at that time (Wang and Ling, 2016).
Since its code is not available, we approximately reimplemented it. Specifically, we
replicated the importance sampling with the same features (also on five premises)
but no regularization. We used three LSTM layers with the hidden size 150 and
a pre-trained embedding of size 300 to perform text generation. Extra features of
the original approach were left out, as they did not help much in our case. We
trained the model with batch size 48 and a learning rate of 0.1 using the Adagrad
optimizer. To identify targets in the generated summaries, we employed our target
identifier. We refer to this baseline as Seq2Seq. To test our hypothesis on the rela-
tion of premise and conclusion targets, we extended Seq2Seq by a pointer generator
(See et al., 2017) and an extra binary feature that encodes whether a token belongs
to a target or not, allowing the model to learn this relation. We call this Seq2Seq
(w/ premise targets). On the other hand, we complemented our approaches with
simpler variants in order to check whether learning is needed. Instead of premise
target ranking, our baseline Premise Targets (random) simply chooses a premise
target randomly. Instead of target embedding learning, we simply pick the target
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Essay Conclusions Essay Theses

# Approach Scenario bleu meteor accur. bleu meteor accur.

b3 Premise Targets (random) – 2.2 0.09 3% 8.8 0.19 17%
b4 Target Embedding (average) Optimistic 8.3 0.12 8% 15.3 0.24 21%

Pessimistic 4.1 0.12 6% 15.3 0.24 21%

a1 Premise Targets (ranking) – 4.1 0.11 5% 17.3 0.25 24%
a2 Target Embedding (learning) Optimistic 8.3 0.12 8% 27.9 0.29 27%
a2 Pessimistic 3.4 0.09 5% 13.6 0.23 21%
a1&a2 Hybrid Optimistic 8.2 0.13 8% 27.9 0.29 27%

Pessimistic 3.4 0.10 5% 13.6 0.23 21%

Oracle (upper bound) – 98.9 0.95 100% 98 0.90 100%
Pessimistic 34.2 0.59 49% 26 0.52 48%

TABLE 5.2: Effectiveness of the evaluated target inference approaches in terms of BLEU,
METEOR, and accuracy on the test split of the two essay datasets. The best value in each
column is marked bold. Values of a1&a2 marked with * are significantly better than the
best baseline b4 at p < 0.05 (student t-test). The bottom rows show the effectiveness of an
oracle that selects those conclusion targets, which maximize each score.

from the target space whose embedding is most similar to the average premise
target embedding, called Target Embedding (average).

Experimental Setup We tuned all approaches on the respective validation sets,
and then evaluated them on the test set. Since Seq2Seq requires much training
data, we evaluated both variants on iDebate only. Before the inference of Target
Embedding (learning), the corresponding premise targets were added to the knowl-
edge base as candidates for a conclusion target. Below, we consider two scenarios,
an optimistic and a pessimistic one. The ground-truth target is added to the knowl-
edge base in the former but not in the latter. The optimistic scenario thus reflects the
effectiveness of the approach regardless of the limitations of the knowledge base.
As for the measures, we use two common complementary evaluation measures,
BLEU and METEOR. BLEU counts n-gram matches (we include 1- and 2-grams)
focusing on precision, while METEOR is recall-oriented. Additionally, we also
report accuracy, where a given target is correct if it has 50%+ content overlap with
the ground truth.

Results Table 5.1 and 5.2 list our results. Clearly, encoding premise targets into
Seq2Seq boosts its effectiveness, indicating the importance of modeling premise
targets (Table 5.1). However, both Seq2Seq variants perform poorly compared
to our approaches. While the limited training data size is one reason, this also
indicates that pure sequence-to-sequence generation may not be enough.
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FIGURE 5.11: Histogram of the number of arguments with a specific number of premises
in the three given datasets. Illustration is taken from Alshomary et al. (2020b).

# iDebate dataset Essay Conclusions Essay Theses

New Exact New Exact New Exact

b4 5% 6% 3% 2% 0% 6%

a1 0% 9% 0% 1% 0% 9%
a2 24% 7% 25% 6% 12% 12%
a1&a2 9% 8% 15% 6% 12% 12%

TABLE 5.3: Percentage of test cases where each approach picked a new target (not a
premise target) and where the picked target is an exact match of the ground-truth target.
The highest value in each column is marked bold.

As shown in Table 5.1, on iDebate, both approaches are better than all base-
lines in terms of BLEU score. The best results are achieved by Hybrid in terms of
all measures (significantly for BLEU and accuracy). Even in the pessimistic sce-
nario, its BLEU score of 8.1 outperforms all baselines. In the optimistic scenario
on the essay datasets (Table 5.2)), Target Embedding (learning) is strongest for
most scores. The hybrid approach hardly achieves any improvement. Due to the
small dataset size, no significance was found, though. In the pessimistic scenario,
Premise Target (ranking) seems more suitable. The lower scores on Essay Con-
clusions can be attributed to the low number of premises (see Figure 5.11), which
makes finding an adequate conclusion target among the premise targets less likely.
However, all approaches are much worse than theoretically possible (oracle) in
terms of automatic metrics.
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FIGURE 5.12: Three examples of premise targets from the datasets, the associated
ground-truth conclusion target, and the conclusion targets inferred by our approaches. Il-
lustration is taken from Alshomary et al. (2020b).

Analysis To illustrate the behavior of selected approaches, Table 5.3 compares
the percentages of cases where they pick a new target as well as where they pick the
exact ground-truth conclusion target (in the optimistic scenario). Befittingly, target
embedding learning (a2) is most “exploratory” regarding new targets. On the essay
datasets, where the conclusion target only sometimes occurs in the premises, a2 is
also best in inferring the exact target. Still, premise target ranking (a1) may pick
the ground truth if it matches any premise target. The hybrid seems a suitable
balance between both.

Figure 5.12(a) exemplifies the ability of a2 to infer the correct conclusion tar-
get even if it does not match a premise target exactly. Example (b) stresses the
limitation of automatic evaluation: “distance-learning” (inferred by a2) does not
overlap with the ground truth, but it semantically matches well. In (c), the ground-
truth target was barely inferable from the premise targets. Full example arguments
can be found in the Appendix (Table A.7).
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# Scenario Fully Somewhat Not Majority

b2 – 5% 18% 76% 93 / 100

a1 – 56% 33% 11% 91 / 100
a2 Optimistic 50% 28% 22% 92 / 100

Pessimistic 49% 27% 24% 93 / 100
a1&a2 Optimistic 55% 34% 11% 89 / 100

Pessimistic 56% 32% 12% 90 / 100

Ground-truth 62% 29% 10% 84 / 100

TABLE 5.4: Majority agreement for how adequate (fully, somewhat, not) are the conclu-
sion targets of baseline b2, our approaches, and the ground truth. The right column lists
the number of cases where majority is given.

Manual Evaluation

To assess the actual quality of the inferred conclusion targets, we manually eval-
uated our approaches (optimistic and pessimistic scenario) and the baseline b2
(Seq2Seq (w/ premise targets)) in comparison to the ground-truth targets using
Amazon Mechanical Turk. We sampled 100 random instances from the iDebate
test set. In a single task, an argument’s premises were given along with the conclu-
sion target of either approach. Annotators had to judge the adequacy of the target
for the given premises as fully, somewhat, or not adequate. Each instance was
judged by five annotators. No one judged multiple targets for the same argument.3

Table 5.4 shows the distribution of majority judgments for each approach. Only
23% of the b2 targets were considered fully or somewhat adequate, i.e., pure text
generation seems insufficient. In contrast, our sub-approaches’ targets are compet-
itive to the ground truth, which was not always adequate either (likely due to errors
in target identification). The high performance of a1 (Premise Targets (ranked))
might be explained by the inferred targets being part of the premises, affecting an-
notators’ preferences. Still, the targets of a2 (Target Embedding (learning)) are
seen as adequate in 78% of the cases (50% fully), with the ability to infer conclu-
sion targets that are not explicitly stated in the premises. Even in the pessimistic
scenario, the inferences of a1 and a1&a2 remain stable. These results indicates
the importance of modeling the relation between premise and conclusion targets in
order to generate adequate conclusions.

5.3.2 Identifying Weak Premises

In the following, we will discuss the evaluation of our approach to identifying weak
premises, including the dataset we use for evaluation, the implementation details,
and the results.

3We paid $0.40 per task, restricting access to annotators with an approval rate of at least 95% and
5000 approved tasks. We ensure correct annotations by demanding an explanation for each judgment.
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Data

As proposed, our argument-undermining realization models the task of counter-
argument generation as an attack on a potentially weak premise. Such behavior is
widely observed on the Reddit forum changemyview (CMV). In particular, a user
writes a new post that presents reasons supporting the pro or con stance towards
a given topic (captured in the title of the post), asking the CMV community to
challenge the presented view. In turn, other users quote specific segments of the
post (usually a few sentences) and seek to counter them in their comments.

The structure induced by CMV defines a suitable data source for our study
the task of identifying weak premises and later the argument undermining task.
Specifically, we create the following distantly-supervised mapping:

• The title of the post denotes the claim of the user’s argument;

• the text of the post denotes the concatenated set of the argument’s premises;

• the quoted sentence(s) denote the attackable (weak) premises; and

• the quoting sentences from the comment denote the counter-argument.

In our work, we build on the CMV dataset of Jo et al. (2020), where each in-
stance contains a post, a title, and a set of attackable sentences (those quoted in
the comments). We use the same split as the authors, consisting of 25.8k posts for
training, 8.7k for validation, and 8.5k for testing. To use this dataset for the task of
a counter-argument generation later, we extend it by further collecting the quoting
sentences from the comments (i.e., the counter-arguments). The final dataset com-
piles 111.9k triples of argument (claim and premises), weak premise (one sentence
or more), and counter-argument (a set of sentences), split into 67.6k training, 23k
validation, and 22.3k test instances.

Implementation Details

As presented, we tackled the task of finding attackable premises by learning to rank
premises by their weakness with respect to the main claim. Based on the code of
Han et al. (2020) available in the Tensorflow learn-to-rank framework (Pasumarthi
et al., 2019), we used a list-wise optimization technique that considers the order
of all premises in the same argument. Additionally, we also experimented with
point-wise and pairwise techniques, but the list-wise approach turned out best. We
trained our ranking approach on the CMV dataset’s training split, and we refer to it
as bert-ltr below. We compare our approach to the Bert-based classifier introduced
by Jo et al. (2020), trained on the same training split using the authors’ code. We
employed their trained model to score each premise and then rank all premises in
an argument accordingly. We call this the bert-classifier. As Jo et al. (2020), we
also consider a random baseline as well as a baseline that ranks premises based on
sentence length.
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Approach P@1 A@3

Random 0.425 0.738
Sentence Length 0.350 0.617
bert-classifier (Jo et al., 2020) 0.487 0.777
bert-ltr (our approach) *0.506 *0.786

TABLE 5.5: Weak-premise ranking: Precision of ranking a weak premise highest (P@1)
and accuracy for the top three (A@3) of all evaluated approaches. Results with * are
significantly better than bert-classifier at p < .05.

Results

To assess the effectiveness, we follow Jo et al. (2020) in computing the precision
of putting a weak premise in the first rank (P@1), as well as the accuracy of having
at least a weak premise ranked in the top three (A@3). Table 5.5 shows the weak-
premise ranking results. We managed to almost exactly reproduce the values of Jo
et al. (2020) for all three baselines. Our approach, bert-ltr, achieves the best scores
according to both measures. In terms of a one-tailed dependent student’s t-test,
the differences between bert-ltr and bert-classifier are significant with at least 95%
confidence. These results support our hypothesis of the importance of tackling the
task as a ranking task with respect to the main claim. Later, we then use our weak-
premise ranking model in the argument-undermining approach to generate counter
attacking the identified weak premises.

5.3.3 Argument Undermining

Next, we evaluate our hypothesis on the importance of identifying weak premises
in counter-argument generation. In Alshomary et al. (2021c), we conduct two ex-
periments. First, we use the ground-truth weak premises from our data and focus
on evaluating the encoding method. In the second experiment, we evaluate the
overall argument-undermining approach to predict the weak premises and then en-
code them into the language model to generate the final counter. In the following,
we present the implementation details for the two experiments.

Argument Undermining with Ground Truth Weak Premises

Implementation Details We used OpenAI’s GPT as a pre-trained language model.
We trained two versions of our generation model: our-model-w/ with an extra spe-
cial token ([weak]) surrounding the attackable sentences to give an extra signal
to our model, and once our-model-w/o without it. We fine-tuned both versions
with the same settings using the transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020) for six
epochs.4 We left all other hyperparameters with their default values. As men-

4We stopped at six epochs because we observed no gain in terms of validation loss anymore.
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Counter Sentences Full Comment

Approach Target MET. BLEU-1 BLEU-2 MET. BLEU-1 BLEU-2

counter-baseline - 0.058 13.023 3.117 0.097 10.400 3.212

our-model-w/o claim 0.060 12.532 2.943 0.090 9.472 2.837
our-model-w/o random premise 0.058 12.838 3.005 0.096 10.398 3.255
our-model-w/o weak premise 0.057 *13.453 *3.391 *0.102 *10.998 *3.764

our-model-w/ claim 0.060 12.635 3.023 0.092 9.685 2.984
our-model-w/ random premise 0.059 12.712 2.987 0.096 10.161 3.217
our-model-w/ weak premise 0.058 13.162 3.217 0.101 10.743 3.651

TABLE 5.6: Premise attack generation: METEOR (MET.), BLEU-1, and BLEU-2 scores
of the output of each evaluated approach compared to the ground-truth counter sentences
and to the the full comment (i.e., the full counter-argument). Values marked with * are
significantly better than counter-baseline at p < .05.

tioned, the model’s input is a sequence of tokens constructed from the argument
(with weak premises highlighted) and either the correct counter or a distracting
sequence. We selected one sentence from the original post randomly to be the dis-
tracting sequence for each input instance. We compare our model to a GPT-based
model fine-tuned on a sequence of tokens representing a pair of an argument (title
and post) and a counter-argument. We consider this as a general counter-argument
generation model, trained without any consideration of weak premises. We trained
the baseline using the same setting as our model. We refer to it as counter-baseline.

Automatic Evaluation To assess the importance of selecting attackable sentences,
we evaluate the effectiveness of our model in different inference settings in terms
of what is being attacked: (1) the claim of the argument, (2) a random premise,
or (3) a weak premise given in the ground-truth data. For the random setting, we
selected three premises from the argument randomly, and we generated one counter
for each. The final result is the average of the results for each. We computed
METEOR and BLEU scores, comparing the generated premises to (a) the exact
counter sentences of the quoted weak premise and (b) the full argument. We carried
out this automatic evaluation on 1k posts from the test split.

As shown in Table 5.6, the best results are achieved by our-model-w/o in all
cases when identifying the weak premises in the input. Encoding the knowledge
about weak premises as token types is sufficient, and adding an extra special token
does not help. Although the differences between our best model and the base-
line are not big, they are significant according to the one-tailed dependent t-test
with a confidence of 95%. For both versions of our model, the best scores are
achieved when considering the weak premises as the target (except for the first ME-
TEOR column). However, not all these differences are significant. This gives evi-
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FIGURE 5.13: Premise attack generation: Mean token overlap between the ground-truth
weak premises and the counters generated by each evaluated approach. Illustration is taken
from Alshomary et al. (2021c).

dence that exploiting information about weak premises in the training of counter-
argument generation approaches can improve their effectiveness.

To further assess the relationship between the generated counters and the at-
tacked premises, we computed the proportion of covered content tokens in the
weak premise for the two versions of our model and the baseline. Figure 5.13
shows a histogram of the percentages. Clearly, both versions of our model have
higher coverage of the annotated weak premises than the baseline.

Manual Evaluation To analyze the generated counter-arguments more thoroughly,
we carried out a manual evaluation study on a sample of 50 random examples. Two
authors of our work (Alshomary et al., 2021c) inspected the sample, comparing the
two versions of our model. The results were in favor of our-model-w/o. Therefore,
we compared only our-model-w/o against the counter-baseline. In particular, we
assessed the relevance and appropriateness of the output of the two for each ex-
ample. Given an argument, the highlighted premise to be attacked, and the two
counters, we asked three annotators who hold an academic degree and are fluent in
English (no author of this paper) to answer two questions:

1. Which text is more relevant to the highlighted premise?

2. Which text is more appropriate for being used as a counter-argument?

As shown in Table 5.7, annotators favored our model in 56%
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Approach Relevance Appropriateness

Majority Full Majority Full

counter-baseline 44% 20% 44% 14%
our-model-w/o 56% 36% 56% 28%

Mean Kendall’s τ 0.41 0.23

TABLE 5.7: Premise attack generation: Percentage of cases where each given approach
was seen as more relevant and more appropriate, respectively, according to majority vote
and the full agreement in the manual evaluation on 50 examples. The bottom line shows
the mean pairwise inter-annotator agreement.

Considering the given task as a ranking task, we used Kendall’s τ to compute
the annotator’s agreement. The mean pairwise agreement was 0.41 for the rele-
vance assessment and 0.23 for appropriateness. Clearly, assessing the text’s appro-
priateness of being a counter-argument is more subjective and more challenging to
judge than the relevance task.

Argument Undermining with Predicted Weak Premises

Finally, we assess the overall effectiveness of our proposed undermining approach
to counter-argument generation; that is, we first identify weak premises automati-
cally using our ranking model, Bert-ltr, and then generate a counter-argument using
our generation model, our-model-w/o, focusing on the selected weak premises.

Implementation Details Due to the limited P@1 value of our ranking model (see
Table 5.5), we evaluate two variations of our overall approach that differ in terms
of what premises to attack. The first variant attacks the weakest premise. In the
second, we first generate three counters considering each of the top three weak
premises. Then, we select the counter that has the most content-token overlap with
the corresponding weak premise. On the one hand, we compare our approach to
the counter-baseline from the previous section. On the other hand, we consider the
state-of-the-art counter-argument generation approach of Hua and Wang (2019),
an LSTM-based Seq2seq model with two decoders, one for selecting talking points
(phrases) and the other for generating the counter, given the selection.

Automatic Evaluation While the approach of Hua and Wang (2019) learns from
a dataset collected from the same source (CMV), it requires retrieving relevant
argumentative texts with a stance opposite to the input argument. Due to the com-
plexity of the data preparation, we decided instead to evaluate all approaches on
the test split of Hua and Wang (2019).5 As a result, the approach of Hua and Wang

5We verified that all posts in their test split do not appear in our training split.
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# Approach Target METEOR BLEU-1 BLEU-2

1 counter-baseline None 0.205 22.741 7.792
2 Hua and Wang None 0.258 30.160 13.366

3 Overall approach 1 premise 0.207 22.841 7.839
4 Overall approach 3 premises 0.210 23.400 8.025

TABLE 5.8: Overall approach: METEOR and BLUE scores of the two variants with
different attacked targets, the counter-baseline, and Hua and Wang (2019).

(2019) is trained on their training split, whereas our approach is trained on our
training split, but both are then evaluated on the same test split of Hua and Wang
(2019). This is a somewhat unfair setting for our approach due to certain domain
differences, namely, the dataset of Hua and Wang (2019) comprises political topics
only. Similar to Section 5.3.3, we generated counters for 1k examples and com-
puted METEOR and BLEU scores of the generated counters with respect to the
ground-truth counters, which are here full arguments (CMV comments).

Table 5.8 shows that our approach outperforms the counter-baseline in both
settings, even with weak premises selected automatically. Considering the top-
3 weak premises instead of the top-1 improves the results. The best scores are
achieved by Hua and Wang (2019), though. A reason for this may be the slight
domain difference between our model’s training data and the test data used for
evaluation. Another observation is that the scores of both our approach and the
baseline increase compared to Table 5.6. This is likely to be caused by the higher
number of ground-truth references for each instance in the dataset of Hua and Wang
(2019) compared to the test split of our data, making it more likely to have the token
overlaps.

Manual Evaluation Given the known limited reliability of automatic generation
evaluation, we conducted another user study to evaluate the quality of the generated
counters by our model and the approach of Hua and Wang (2019). We evaluate the
same quality dimensions the authors used:

• Content Richness. The diversity of aspects covered by a counter-argument.

• Correctness. The relevance of a counter-argument to the given argument and
their degree of disagreement.

• Grammaticality. The grammatical correctness and fluency of a counter-
argument.

We used the Upwork crowd working platform to recruit three annotators with En-
glish proficiency and experience in editorial work.6 We asked each of them to eval-
uate a sample of 100 examples. Each contained an argument (claim and premises)

6Upwork, http://upwork.com

http://upwork.com
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Correctness Richness Grammaticality

Hua and Wang 1.81 2.28 2.91
Overall approach 2.65 3.15 3.50

Krippendorff’s α 0.26 0.06 0.32

TABLE 5.9: Overall approach: Average scores of the three annotators for the three eval-
uated quality dimensions of the counter-arguments generated by our approach and the one
of Hua and Wang (2019). 1 is worst, 5 is best. The bottom line shows the inter-annotator
agreeement.

and two counters (one of each approach). We asked the annotators to compare the
counters and to assess each with a score from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) for each quality
dimension.

The results are presented in Table 5.9. Unlike in the automatic evaluation, the
annotators gave, on average, higher scores on all quality dimensions to our gener-
ated counters than to those of Hua and Wang (2019).7 Bringing knowledge from
pre-trained language models (GPT) generally seems to contribute to the grammat-
icality and the richness of the generated counters. In terms of generating a correct
counter, focusing the generation model on a specific weak premise in an argument
seems to help (2.65 vs. 1.81), even though the results are far from perfect. Manual
inspection revealed that far from all generated arguments are counters to exactly
what is in the argument, indicating more room to work on this topic.

The Krippendorff’s α values show that the annotators had a fair agreement on
grammaticality and correctness (given the subjectiveness of the tasks), but only
slight agreement on content richness. We, therefore, think that the results for the
latter should not be overinterpreted.

In Figure 5.14, we show an example argument in favor of income inequality.
Our approach considers the premise “being poor does not entitle someone to the
cash of the rich people”. It then generates a counter-argument on the topic of
inequality, focusing on the fact that “being poor limits the ability to contribute
to society". In contrast, the counter-argument generated by Hua and Wang (2019)
diverges to address “low-income housing”, which is less relevant to the topic. More
examples of generated counters can be found in Appendix (Table A.8).

5.3.4 Argument Rebuttal

This subsection will describe the experiments carried out in our previous work
(Alshomary and Wachsmuth, 2023) to investigate the importance of conclusion
inference for the task of counter-argument generation. First, we will present the

7We note that the scores of Hua and Wang in Table 5.9 are notably lower than those reported by
Hua and Wang (2019). We believe this to be due to the comparison with our approach that affected
the annotator’s scores.
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Claim: there’s nothing wrong with income inequality.

Premises: billionaires like the rockefellers and trump worked hard to earn their
money and provide their families with luxury. meanwhile, my grandpa didn’t
and because of that i am of lower-middle class status. just because i’m poorer
doesn’t mean i’m entitled to the cash that the rich spent years to accumulate. i
simply have to swallow my pride and start at the bottom . to try and stump income
inequality is to meddle with the very basis of pure , unadulterated capitalism and
meritocracy

Our Counter: income inequality is precisely because of the fact that rich people
have a vested interest in having a bunch of money in the first place, which leads to
great wealth inequality. if you are poor but poor you have no incentive to live. by
providing good quality goods and services, you are able to contribute to society
better than most poor people. you’re basically doing something that is expected
of you, which is a wonderful trait. i think the problem is that you should at least
be able to be generous towards someone without expecting to be rewarded.

Hua and Wang’s Counter: this is a great example of how hard it is to invest in
low income housing. it’s not like it’s going to end up being worse for everyone.
if you don’t like it, you’re going to have to worry about it. the rich don’t want to
pay for it because they do n’t have to pay taxes. they aren’t going to be able to do
anything about it, they just don’t want.

FIGURE 5.14: Example counter-arguments generated by our approach and by the ap-
proach of Hua and Wang (2019). The italicized premise segment was identified as the
weak premise by our approach.

implementation details of our model and the baselines, then will give an overview
of both the automatic and manual evaluation and their results.

Experiment Setup

Data Similar to Subsection 5.3.2, we use the ChangeMyView (CMV) dataset
of Jo et al. (2020) and follow the same mapping: The title of a post represents
an argument’s conclusion and its body is the premises, while each comment is
a counter-argument. To ensure our models are trained on high-quality counters,
we select for each post the comment with the highest argumentative quality score
predicted by the model proposed by Gretz et al. (2020a).

To study counter-argument generation for settings where the conclusion is not
mentioned explicitly, we use only the post’s body as input and the title as train-
ing output to learn to generate the conclusion. Since users might also restate their
post’s main point (the conclusion) inside their post, this allows us to study and eval-
uate the correlation between a model’s effectiveness in generating good counter-
arguments and the level of implicitness of the conclusion in the input.

The stance-based ranking component relies on a classifier that assesses the
stance polarity between two statements. To train such a classifier, we use the
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dataset of Syed et al. (2021), which is based on the Kialo.org platform, where
claims on controversial topics contributed by humans are organized in a hierarchi-
cal structure with supporting and opposing relations. We transformed the data into
pairs of claims labeled as pro or con, and we split it by debates into 95.6k instances
for training, 7.7k for validation, and 22.4k for testing.

Models We used BART as our base model (Lewis et al., 2020) to text generation
and fine-tuned it starting from the BART-large checkpoint. We trained for three
epochs using a learning rate of 5e − 5 and a batch size of 8. We then selected
the checkpoint with the lowest error on the validation set. To find the best param-
eters αa and αb for the Joint Two-decoders model, we explored pairs of values
between 0.1 and 1.0 on a sample of the training set and took the pair that led to
the lowest validation loss: αa = 0.7 and αb = 0.3. To obtain a diverse set of
candidate counters for ranking, we used nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2019)
with p = 0.95 and top_k = 50. For the Joint One-seq model, we obtained rel-
evant Wikipedia concepts from the input premises using Project Debater’s API8

that we used to prompt the output sequence (conclusion and counter-argument) to
encourage diversity. As for the stance classifier, we fine-tuned roberta-large on the
Kialo pairs for three epochs with learning rate 2e−5 and batch size 64. The trained
classifier achieved an F1-score of 0.81 on the test split. To test its performance
on the ChangeMyView data, we took a sample of 2k instances with pro pairs (an
argument and its conclusion) and con pairs (conclusion and counter). The trained
classifier resulted in an F1-score of 0.70.

Baselines To study how effective transformer-based models are when the con-
clusion is not explicitly stated, we compare against four BART-based models, all
trained on the conclusion and premises as input and the counter-argument as output
but treated differently in the inference time.

In particular, the first baseline (BART w/o conclusion) relies only on the premises
at inference time. To account for the missing conclusion, the second (Pipeline-
based) generates a conclusion using another BART-based conclusion generation
model trained independently on the training split of the CMV dataset. This can
be seen as a pipeline alternative to our approach since conclusions and counters
are learned independently. We also evaluate a variation of this pipeline approach
that chooses the best counter among a diverse set of candidates using our rank-
ing component (Pipeline-based w/ Stance). Finally, the fourth model is an oracle
that knows the ground-truth conclusion in addition to the premises (BART w/ con-
clusion). Additionally, we compare our approach with the argument-undermining
approach from the previous section in which the argument’s weak points are first

8https://github.com/IBM/debater-eap-tutorial
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Approach BLEU Be.F1 Stance Contr.

BART-based w/o Conclusion 0.149 0.138 0.814 0.447
Pipeline-based 0.148 0.142 0.816 0.437
Pipeline-based w/ Stance 0.141 0.142 0.852 0.615

Joint One-seq 0.143 *0.159 0.850 *0.480
Joint One-seq w/ Stance 0.140 *0.147 0.889 *0.661
Joint Two-decoders *0.154 *0.148 0.798 0.423
Joint Two-decoders w/ Stance *0.164 *0.153 0.825 *0.652

BART-based w/ Conclusion 0.175 0.160 0.773 0.584
Argument Undermining 0.072 0.090 0.805 0.664

TABLE 5.10: Automatic evaluation of our two models, with and without stance rank-
ing, compared to baselines, in terms of the similarity of the generated and the ground-
truth counters (BLEU and BERT F1-score) and of the counter’s correct (opposing) stance.
Stance is computed once using Project Debater’s API (Stance) and once with our stance
classifier (Contrastiveness). Results highlighted with * are significantly better than BART-
based w/o Conclusion at a confidence level of 95%.

identified subject to its conclusion. Then a counter is generated to attack the weak-
est point(s).

Automatic Evaluation

In the following, we introduce the automatic evaluation measures used in our ex-
periments. We then present the evaluation results of our approaches, as well as a
detailed analysis of their effectiveness with respect to argument length (measured
by the number of tokens) and conclusion implicitness.

Evaluation Measures To approximate the similarity of generated and ground-
truth counters, we compute BLEU and BERT F1-score. For each instance, we
compare against all ground-truth counters and take the maximum score achieved.
In addition, we measure the stance correctness of the generated counter with re-
spect to the ground-truth conclusion in two ways: First, a contrastiveness score
is computed using the stance classifier trained for our ranking component. It rep-
resents the average likelihood of classifying the counter and the corresponding
ground-truth conclusion as con across the evaluation dataset. Second, a target-
based stance score that measures the stance of both the conclusion and the counter
towards the conclusion target. Given the validation set, we extract the target of
each conclusion using our trained target inference model from Section 5.1.1 and
then use Project Debater’s API9 to classify the conclusion’s stance and the gener-
ated counter’s stance towards the extracted target. The final measure is the absolute

9Debater API, https://early-access-program.debater.res.ibm.com/

https://early-access-program.debater.res.ibm.com/
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FIGURE 5.15: Contrastiveness and BERT F1-scores of our approach Joint One-seq
against the baseline subject to different levels of argument complexity (approximated by
the number of tokens) and conclusion implicitness (approximated by the maximum simi-
larity of the ground-truth conclusion to the premises). Illustration is taken from Alshomary
and Wachsmuth (2023)

difference between the counter and conclusion scores, averaged across the evalua-
tion dataset.

Results Table 5.10 shows the evaluation results. All approaches are close in
BLEU and BERT F1-score, with small but significant advantages for our mod-
els. We observe that the absence of explicit mention of the conclusion in the input
(BART w/o Conclusion) worsens the results across all measures but the Stance
score, and vice versa when introducing the conclusion (BART w/ Conclusion).
This clearly indicates the importance of the conclusion in the process of counter-
argument generation.

When the conclusion is not mentioned explicitly but has to be inferred, we
can see that both our generation models, which jointly generate conclusions and
counters, outperform the baselines in terms of correct stance. As expected, adding
the ranking component to our approaches and the pipeline baseline consistently
boosts the correctness, the best being Joint One-seq w/ Stance with stance score
0.889 and contrastiveness score of 0.661.

Although the argument undermining approach requires an explicit mention of
the conclusion to rank premises according to their attackability, its effectiveness
lacks behind. This could be because their model is trained on only a subset of the
training data where the comments counter specific points in the post.
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Analysis As discussed above, conclusions may appear in arguments implicitly,
which we expect to correlate with the quality of the generated counters: the more
explicit the conclusion, the better the generated counters. Moreover, we hypothe-
size that the longer an argument is, the more important the inference of its conclu-
sion is for effective counter-argument generation.

We empirically investigate these two hypotheses by comparing the perfor-
mance of the counter-argument generation models subject to argument length (in
terms of the number of tokens) and to the degree of conclusion implicitness (in
terms of the maximum similarity between the ground-truth conclusion and premises).
In particular, for both dimensions, we sorted a sample of 2k instances from the test
set accordingly and split it into five subsets of equal size. We then compare the
BERT F1-score and contrastiveness score of Joint One-seq against BART w/o Con-
clusion and BART w/ Conclusion on the respective subset.

Figure 5.15 shows the scores for all three models at different levels of argument
length and conclusion implicitness. In Figure 5.15a, we see that the baseline’s con-
trastiveness drops from 0.53 to 0.43 the longer the argument gets, while the scores
for BART w/ Conclusion fluctuate relatively around 0.57. In contrast, our approach
achieves scores between 0.64 and 0.73, indicating the benefit of the explicit mod-
eling of conclusions. Figure 5.15c suggests that the more direct the conclusion
is formulated in the premises, the better BART w/o Conclusion’s contrastiveness
score gets, and vice versa for BART w/ Conclusion model.

We observe an unexpected drop in scores for arguments where conclusions
have an average similarity of 0.7 to the premises. Upon inspection, we found that
the baselines tend to copy parts of the premises with slight rephrasing. However,
our approach, Joint One-seq, maintains high scores and also benefits from the clear
formulation of the conclusion in the premises since this helps to generate better
conclusions. Lastly, looking at BERT F1-scores in Figures 5.15b and 5.15d, we
notice that the values drop across all approaches as arguments get longer. Similarly,
the more apparent the conclusion in the premises, the better the scores get.

Manual Evaluation

To gain more reliable insights into the performance of our approaches, we designed
a human evaluation study to measure the quality of the generated counters in terms
of relevance to the input argument and the correctness of their stance. Moreover,
in a second study, we also let humans assess the validity of generated conclusions,
in order to assess whether the multitask learning paradigm also boosts the perfor-
mance of pre-trained language models over the single-task setting.

Counter-Arguments We selected 100 test set arguments randomly along with the
counters generated by the two variations of our approach, Joint One-seq w/ Stance
and Joint Two-decoders w/ Stance, as well as by two baselines, BART w/o Conclu-
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Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3

Annotator 1 - 0.43 0.28
Annotator 2 0.43 - 0.30
Annotator 3 0.28 0.30 -

TABLE 5.11: Pairwise inter-annotator agreement in terms of Kendall’s τ in the manual
evaluation.

sion and Pipeline-based. Using the UpWork platform, we recruited three human
annotators who are proficient in English with a job success of more than 90%. We
presented them with the 100 arguments together with the texts of the four given
counters, shuffled pseudo-randomly for each argument. For each argument, we
then asked them to rank the texts based on their adequacy of being a counter-
argument to the input argument, where we defined adequacy as follows:

An adequate counter is a text that (1) carries an argumentative and
coherent language and (2) clearly represents an opposing stance to
one of the main points in the input argument.

Additionally, the annotators should provide comments describing their decision
regarding the counters ranked first (the best) and fourth (the worst). Computing the
inter-annotator agreement using Kendall’s τ results in an average of 0.32 (ranging
from 0.32 to 0.43), while we observed majority agreement on full ranks between
the annotators in 78% of the evaluated cases.

Table 5.11 shows the pairwise inter-annotator agreement of the three annotators
in terms of Kendall’s τ , resulting in an average of 0.32, and ranging from 0.28
to 0.43. We observe that Annotator 1 and Annotator 2 agree notably more with
each other than with Annotator 3. We observed a full-ranking majority agreement
between our annotators in 78% of the evaluated cases.

Table 5.12 reports the mean of the average and majority ranks achieved by each
approach. When considering cases with majority agreement, our model Joint One-
seq w/ Stance performs best (mean rank 2.26). This also can be seen in Figure 5.16,
where we plot the rank distribution for all approaches. In 55% of the cases, the
approach generated counters that were ranked either first or second. However, the
variation with two decoders falls short compared to all others (mean rank 2.72).
This suggests that sharing only the encoder between the two tasks is not enough to
generate relevant counters. Also, as indicated before, not being able to prompt the
generated conclusions limits the diversity of candidates in the stance-based ranking
component. Finally, we see that the pipeline-based baseline equipped with our
ranking component is almost on par with our approaches, indicating the importance
of promoting stance correctness.
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FIGURE 5.16: A histogram of the ranks that each of the manually evaluated approaches
achieved on the 100 test cases, summing up the results of all three annotators. Illustration
is taken from (Alshomary and Wachsmuth, 2023).

Counter Generation Approach Average ↓ Majority ↓

BART-based w/o Conclusion 2.56 2.54
Pipeline-based w/ Stance 2.38 2.31

Joint One-seq w/ Stance 2.39 2.26
Joint Two-decoders w/ Stance 2.65 2.72

TABLE 5.12: Manual evaluation: The average and majority rank of the counters generated
by our two approach variations and the two baselines. Lower is better.

Conclusions To investigate whether the joint learning of conclusion and counter-
argument generation leads to more valid conclusions, we designed another human
evaluation study, for which we defined validity in a simple way:

A conclusion is valid if humans can infer it from the input argument.

For 50 random arguments, we selected their ground-truth conclusion as well as two
conclusions generated by the two variations of our approach and the best baseline
(Pipeline-based w/ Stance), summing up to seven conclusions per argument. We
hired two annotators through UpWork again. We asked them to read each argument
and to evaluate the validity of each conclusion on a 3-point Likert scale, where 3

means that they strongly agree that the conclusion can be inferred and 1 means
they strongly disagree. The agreement of the two annotators was 0.46 in terms of
Cohen’s κ.

Table 5.13 shows the average scores achieved by each evaluated model. With
1.42, the pipeline-based approach is notably worse than the others, indicating the
advantage of multitask learning for conclusion and counter generation. The best
score is achieved by Joint Two-decoders w/ Stance (2.03), being only 0.36 points
below the ground-truth conclusion’s score. Given the low effectiveness of this
model on the counter-argument generation task, we assume that the training pro-
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Conclusion Generation Approach Validity ↑

Pipeline-based w/ Stance 1.42
Joint One-seq w/ Stance 1.91
Joint Two-decoders w/ Stance 2.03

Ground-truth Conclusions 2.39

TABLE 5.13: Manual evaluation: Average validity score from 1 (non-valid) to 3 (valid) of
the conclusions generated by our two approach variations and by the baseline, in compari-
son to the ground truth.

cess optimized more towards generating conclusions, especially since the task may
be easier than generating counters. A better weighting scheme for the two tasks
may alleviate this in future work.

Finally, in the Appendix (Section A.3.3), we provide a qualitative analysis of
an example argument and the corresponding counters generated by our approach
and the baselines.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

To successfully counter the opponent’s argument, skilled debaters need to under-
stand the main point this argument is making as well as identify attackable premises
on which it builds. Then, the argument can be countered by rebutting its main con-
clusion, undermining one of its weak premises, or undercutting by attacking the
reasoning between its premises and the conclusion. In this chapter, we studied how
to model this process. To this end, we proposed an approach of two main steps.
The first analyzes the opponent’s argument to identify its conclusion and weak
premises. The second step uses these identified aspects to generate more relevant
and effective counters. In the following, we will discuss our work’s limitations and
contributions to the overall picture of building an effective debate technology.

Limitations First, our approach builds on pre-trained language models (BART
and GPT). Therefore, one should consider the challenges of generating faithful
and unbiased text. Similar to the previous chapter, we suggest supporting our ap-
proach with other models to ensure faithful text generation, like claim verification
(Wadden et al., 2020, Guo et al., 2022). Such models could ensure that the debate
technology does not spit out false information hindering discussions.

Second, so far, we focused on inferring internal knowledge about the argument
structure in our approach (Lauscher et al., 2022). However, other kinds of external
knowledge, such as commonsense, can also benefit the task of counter-argument
generation. Al-Khatib et al. (2020) constructed an argumentation knowledge graph
comprising concepts with promote/suppress relations. Such a knowledge graph
can be utilized for the task of countering arguments. For example, to counter an
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argument supporting smoking, a counter to it can utilize the knowledge extracted
from the graph about the promoting relationship between smoking and disease.

Third, in addressing the weak premise identification task, we assume that the
argument’s conclusion is given and learn the attackability scores accordingly. Nev-
ertheless, as discussed throughout this thesis, conclusions are not necessarily ex-
plicitly mentioned in the argument. For such a scenario where conclusions are not
given, one can use the inferred conclusions by our conclusion inference approach
as a replacement. We should have evaluated the effectiveness of our approach with
inferred conclusions, but we left this for future research.

Finally, another counter-argument we should have explored is attacking the
reasoning between the premises and conclusions (argument undercut). In this re-
gard, knowledge about argumentation schemes (Walton et al., 2008) used in the
input argument can guide argument undercut. For example, knowing that an argu-
ment uses analogy as a scheme to draw parallels between two cases can inform a
counter-argument generation model about the potential of attacking the validity of
this analogy.

Contributions On the one hand, we bring the task of argument conclusion gener-
ation into the research focus by demonstrating its importance for other tasks, such
as counter-argument generation. To this end, we clearly define the argument con-
clusion and propose a conceptual framework to infer it from an input argument.
We show empirical evidence of the relation between premise and conclusion tar-
gets, and we introduce a method to learn to exploit this relation to infer conclusion
targets from the input argument. Furthermore, we study the effectiveness of pre-
trained language models on this task. We found that these models learn to generate
better conclusions when they are jointly learned along with the task of counter-
argument generation.

On the other hand, we introduce a new model to predict weak premises that
achieves state-of-the-art results. Instead of simply predicting the attackability of
single premises, our model learns to rank all the premises of an argument according
to their attackability with respect to the conclusion. We then present an approach
that encodes the attackability of premises on the token level to generate the final
counter that undermines the argument.

Overall, our methods to address the task of counter-argument generation can
go hand in hand to form a single component in a debate technology responsible
for generating effective counters to the opponent’s argument. In this component,
first, the opponent’s argument gets analyzed by computing the weak scores of its
premises and inferring its conclusion. Second, one of our counter-argument gener-
ation models (rebuttal or undermining) can generate the final counter accordingly.
The empirical findings that demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods for gen-
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erate counters also translate to an overall effectiveness of the debate technology in
engaging in debates.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This work aimed at the automatic generation of effective natural language argu-
ments. To put our goal into perspective, we took debate technologies as an appli-
cation scenario. In this scenario, given an audience and a controversial topic, an
argumentation technology engages in a debate with a human to maximize audience
agreement. To this end, we identified three research gaps where potential contri-
butions could advance the effectiveness of these debate technologies. First, we
argued that knowledge about the topic’s discussion space is essential to guide the
generation of relevant arguments (van Eemeren and Houtlosser, 1999). For this,
we proposed methods to distill key points from a collection of retrieved arguments
on the topic by modeling the key point candidacy on the sentence level. Second,
we discuss the importance of the audience in argument generation. We proposed
methods to learn the audience’s belief system and used this knowledge to generate
audience-aware arguments that are more effective. Third, we addressed the need
for generating arguments that counters the opponent’s argument. In this regard, we
proposed methods to identify the main point and weak premises of the opponent’s
argument, and we then used this knowledge for counter-argument generation.

As highlighted in Figure 1.3, we envision a single framework composed of the
proposed methods in our thesis. This framework first takes the topic and an audi-
ence representation and infers the corresponding key points (discussion space) and
audience model. Second, to synthesize an argument on the given topic, the dis-
cussion space and the audience model are used to ensure the argument’s relevancy
to the topic and its effectiveness on the audience. Finally, our framework infers
the opponent’s argument conclusion and weak premises, and it then generates a
corresponding counter-argument, using this inferred knowledge while maintaining
relevance to the discussion space and effectiveness on the given audience. In the
following, we will highlight our work’s main findings and implications, as well as
its limitations and future work.
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6.1 Contribution and Main Findings

Throughout this work, our goal was the generation of effective arguments that in-
crease agreement in the context of debate technologies. We identified three chal-
lenging areas where our research can help advance this goal. Accordingly, we
conceptualized a debate technology framework consisting of three main compo-
nents. The identifying discussion space model creates a set of talking key points
representing the topic potential to ensure the relevance of generated arguments.
The modeling audience component builds a model of the audience that can guide
the generation of arguments to fit the audience’s belief system to achieve better
agreement. Finally, the countering opponent’s argument component analyzes the
input argument to infer its conclusion and weak premises to synthesize an appro-
priate counter. The following will summarize our main findings and contributions
regarding each researched area and beyond.

Identifying Discussion Space We propose methods to model the key point can-
didacy on the sentence level by considering mainly the argumentativeness and
representativeness criteria. In our experiments, we introduced argument snippet
generation as a proxy task to assess the effectiveness of our key point candidacy
models. We argued for this task’s importance in the argument search context in
providing an efficient overview of the main point of a retrieved argument. Our
experiments indicate the limitation of general-purpose snippets and highlight the
importance of modeling argumentativeness and centrality of sentences in produc-
ing better snippets of arguments. Moreover, to diversify the final set of key points,
we studied how to model the sentence’s contrastiveness as an extra criterion. In
our snippet generation experiments, we presented methods to control the trade-off
between the representativeness and contrastiveness of snippets based on the use
case at hand. Finally, we provided empirical evidence of the effectiveness of our
approach in generating key points by applying it to the key point analysis shared
task proposed by Friedman et al. (2021a). In this regard, we also demonstrate the
effectiveness of using contrastive learning to model the relation between arguments
and key points. Among other submitted approaches, ours achieved the best results
in generating relevant and representative key points and top effectiveness in match-
ing these key points to arguments. Moreover, we compare our approach’s generated
key points to those generated by ChatGPT. The results demonstrate close effective-
ness, with the advantage of our approach being more interpretable than ChatGPT.
As mentioned, these key points form the topic potential that can guide the synthesis
of arguments in a debate technology framework.

Modeling Knowledge about the Audience We are the first to propose and study
the task of audience-based argument generation. We advocated the importance of
addressing the audience’s beliefs in argument generation to achieve agreement. To
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this end, we introduced approaches to model and encode two audience representa-
tions: stance and moral-based. For the stance-based representation, we proposed
two models that generate argumentative texts from scratch, one based on Seq2seq
models and one based on pre-trained language models. On the other hand, our
moral-based model builds on top of the project debater’s API, guiding the genera-
tion of arguments to focus on a specific set of morals.

Overall, our experiments demonstrate the applicability of encoding these au-
dience representations into generated arguments. When modeling the stances of
users, we found that pre-trained language models generate more coherent texts than
Seq2seq due to the pre-training process. Although our models were able to reflect
the stance of users on specific big issues in the synthesized argument, we found
that the relation between these big issues and the topic of discussion is crucial for
successful encoding. For example, a model knowledgeable about the audience’s
stance on "the existence of aliens" could tell little about their potential belief re-
garding abortion. Furthermore, when modeling the audience’s morals, we found
that users rated arguments focusing on morals to be more effective than their gen-
eral counterparts. In terms of audience, conservatives were more affected by the
moral arguments than liberals. Finally, modeling the audience is an important step
in a debate technology framework since it enables the generation of arguments that
address the audience’s beliefs – a crucial requirement to achieve agreement.

Modeling the Opponent’s Argument To counter the opponent’s argument, we
argued that knowledge about its argumentative structure, such as its conclusion and
weak premises, can help synthesize more relevant and effective counters. To this
end, we proposed approaches to extracting and integrating such knowledge into the
generation process. In particular, to infer the argument conclusion, we first pro-
posed a model to infer its target given a set of premises by modeling their semantic
relation using contrastive learning. We then study the effectiveness of pre-trained
language models on this task and report their performance in single and multi-
task settings. To identify weak premises, we proposed a ranking-based approach.
We integrate this knowledge into the counter-argument generation process in the
counter-generation component by implementing two LM-based models. The first
implementation generates a counter that attacks one of the weak premises, while
the other implementation generates a rebuttal considering the inferred conclusion.

Our experiments found that modeling the semantic relation between the premise
and conclusion targets leads to more adequate conclusions. In modeling the weak-
ness of premises, we found that this criterion is better learned as a ranking task
relevant to the conclusion instead of a single premise classification. Finally, we
demonstrate gain from modeling the conclusion and counter-argument generation
tasks through a multitask approach. Our contribution enables debate technology
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frameworks to generate counters to the opponent’s argument that can either rebut
its conclusion or attack its weak premises.

Beyond Debate Technologies Finally, we would like to point out that our re-
search, although focused on debate technologies, also contributes to other compu-
tational argumentation (CA) areas. This thesis introduced tasks and corresponding
approaches, such as the argument snippet and conclusion generation tasks. Re-
search on the first task improves the usability of argument search engines through
argument snippets that give an overview of the main points in the retrieved argu-
ments, allowing users of argument search engines to assess the relevancy of each
underlying argument quickly. On the other hand, studying the conclusion gener-
ation task contributes to argumentative writing support applications, for example,
by helping students assess whether their premises sufficiently entail their intended
conclusion Gurcke et al. (2021). Additionally, studying the identification of weak
premises can help students write argumentative solid text by pointing out potential
attackable claims in their text.

Moreover, beyond computational argumentation, our research demonstrates the
importance of multitasking and contrastive learning as training paradigms in natu-
ral language processing. We successfully applied these learning paradigms to our
tasks and showed a boost in performance as a result. In information retrieval, we
discussed how users of search engines might have different search goals, which im-
plies the need for domain-specific snippets. For example, in an argument search,
the user is interested in a snippet highlighting the argument’s main reasoning. Con-
sequently, other search domains imply different specificity that is worth studying.
Additionally, one can apply our key point analysis approach to summarizing other
documents, such as online reviews. Here, one can also inject different modeling
criteria instead of argumentativeness that better fit the domain at hand.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

In this section, we present the potential limitations of our work and discuss future
research directions to circumvent these limitations.

Inherited Limitations and Challenges Overall, our approaches build on and
benefit from the rise of pre-trained language models. These benefits come with a
cost. Typically, such technology inherits the same NLP challenges, such as bias and
models’ explainability. Due to its high social impact, gaining users’ trust is crucial
for a debate technology. Hence, empowering such technology with explainability
and limiting its bias should be addressed. In general NLP settings, dedicated re-
search lines have already been established to address these challenges (Danilevsky
et al., 2020, Sheng et al., 2021). However, due to the subjective nature of argu-
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mentative texts, studying such challenges with a debate scenario in focus can shed
light on new emerging aspects of bias. Debate technologies also impact the user’s
autonomy due to their role in forming the user’s opinion. If this debate technology
fails to diversify its engagement with the user, it limits how informed their opin-
ion is. Moreover, failing to identify misinformation could provide the user with
false evidence. Thus, future research should investigate methods that ensure the
diversity and trustworthiness of such technology (Li et al., 2022).

Approach Limitations As highlighted in Figure 1.3, we conceptualized an over-
all debate technology framework. Nevertheless, a few assumptions in our concep-
tual approach remained unsupported by empirical evidence and are open for future
research. First, we hypothesized that the discussion space constructed through our
key point modeling and aggregation approach could be used to guide the argument
generation process. However, we did not perform experiments to this end. Future
work can explore approaches similar to content planning and realization (Hua and
Wang, 2019) where the generated key points for candidates to be selected from in
the planning step.

The belief-based model learned about the audience can be used as a global
parameter to guide the generation of counter-arguments. This direction requires
the fusion of our methods for belief-based argument generation (Chapter 4) and
counter-argument generation (Chapter 5). For example, the PPLM algorithm used
in our belief-based claim generation approach can be applied on top of the counter-
argument generation models at inference time to guide the generated counters to-
wards a specific audience vocabulary. Finally, we discussed that the ultimate goal
of our contribution is to build a joint representation of multiple audiences that can
focus on the shared belief and use that to synthesize arguments that bring people
together. We worked on building models of beliefs for a specific audience based
on their stances or moral foundations. However, we did not address integrating
models of beliefs of different audiences into one. All said, we can not make a con-
cluding statement on the effectiveness of our conceptual framework in maximizing
agreement in debate. Nevertheless, the empirical evidence that supports the effec-
tiveness of the various components proposed throughout this thesis demonstrates
potential success.

Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 3, our approach to generating discussion
space focused on extractive summaries due to their intuitive interpretation, but this
limits their applicability in cases where implicit reasoning is involved. In such
situations, alternative approaches like inferring missing components or using ab-
stractive summarization techniques should be considered. In addressing audience-
aware argument generation (Chapter 4), we emphasize our methods’ limitations
and challenges. Firstly, generating arguments targeting a specific audience can
have a societal impact, and transparency is crucial in ensuring the ethical use of
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such technology. Privacy concerns should be addressed by adopting frameworks
like the GDPR. Secondly, the models we considered for the audience in this the-
sis are reductionist and may not accurately capture individual beliefs and stances.
Future work should explore more fine-grained approaches, such as learning latent
representations directly from user texts. So far, we also relied on pre-trained lan-
guage models (BART and GPT) to generate argumentative texts. In this regard,
one should consider the challenges of generating faithful and unbiased text. We
suggest supporting our approach with other models to ensure faithful text gen-
eration, like claim verification (Wadden et al., 2020, Guo et al., 2022). Finally,
to counter-arguments, our focus was primarily on understanding the internal struc-
ture of arguments. However, additional external knowledge, such as commonsense,
can be valuable for generating counter-arguments. As mentioned, Al-Khatib et al.
(2020) developed an argumentation knowledge graph that we can utilize to counter
arguments effectively.

Although our approaches, when evaluated against baselines, demonstrated strong
results, their effectiveness is imperfect, and there is room for improvement. This
limited effectiveness can result in failure cases with a cascading effect on the whole
approach. For example, inferring a conclusion with the wrong stance will lead to
generating wrong rebuttals. Wrongly identifying a weak premise can also lead
to an ineffective counter. Similarly, when modeling the key point candidacy, we
might extract nonrepresentative sentences from the collection as key points, which,
in turn, leads to generating arguments that are not relevant to the discussion.

During the timeline of this work, the field of natural language processing wit-
nessed much progress that rendered some of the models we built upon somewhat
outdated. The biggest transformation in this field was the new era of large language
models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT, that replaced typical language models like GPT-
2 or BART. When possible, we tried to compare our models against ChatGPT
(Chapter 3). We believe, however, that our findings still hold, and our approaches
can still benefit from this emerging technology. One can envision implementing
our approach on top of LLMs in many ways through prompting. For example, to
re-implement our argument-undermining approach via LLM prompting, one can
design a set of prompts that guide the LLM to investigate and find weak premises
in a given argument to then use this information to generate the counter-argument.
Such prompts can form a chain of thoughts that guide the LLM through the pro-
cess, similar to the work of Wei et al. (2022). Overall, the various components
of our debate framework can be re-implemented on top of LLMs to benefit from
their generation power while ensuring a level of control over their generated text to
guarantee levels of truthfulness and explainability.
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Example Tables

In the following, we will present detailed tables of examples of the evaluated ap-
proaches throughout this thesis.

A.1 Modeling the Discussion Space

The follow-up experiment in Section 3.3.2 compared our approach to extracting
key points (Ours) to ChatGPT on a set of 6 argument collections from the test split
of Friedman et al. (2021a). Table A.1 presents the key points generated by each
approach as well as the ground-truth for all of the six argument collections.

TABLE A.1: Examples of key points from our proposed approach. Only the top three key
points are shown for brevity.

Topic: (t1) Routine child vaccinations should be mandatory - Stance: Pro

Ours (1) Routine child vaccination should be mandatory so that the gen-
eral population can thrive by being free of deadly diseases (2) Child
vaccinations should be mandatory to provide decent health care to
all (3) Child vaccinations should be mandatory so our children will
be safe and protected

ChatGPT (1) Routine child vaccinations should be mandatory to prevent
the spread of diseases and protect children from deadly illnesses
(2) Mandatory vaccinations ensure the health and safety of the gen-
eral population, including vulnerable individuals such as infants and
the elderly (3) Vaccinations save lives and prevent the unnecessary
suffering caused by preventable diseases

GT. (1) Routine child vaccinations are effective (2) Child vaccination
saves lives (3) Routine child vaccinations are necessary to protect
others

Continued on next page
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Topic: (t1) Routine child vaccinations should be mandatory - Stance: Con

Ours (1) Child vaccinations shouldn’t be mandatory because some chil-
dren can get sick or badly affected by vaccinations. (2) Vaccines
contain heavy metals, they are toxic to children (3) The child popu-
lation has a low degree of vulnerability, so vaccination is not urgent
yet

ChatGPT (1) Child vaccination should not be mandatory because of potential
side effects and unknown risks (2) Parents should have the right to
decide whether to vaccinate their children or not (3) Vaccines may
not be necessary for children as they have stronger immune systems
and may not be susceptible to the diseases

GT. (1) Routine child vaccinations, or their side effects, are dangerous
(2) Mandatory vaccination contradicts basic rights (3) The parents
and not the state should decide

Topic: (t2) Social media should be regulated by the government - Stance: Con

Ours (1) Regulation by government of social media platforms would be
detrimental to free speech around the world (2) Government reg-
ulation of social media would be harmful to democracy (3) Social
media platforms should not be regulated by the government because
it is an invasion of privacy

ChatGPT (1) Government regulation of social media platforms would be
harmful to democracy and freedom of speech (2) Social media plat-
forms should not be regulated by the government as it would in-
fringe on privacy and freedom of expression (3) Social media plat-
forms are private companies and should not be controlled by the
government

GT. (1) Social media regulation is not effective (2) Social media regu-
lation harms privacy (3) Social media regulation harm freedom of
speech and other democratic rights

Topic: (t2) Social media should be regulated by the government - Stance: Pro

Ours (1) Social platforms must be regulated by governments to avoid hate
crimes as well as political disinformation (2) Social media should be
regulated by the government to prevent them from promoting dan-
gerous activities and ideologies (3) Social media platforms should
be regulated by the government to prevent bad-minded criminals
from having an effect on others

Continued on next page
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ChatGPT (1) Social media platforms should be regulated by the government
to prevent the spread of fake news and hoaxes (2) Regulation is nec-
essary to protect society from crimes, hate speech, and harmful con-
tent on social media platforms (3) Government control of social me-
dia can help ensure online security and prevent the dissemination of
false information

GT. (1) Social media regulation protects the younger audiences (2) So-
cial media regulation is necessary to deal with fake news (3) Social
media regulation is beneficial to society at large

Continued on next page
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Topic: (t3) The USA is a good country to live in - Stance: Pro

Ours (1) The USA provides many benefits to their citizens that no other
country has (2) The USA is a good country to live in as we have
so many freedoms compared to other countries (3) The USA is a
good country to live in because everyone has an equal opportunity
to succeed

ChatGPT (1) The United States is a country of opportunities and the American
dream (2) The United States has a stable economy and good job
opportunities (3) The United States offers a high quality of life and
good healthcare

GT. (1) The US offers great opportunities for individuals (2) The US
has freedoms/ democratic rights (3) The US has a great environ-
ment/nature

Topic: (t3) The USA is a good country to live in - Stance: Con

Ours (1) The poorest in society don’t have access to either good health
care or an adequate benefits system (2) The USA is not a good place
to live in because of the wide variance between rich and poor (3) The
USA is not a good place to live

ChatGPT (1) High crime rates and lack of safety (2) High tax rates and expen-
sive cost of living (3) Political divisions and social unrest

GT. (1) The US has unfair health and education policies (2) The US has
a problematic/divisive political system (3) The US has high taxa-
tion/high costs of living

TABLE A.1: Three example topics and the corresponding top three key points generated
by our approach (Ours) and by ChatGPT, along with the ground-truth (GT.) key points

A.2 Modeling the Audience

This section will present various details of evaluated approaches for modeling the
audience from Chapter 3.

A.2.1 Encoding Audience Model into Argument Generation

One of our approaches to modeling the audience’s beliefs relies on their stances on
big issues as a representation. As discussed in 4.3.2, not all big issues are relevant
to the discussed topic. Table A.2 shows example big issues and their different
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relatedness levels to example topics from our dataset as annotated by the authors
of our work (Alshomary et al., 2021a). We consider the following levels:

• Level 1 represents irrelevancy between the big issue and the topic

• Level 2 reflects a slight correlation between the stance on the big issue and
the stance on the topic

• Level 3 represents more likelihood of correlation between the stances

• Level 4 is for cases where the topic and the big issue are the same.

Relatedness Big Issue Topic

Level 1 Abortion Do aliens exist?
Level 2 Death Penalty Should Murder be Legalized
Level 3 Environmental Protection Whaling
Level 4 Abortion Is Abortion Wrong

TABLE A.2: Example Big Issues and topics for different relatedness levels between a big
issues and topics in our dataset

A.2.2 Encoding Stances into Argumentative Claims

As presented in Section 4.3.1, we evaluate the ability of our approach to encode
stances on big issues by computing the likelihood that the generated claims pos-
sess textual features reflecting the audience’s beliefs as stances on big issues. We
realize this by measuring the accuracy of predicting the audience’s stances on big
issues given the generated claims. We compute this accuracy for each big issue
individually and report the results for all of them. In particular, we perform the
following three steps for a given approach. First, we generate claims for all given
users and topics in the test dataset. Second, we keep only instances in which users
have a stance (pro/con) on the tested big issue and split the filtered dataset into
training and testing. Finally, we train a simple TF-IDF-based linear classifier on
the training set to predict the stance on the big issue given the text of the claim. The
accuracy of the classifier on the test split then quantifies the likelihood of the gener-
ated claims possessing textual features that reflect the stance on the corresponding
big issue. In Table A.3, we show the accuracy of the linear stance classifier when
trained on claims generated by all approaches and tested against all 48 big issues.

Due to space restrictions, we abbreviated the big issues as follows: (AB) Abor-
tion, (DL) Drug Legalization, GW (Global Warming), (DP) Death Penalty, (EP)
Environmental Protection, (MM) Medical Marijuana, (AA) Affirmative Action,
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(AR) Animal Rights, (BO) Barack Obama, (Cap) Capitalism, (CU) Civil Unions,
(EC) Electoral College, (ET) Estate Tax, (EU) European Union, , (Euth) Euthana-
sia, (FR) Federal Reserve, (FT) Flat Tax, (FreeT) Free Trade, (GWE) Global
Warming Exists, (Glob) Globalization, (GS) Gold Standard, (GR) Gun Rights,
(HS) Homeschooling, (IC) Internet Censorship, (IIW) Iran-Iraq War, (LU) Labor
Union, (LP) Legalized Prostitution, (M&M) Medicaid & Medicare, (MM) Med-
ical Marijuana, (MI) Military Intervention, (MW) Minimum Wage, (NHC) Na-
tional Health Care, (NRST) National Retail Sales Tax, (OM) Occupy Movement,
(PT) Progressive Tax, (RP) Racial Profiling, (Red) Redistribution, (SP) Social Pro-
grams, (SS) Social Security, (Soc) Socialism, (StS) Stimulus Spending, (TL) Term
Limits, (Tor) Torture, (UN) United Nations, (WA) War in Afghanistan, (WT) War
on Terror, (Wel) Welfare.

A.2.3 The Moral-based Evaluation

In Section 4.3.4, we presented our user study to evaluate the morally-framed ar-
guments by two different audiences, liberals and conservatives. In this study, we
additionally asked our users to fill out a follow-up questionnaire to investigate their
judgments of effectiveness in both challenging and empowering arguments. In
particular, we asked our six annotators the following four questions regarding the
challenging arguments:

• Your views: When arguments contested your stance on the topic, which of
the following arguments did you see as more effective:

1. Arguments that matched your views

2. Arguments that challenged your views

3. Neither of those was important

• Your knowledge: When arguments contested your stance on the topic, which
of the following arguments did you see as more effective:

1. Arguments based on views you already knew about

2. Arguments that introduce views you were not familiar with

3. Neither of those was important

• Others’ views: When arguments contested your stance on the topic, which
of the following arguments did you see as more effective:

1. Arguments you saw as particularly convincing to people that share your
views

2. Arguments you saw as particularly convincing to people that rather
oppose your views
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3. Neither of those was important

• Effectiveness: When arguments contested your stance on the topic, which
of the above three was most important for you to judge about effectiveness:

1. Your views

2. Your knowledge

3. Others’ views

Similarly, we ask the same questions in the case of empowering arguments. Table
A.4 and A.5 summarize the results of the four asked questions in both empower-
ing and challenging arguments. In general, among the three aspects, the knowl-
edge aspect was the most relevant one to the majority of the annotators (last row).
When the annotators were asked about their own views (first row), conservatives
favored mostly arguments that challenged their own views, while liberals favored
mostly empowering arguments that matched their views. Regarding others’ views,
most conservatives and liberals valued empowering arguments that were particu-
larly convincing to people that opposed their views. Nevertheless, we acknowledge
the limited reliability of such self-assessment of one’s moral judgments due to the
complicated cognitive mechanisms behind it (Pizarro, 2000).

A.2.4 Moral-based Argument-Generation

We present in Table A.6 a sample of generated arguments on three topics focusing
on both individualizing and binding morals, as well as uncontrolled.
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TABLE A.6: Example generated arguments supporting Affirmative Actions for different
focused morals.

Topic: Affirmative Actions

Binding argument: Law, students, policy and women are the four issues the
crowd elaborated on.
Let’s explore the issue of law. The court found that the University of Michi-
gan’s Law School’s affirmative action admission policies were promoting diver-
sity within its school. Liberals have also argued for affirmative action to increase
the representation of women and minorities among law students and law faculty.
Following the enactment of Civil Rights laws in the 1960s, all educational institu-
tions in the United States that receive federal funding have undertaken affirmative
action to increase their racial diversity.
The next issue is students. Another controversial decision of the Rehnquist court
in 2003 was Grutter v. Bollinger which upheld affirmative action. It was in
essence an affirmative action scheme to assist geographically disadvantaged stu-
dents to gain tertiary education. The obvious solution to all the Affirmative Ac-
tion controversy is to offer full financial assistance to all university students with
need, regardless of race.
Moving on to policy. This executive order created a National Women’s Business
Enterprise Policy and required government agencies to take affirmative action in
support of women’s business enterprises. Following the riots, the Malaysian Gov-
ernment introduced affirmative action policies to help the Bumiputera to achieve
a higher economic quality of life than the Chinese. Ethiopian government pol-
icy has supported affirmative action for women since its inception in 1994. The
ACLU’s official position statements, as of January 2012, included the following
policies: Affirmative action - The ACLU supports affirmative action.
The last issue mentioned was women. Hunter is a supporter of affirmative ac-
tion for women. He is highly in favor of affirmative action and supports setting
aside funds for women and minorities. According to a poll taken by USA To-
day in 2005, the majority of Americans support affirmative action for women,
while views on minority groups were more split. It support affirmative action for
women. Affirmative Action and Impact Sourcing Tata BSS is an avid supporter
of Affirmative Action and hence employs huge number of SC/ST community
people in their operations thereby making a huge impact on the society.

Continued on next page
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Individualizing argument: Employment, discrimination, universities and policy
are the four issues the crowd elaborated on.
Let’s explore the issue of employment. Affirmative action legislation has led to
substantial improvements in the employment of minorities and women. They also
require Federal contractors and subcontractors to take affirmative action to ensure
equal employment opportunity in their employment processes. Historically and
internationally, support for affirmative action has sought to achieve goals such
as bridging inequalities in employment and pay, increasing access to education,
promoting diversity, and redressing apparent past wrongs, harms, or hindrance.
The next issue is discrimination. The affirmative action program is designed to
remedy the effects of past discrimination. In 2004, he reiterated his support, "I
support affirmative action programs, including in appropriate instances consid-
eration of race and gender in government contracting decisions, when the affir-
mative action program is designed to remedy the effects of past discrimination.".
Alongside the prohibition against unfair discrimination, affirmative action is the
second cornerstone of the EEA. A common approach to remedying discrimina-
tion is affirmative action.
Moving on to universities. The National Conference of State Legislatures held in
Washington D.C. stated in a 2014 overview that many supporters for affirmative
action argue that policies stemming from affirmative action help to open doors for
historically excluded groups in workplace settings and higher education. Race-
based affirmative action was necessary to achieve diversity and its educational
benefits. Affirmative action provides some disadvantaged youth with increased
chances of attending top-tier university. Action is thus more important than ab-
stract knowledge.
The last issue mentioned was policy. According to its website, the NCP is com-
mitted to ideals of social justice, expressing support for affirmative action policies
for the downtrodden members of society and for ensuring equal opportunities for
all. Such legislation and affirmative action policies have been critical to bringing
changes in societal attitudes. The school applies an affirmative action policy to
ensure marginalized students from hardship semi-arid areas are given a chance.
Affirmative Action Policy is to ensure the peace and stability in the pluralist so-
ciety of Malaysia. It was found to address Malay grievances.

Continued on next page
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Uncontrolled argument:
Discrimination, effectiveness, the supreme court and women are the four issues
the crowd elaborated on.
Let’s explore the issue of discrimination. 1961: Executive Order 10925:
Required government contractors to "take affirmative action" to ensure non-
discriminatory employment practices. It supports affirmative action as neces-
sary in the fight for equality and it opposes all forms of racism and religious
bigotry. Right to affirmative action All federal employers or federal contractors
are required to take affirmative action to help counteract the effects of histori-
cal discrimination. CAMERA argues the Law of Return is justified under the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination Article I,
which CAMERA argues allows for affirmative action, because of the discrimina-
tion Jews faced during the Holocaust.
The next issue is effectiveness. In philosophy, Action is effective will. Collective
action is the most effective means of preventing potential state and non-state ag-
gressors from threatening other states. Such action is effective in spreading our
message.
Moving on to the supreme court. Utter v. Bollinger: The Supreme Court of
the United States upholds affirmative action in university admissions. The court
found that the University of Michigan’s Law School’s affirmative action admis-
sion policies were promoting diversity within its school. Importantly, though, it
ruled that a university was entitled to "no deference" on its judgment that race-
based affirmative action was necessary to achieve diversity and its educational
benefits. Another controversial decision of the Rehnquist court in 2003 was Grut-
ter v. Bollinger which upheld affirmative action. A prominent advocate of affir-
mative action, he played a leading role in the twin Supreme Court cases-Grutter
v Bollinger and Gratz v Bollinger-that upheld and clarified the importance of
diversity as a compelling justification for affirmative action in higher education.
The last issue mentioned was women. Affirmative action programs to women
in an effort to end gender discrimination. Gender-affirmative practices recog-
nize and support an individual’s unique gender self-identification and expression.
Wesolowski supported affirmative action programs for Saskatoon Catholic teach-
ers in 2001, arguing that past policies had discriminated against women and abo-
riginals. For women business owners, affirmative action programs are considered
legislation that encourage government agencies and contractors to do business
with women-owned businesses.

Topic: Legalizing Prostitution
Continued on next page
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Binding argument:
These are the four issues the crowd addressed: the netherlands, adulthood, gov-
ernment and drugs.
Starting with the netherlands. Prostitution is legal and regulated in the Nether-
lands. In Switzerland, it has been legal since 1942. As a result of such views on
prostitution, countries such as Germany, the Netherlands and New Zealand have
fully legalized prostitution.
Adulthood was also mentioned. Prostitution of adults is legal in 10 rural counties
in Nevada. Prostitution is a consensual sex act between adults and a victim-
less crime, thus the government should not prohibit this practice. The impugned
Criminal Code provisions, by criminalizing many of the activities surrounding
prostitution, adversely affect a great number of women. Prostitution was legal,
as long as the women paid their license fees. It should not be illegal because the
customers are satisfied.
Turning to government. Prostitution should be decriminalized, and as a libertar-
ian insists the sex trade should not be regulated by the government. According to
data from the Office for National Statistics, it contributed 5.3 billion to the UK
economy in 2009. This, the sex work perspective asserts, will allow prostitution
to be regulated by governments and business codes, protect sex trade workers,
and improve the ability to prosecute people who hurt them. In 2005 the gov-
ernment also drafted the Sex Regulation Act which sought to further legalise and
regulate prostitution. According to a Portuguese Government spokesperson, "The
Government’s opinion was that prostitution was not a crime.
The last issue mentioned was drugs. Mick Jagger has called for all drugs to be
legalised on the Isle of Man. The Act legalised prostitution and put the women
involved under police and medical control. In 2012, newly elected Guatemalan
president Otto Perez Molina argued that all drugs should be legalized while at-
tending the United Nations. Because of this, the Austrian Federal Ministry of the
Interior wants to transform illegal prostitution into legal regulated prostitution.

Continued on next page
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Individualizing argument: These are the four issues the crowd addressed: reg-
ulation, gambling, rape and crime.
Starting with regulation. According to proponents of regulation, prostitution
should be considered a legitimate activity, which must be recognized and reg-
ulated, in order to protect the workers’ rights and to prevent abuse. It should be
legalised so it could be controlled safety. Maxine is a strong supporter of legalised
brothels, more regulations around employment in the sex industry and increased
sentences for perpetrators of violent crime. Barbara Brents and Kathryn Haus-
beck state in their study that the legalization of prostitution in Nevada’s brothels
allows for improved regulation and protection for both businesses and workers.
Gambling was also mentioned. D’Amato believed that legalized gambling would
be good for both the city and for those with businesses related to the entertainment
industry. Maher favors ending corporate welfare and federal funding of non-
profits as well as the legalization of gambling, prostitution, and cannabis.
Turning to rape. Kimberly Kay Hoang, assistant professor of sociology at the
University of Chicago, who conducted a 2011 study of prostitutes in Ho Chi
Minh City is quoted as saying "Legalising prostitution would also reduce vio-
lence and sex crimes such as rape and sexual violence. Legalising prostitution
would also reduce violence and sex crimes such as rape and sexual violence. In
2006, the National Assembly legalized abortion care in cases of rape, as women
regularly faced sexual violence, rape, and gang rape in the war-ravaged country.
Legalizing brothels would make prostitution safer for women because it would
allow prostitution to take place indoors.
The last issue mentioned was crime. Proposition K would decriminalize prostitu-
tion, enforce laws against crimes on sex workers, and disclose all investigations
and prosecutions of violent crimes against sex workers. A May 1990 Australian
Institute of Criminology report recommended that prostitution not be a criminal
offence, since the laws were ineffective and endangered sex workers. In 1908, the
king passed laws to legalize prostitution and help sex workers get medical care.

Continued on next page
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Uncontrolled argument:
These are the four issues the crowd addressed: offices, sex workers, drugs and
rural.
Starting with offices. Citizens’ Assembly’s Vanadzor Office president, Artur
Sakunts, called for prostitution to be legalised and regulated. Prostitution in Hun-
gary has been legalized and regulated by the government since 1999. In several
countries, lotteries are legalized by the governments themselves. In response
to the 1995 Federal-Provincial-Territorial Working Group on Prostitution report
"Dealing with Prostitution in Canada," Toronto’s Board of Health advocated de-
criminalisation in 1995, with the City taking the responsibility of regulating the
industry.
Sex workers was also mentioned. The sex workers organisation "Guyana Sex
Worker Coalition" and several NGOs called for prostitution to be legalised and
regularization of sex work. Some sex-positive feminists believe that women and
men can have positive experiences as sex workers and that where it is illegal,
prostitution should be decriminalized. Since the mid-1970s, sex workers across
the world have organised, demanding the decriminalisation of prostitution, equal
protection under the law, improved working conditions, the right to pay taxes,
travel and receive social benefits such as pensions. The sex work perspective
maintains that prostitution is a legitimate form of work for women faced with the
option of other bad jobs, therefore women ought to have the right to work in the
sex trade free of prosecution or the fear of it.
Turning to drugs. If they did, prostitution and drugs would be legal. The Act
legalised prostitution and put the women involved under police and medical con-
trol. In 2012, newly elected Guatemalan president Otto Perez Molina argued that
all drugs should be legalized while attending the United Nations. He has studied
the effects of drug criminalization for 15 years, and argues that all drugs should
be legalized.
The last issue mentioned was rural. Prostitution of adults is legal in 11 rural
counties in Nevada. Mayor Goodman supports legalizing prostitution in the city’s
downtown area as a revenue generator and tool for revitalization, although a ma-
jority of Nevadans polled in 2003 opposed the mayor’s position.

TABLE A.6: Example generated arguments supporting Affirmative Actions for different
focused morals.

A.3 Modeling the Opponent’s Argument

This section will present various details of evaluated approaches for modeling the
opponent’s argument from Chapter 4.
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A.3.1 Target Inference in Conclusion Generation

Table ?? introduces a set of argument examples of which we highlight the premise
targets identified in the argument and the corresponding conclusion target that was
inferred with each of our approaches, along with the ground-truth conclusions.

A.3.2 Argument Undermining

Table A.8 presents example counters generated by our argument-undermining ap-
proach and the one of Hua and Wang (2019).

TABLE A.8: Example generated arguments supporting Affirmative Actions for different
focused morals.

Claim (title): it’s better to have no freedom of speech than to be given the allu-
sion of freedom of speech.

Premises (sentences): the reason why i believe this is that i like to know the
rules first upfront , i hate people changing the rules in the middle of the game
. the simplest comparison i can come up with is that if i am walking and then i
accidentally walk into someone ’s property than i get arrested for trespassing . i
rather they straight up hang signs that say i am entering private property in the
first place . if i go my whole life believing i have free speech , then one day i
get maced or tasered by a cop for speaking my mind . i would ’ve expressed my
opinions in another way . these countries where they say you have freedom but
on the other hand oppress you are not free countries nor are they honest countries
. in my view , they are worse than an openly oppressive country .

Our Counter: can you expand on what you mean here? this is simply demon-
strably false. we have free speech. people have free speech in these countries
because we are free people. i’m not sure how you got from you that you dislike
freedom, but there’s no contradiction. i am not free of speech.

Hua and Wang’s Counter: if you believe in the right to free speech , then it is
not a right . if you do n’t agree with what you say , then you have to accept that
it is a slippery slope . it ’s not that you are n’t allowed to say whatever you want
, it ’s that you do not have the right , and that you should not be allowed to speak
freely . you can not have a right to express your views , but that does n’t mean
you should n’t do it . if you

Continued on next page
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Claim (title): i think hijab is good for the society and for women.

Premises (sentences): but i think that hijab is a good approach to reduce rape
and harassment . i think one of the reasons for rape are 1 ) not having a sexual
partner 2 ) pornography , so here comes the role of the hijab so if women wear
hijab rapists will not view her as a sexual object . here is a video that shows a
social experiment of the same woman wearing different cloth on the same streets
of nyc :[ – url – ) . i want people that view hijab as some sort of backward way of
dress to tell me why do you think like that ? and if possible change my view . (
edit ) .... . i agree with many of you guys that said rape is about power , but what
i meant in my question is sexual harassment in general , by that i mean touching
or grabbing private parts i could n’t explain at first because of my english . so if
touching and grabbing is under the crime of sexual harassment , do n’t you think
hijab will reduce those assaults ? so in short my point of view has changed when
you guys said that rape is about power , i know think that a rapist will rape anyone
regardless his cloth , but that does n’t s include other sexual harassment means .
excuse my english .

Our Counter: this point you’re making is’why do you think women are raped
if you’d like to do x with them?’i’m not sure what you’re trying to get at here.
are you saying people shouldn’t think rape is a’bad idea ’? because that’s the
most basic and fundamental reason a person should wear a hijab, and unless you
don’t believe in the concept of a’good idea ’, you shouldn’t think women are
sexually harassed. rape is, in general, about power, sexual harassment, by the
very definition of harassment.

Hua and Wang’s Counter: there is no such thing as a " feminist " movement .
it ’s not just a matter of what it is , it ’s a group of people who are in favor of it
. women are not the only ones who are oppressed . women have been subject to
the same rules as men . women are

Continued on next page
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Claim (title): there is no logical way to prove that being unfair is wrong .

Premises (sentences): . one response was that " the party did n’t deserve that
type of treatment . " but that ’s just another phrasing of being unfair . i decided to
think for myself logically why being unfair is wrong and so far i ’ve only managed
to come up with a few flawed answers . firstly , being unfair is self-evidently
wrong . now this works out , until you realise that different people in different
environments would find different values to be self-evident . for example , if a
human were to grow up alone without being in contact with another human since
he was first conscious , then what he would n’t find fairness to be self-evident .
instead , what he wo n’t hesitate to do is kill others for whatever reasons he sees
fit . he would see what he does as being acceptable , but we would n’t . however
, it would be impossible to convince him that others have a right to life because
he grew not knowing empathy . if we apply this to the current context , then
people in the west find different morals to be self-evident than people in asia or
the middle east . yet everyone claims the other is inhumane , with no explanation
how it is inhumane , or what is inhumane . another answer why being unfair is
wrong is that it without fairness , society would n’t function optimally . however
if i purge the retired elderly or the ill who needlessly consume resources , then
it would boost the cogs of society , wouldnt it ? its still considered wrong .
therefore this answer is invalid . anyone have answers for the question " why is
being unfair wrong ? "

Our Counter: how is being unfair any better than being wrong? fairness is
subjective. in any society, fairness is subjective. if a person has a problem, does
that mean their position is fair? the way we live the consequences of their decision
means we can’t change them. but why is that wrong?

Hua and Wang’s Counter: i think it ’s important to distinguish between the two
scenarios , and i think that it ’s more important to understand what you mean by
" different " . i think you ’re correct , but i think it

TABLE A.8: A list of examples of counter-arguments generated by our approach and by
the approach of Hua and Wang (2019). The italicized premise segment was identified as
the weak premise by our approach.

A.3.3 Argument Rebuttal

We perform a manual evaluation of the counters generated by our argument rebuttal
approach ( Joint One-seq w/ Stance) and baselines. Table A.9 shows an example
argument discussing Artificial Intelligence along with counters generated by the
two baselines as well as by our approach Joint One-seq w/ Stance. BART w/o Con-
clusion rephrases sentences from the input argument without generating a proper
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counter, possibly due to ignorance of the conclusion. While the pipeline-based
baseline equipped with our ranking component generates a somehow relevant con-
clusion, its counter is still vague and doesn’t clearly oppose the argument’s stance.
Finally, Joint One-seq infers a conclusion that addresses the main point of the input
argument (Scientific law), and counter it by pointing out the difficulty of defining
intelligent , making it hard to be measured.

Upon exploring annotators’ comments that justified their decisions of what
is the best/worse counter, we identified some patterns. For example, Joint One-
seq was most appreciated, because it generated argumentative and coherent coun-
ters that sometimes offered new perspectives. In contrast, the cases in which the
model’s output was ranked worst happen mainly due to being vague, incoherent, or
diverging from the main topic. The counters of BART w/o Conclusion were ranked
worse due to coherences sometimes, but often due to not opposing to the input
argument.
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Approach Ab AA AR BO BF Cap CU DP DL EC

GT 0.49 0.46 0.48 0.52 0.62 0.44 0.49 0.59 0.55 0.42

S2S-baseline 0.49 0.46 0.66 0.52 0.46 0.53 0.56 0.48 0.45 0.54
S2S-model 0.55 0.5 0.51 0.59 0.52 0.5 0.5 0.55 0.45 0.54
LM-baseline 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.52 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.5 0.49 0.41
LM-model 0.58 0.6 0.62 0.6 0.5 0.58 0.44 0.53 0.56 0.54

# Training instances 1610 1244 1806 1208 1092 1428 1288 1532 1538 1060
# Test instances 350 162 120 194 280 154 142 366 316 142

Approach EP ET EU Euth FR FT FreeT GM GWE Glob

GT 0.55 0.49 0.54 0.63 0.49 0.55 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.57

S2S-baseline 0.51 0.57 0.48 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.52 0.51 0.51
S2S-model 0.58 0.45 0.51 0.42 0.51 0.49 0.46 0.45 0.51 0.46
LM-baseline 0.56 0.45 0.56 0.54 0.51 0.56 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.52
LM-model 0.58 0.53 0.49 0.51 0.55 0.55 0.47 0.45 0.61 0.47

# Training instances 2196 1032 730 1380 622 922 1304 2098 1960 882
# Test instances 86 152 158 152 134 176 72 196 156 136

Approach GS GR HS IC IIW LU LP M&M MM MI

GT 0.52 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.55 0.49 0.5 0.5

S2S-baseline 0.54 0.55 0.51 0.41 0.4 0.41 0.49 0.44 0.57 0.54
S2S-model 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.49 0.49 0.4 0.47 0.55 0.57 0.49
LM-baseline 0.54 0.49 0.45 0.51 0.63 0.49 0.6 0.51 0.51 0.44
LM-model 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.42 0.66 0.47 0.52 0.56 0.58 0.51

# Training instances 594 1890 1302 1910 1668 1126 1186 1324 2096 910
# Test instances 130 182 138 98 68 146 230 138 138 144

Approach MW NHC NRST OM PT RP Red SB SP SS

GT 0.48 0.54 0.53 0.43 0.66 0.46 0.45 0.53 0.44 0.51

S2S-baseline 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.46 0.51 0.61 0.55 0.53 0.5 0.45
S2S-model 0.49 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.53 0.54 0.55
LM-baseline 0.59 0.57 0.54 0.43 0.46 0.54 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.48
LM-model 0.65 0.62 0.49 0.53 0.5 0.55 0.49 0.53 0.51 0.56

# Training instances 1580 1364 802 680 800 1728 764 1370 1278 1418
# Test instances 172 218 168 138 178 112 144 294 114 130

Approach Soc SS TL Tor. UN WA WT Wel.

GT 0.59 0.56 0.55 0.47 0.54 0.44 0.54 0.55

S2S-baseline 0.5 0.48 0.5 0.45 0.57 0.49 0.47 0.44
S2S-model 0.48 0.5 0.54 0.45 0.62 0.51 0.52 0.55
LM-baseline 0.47 0.4 0.41 0.51 0.59 0.45 0.52 0.49
LM-model 0.59 0.63 0.49 0.53 0.58 0.57 0.52 0.48

# Training instances 1100 664 1548 1616 1474 1564 1274 1256
# Test instances 174 120 112 152 160 136 252 196

TABLE A.3: Accuracy achieved by a stance classifier trained on claims generated by the
evaluated models.
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Conservatives Liberals

Empow. Chall. All Empow. Chall. All

Knowledge Know about 33.3% 0.0% 16.7% 33.3% 0.0% 16.7%
Not familiar 66.7% 66.7% 66.7% 66.7% 100.0% 83.3%
Neither 0.0% 33.3% 16.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Own views Matched 33.3% 0.0% 16.7% 66.7% 33.3% 50.0%
Challenging 33.3% 100.0% 66.7% 33.7% 0.0% 16.7%
Neither 33.3% 0.0% 16.7% 0.0% 66.7% 33.3%

Others’ views Share view 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 16.7%
Oppose view 66.7% 33.3% 50.0% 66.7% 100.0% 83.3%
Neither 33.3% 66.7% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Effectiveness Knowledge 66.7% 66.7% 66.7% 100.0% 66.7% 83.3%
Views 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 0.0% 33.3% 16.7%
Neither 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

TABLE A.4: Distribution of preferences (options) selected by the liberal and conservative
annotators for each of the four asked questions for both the empowering and challenging
cases.

ALL

Empow. Chall. All

Knowledge Know about 33.3% 0.0% 16.7%
Not familiar 66.7% 83.3% 75.0%
Neither 0.0% 16.7% 8.3%

Own views Matched 50.0% 16.7% 33.3%
Challenging 33.3% 50.0% 41.7%
Neither 16.7% 33.3% 25.0%

Others’ views Share view 16.7% 0.0% 8.3%
Oppose view 66.7% 66.7% 66.7%
Neither 16.7% 33.3% 25.0%

Effectiveness Knowledge 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

TABLE A.5: Distribution of preferences (options) selected by both of the liberal and con-
servative annotators for each of the four asked questions for both the empowering and
challenging cases.
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Example 1

Argument: Relocating to the best universities is a budgetary concern , but also fam-
ily and social relations concern for many people , which prevents all the best people
from even applying to universities that would suit them the best . Online courses
can recruit students from anywhere in the world much easier than traditional universi-
ties can because students do n’t need to travel far away for the best education . This
then ensures that universities have better access to the brightest people . For instance
, Stanford University ’s online course on Artificial Intelligence enabled people from 190
countries to join , and none of students receiving a score of 100 percent where from Stan-
ford -LSB- 14 -RSB- . Improving the pool of students would automatically result in bet-
ter academics , professionals and science , which would benefit the society better .

Ground truth conclusion: Online courses are a way to higher academic excellence

Premise Targets (ranked): Online courses

Target Embedding (learning): distance-learning

Example 2

Argument: Having a mobile phone helps us to learn in a lot of different ways . First we

learn about technology ; about how to use the mobile phone . Second most phones today
have apps -LRB- programs -RRB- to enable learning using the phone , or else through
the internet . Phones can access online courses and lessons which can be provided in
fun ways and can in some cases instantly tell you if you have the right answer . It may
even sometimes be possible to do homework on a phone and send it to your teacher .
Even without the internet phones can be used to provide short assignments , or to provide
reminders to study .

Ground truth conclusion: Mobile phones help us to learn

Premise Targets (ranked): Phones

Target Embedding (learning): Mobile phones

Example 3

Argument: students who used to prepare Microsoft PowerPoint presentation
, get an edge over others at an early stage of their career
When children are allowed to play around with computer from a very early age ,

they get acquainted with the previously mentioned skills and become expert before facing
professional world computers enable people to prepare presentations , draw complex
graphs and pictures , document thesis in a simple though efficient way

Ground truth conclusion: it ’s clear that computer has a positive effect on the children

Premise Targets (ranked): students who used to prepare Microsoft PowerPoint presenta-
tion for their school projects

Target Embedding (learning): future prospects of computers

TABLE A.7: Example arguments chosen from the test dataset, where premise targets and
the conclusion target are highlighted in each argument. Along with that, we show the
conclusion targets inferred by our approaches.
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Conclusion (title): Artificial General Intelligence does not need to be conscious to be
more intelligent or effective than humans
Premises (post): In my opinion AGI needs the algorithms that make us intelligent and by
having these missing pieces they will be a generally intelligent entity. I hear arguments
that an AGI needs to have a subjective experience like a human being in order to be
generally intelligent and I find this theory to be lackluster if the laws of physics can be
computed than so can the algorithms that make general intelligence. After all we are
information processing systems however, i am trying to explore all avenues of thought,
even play devil’s advocate and not get caught in some sort of echo chamber or even worse
a spirit of the age.

BART-based w/o Conclusion:

Counter: I don’t think that AGI needs to have a subjective experience like a human being
in order to be generally intelligent. I think it’s more accurate to say that an AGI doesn’t
need to have subjective experience, but that doesn’t mean that it can’t have an objective
experience.

Pipeline-based w/ Stance:

Conclusion: i need to be more intelligent in order to be an AGI.
Counter: intelligence is not determined by a subjective experience like a human being. it
is determined by the laws of physics. an agi does not need to have an objective experience
to be intelligent, but it does need to be able to understand the world around it.

Joint-based One-seq w/ Stance:

Conclusion: Scientific law is the only thing that can make AGI generally intelligent.
Counter: The problem with AGI is that we don’t really know what it is that makes us
intelligent. we have no idea how it works, what it’s like to be an AGI, how it’s different
from a human being, or how it will work in the real world.

TABLE A.9: An example argument with conclusion (title) and premises (post), taken from
CMV. Implicitly, the conclusion is also mentioned in the premises. Below, we show the
output generated by each approach.
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